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Abstract
Orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) is a multicarrier
modulation technique that has become a viable method for wireless
communication systems due to the high spectral eciency, immunity
to multipath distortion, and being exible to integrate with other tech-
niques. However, the high-peak-to-average power ratio and sensitivity
to synchronization errors are the major drawbacks for OFDM systems.
The algorithms and architectures for symbol timing and frequency syn-
chronization have been addressed in this thesis because of their crit-
ical requirements in the development and implementation of wireless
OFDM systems. For the frequency synchronization, two ecient car-
rier frequency oset (CFO) estimation methods based on the power and
phase dierence measurements between the subcarriers in consecutive
OFDM symbols have been presented and the power dierence measure-
ment technique is mapped onto recongurable hardware architecture.
The performance of the considered CFO estimators is investigated in
the presence of timing uncertainty conditions. The power dierence mea-
surements approach is further investigated for timing synchronization in
OFDM systems with constant modulus constellation. A new symbol
timing estimator has been proposed by measuring the power dierence
either between adjacent subcarriers or the same subcarrier in consec-
utive OFDM symbols. The proposed timing metric has been realized
in feedforward and feedback congurations, and dierent implementa-
tion strategies have been considered to enhance the performance and re-
duce the complexity. Recently, multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO)
wireless communication systems have received considerable attention.
Therefore, the proposed algorithms have also been extended for timing
recovery and frequency synchronization in MIMO-OFDM systems.
Unlike other techniques, the proposed timing and frequency synchro-
nization architectures are totally blind in the sense that they do not
require any information about the transmitted data, the channel state
or the signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR). The proposed frequency synchroniza-
tion architecture has low complexity because it can be implemented ef-
ciently using the three points parameter estimation approach. The
simulation results conrmed that the proposed algorithms provide accu-
rate estimates for the synchronization parameters using a short observa-
tion window. In addition, the proposed synchronization techniques have
demonstrated robust performance over frequency selective fading chan-
nels that signicantly outperform other well-established methods which
will in turn benet the overall OFDM system performance.
Furthermore, an architectural exploration for mapping the proposed fre-
quency synchronization algorithm, in particular the CFO estimation
based on the power dierence measurements, on recongurable com-
puting architecture has been investigated. The proposed recongurable
parallel and multiplexed-stream architectures with dierent implemen-
tation alternatives have been simulated, veried and compared for eld
programmable gate array (FPGA) implementation using the Xilinx's
DSP design ow.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In wireless digital communication systems, data is transmitted in the form of electro-
magnetic (EM) waves through the wireless channel that represents the propagation
media between transmit and receiver antennas. The receiver gathers and processes
the EM waves to detect the transmitted information. The spectrum allocation and
bandwidth are important parameters in wireless communication systems because
the frequency spectrum is limited. Several studies have been conducted to maxi-
mize the system spectral eciency for a given allocated spectrum or bandwidth and
to improve the signal detection by mitigating the impact of various impairments of
the wireless link.
Many wireless technologies had large evolution and low cost consumer systems
have been developed to support not only low rate services but also high rate appli-
cations. Global system for mobile communications (GSM), bluetooth, and wireless
local area networks (WLAN) are some examples for the wireless evolution in the last
two decades. Nowadays, there has been a tremendous demand for more applications
to become wireless. However, meeting the high data rate requirements of current
applications has added more challenges to the design of wireless systems.
High data rate transmission is a major challenge for wireless communication sys-
tems due to the requirement of wide bandwidth. The wireless channel, also referred
to as wideband channel, has frequency selective fading characteristics which intro-
duces inter-symbol interference (ISI) to the received signal due to the multipath
echoes. To combat the eect of ISI, channel equalization has to be employed, how-
ever, since the multipath usually spans multiple symbols, the channel equalization
is becoming more complicated. In addition, complex adaptive equalizers with feed-
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back loops have to be used to track the channel variations. Orthogonal frequency
division multiplexing (OFDM) is a parallel data transmission technique that can ef-
ciently mitigate the eects of multipath distortions. Basically, OFDM converts the
wideband channel into multiple narrowband subchannels where each subchannel ex-
periences at fading thus oering several advantages over conventional modulation
techniques.
1.1 OFDM Systems: Past and Present
The principle of multitone (multicarrier) modulation by means of frequency division
multiplexing (FDM) has been employed for some applications since the 1960s where
it was rst used in military high frequency (HF) radios. In OFDM, the multicarriers
overlap in frequency domain. In this sense, it can be considered as an optimal
version of multicarrier transmission. However, OFDM implementation requires a
bank of sinusoidal generators and demodulators with precise phasing to maintain
minimum crosstalk between the subchannels. In addition, the process of coherent
demodulation becomes bulky and expensive as the number of subchannels increases.
A digital implementation for OFDM system was rst suggested by Weinstein
and Ebert [4] in 1971 to replace the array of sinusoidal generators with inverse dis-
crete Fourier transform (IDFT) and DFT to perform modulation and demodulation,
respectively. Because the DFT uses a set of harmonically related sinusoidal and cos-
inusoidal functions with frequency of integer multiple of the basis frequency, it can
be used to generate the orthogonal subcarriers required by the OFDM modem. In
addition, more ecient digital realization can be implemented using fast Fourier
transform (FFT) algorithm, especially when the number of subchannels is large [5].
After years of slow progress, multicarrier modulation has gained considerable in-
terest by the research community and industry. Consequently, OFDM has become a
mature technology and found space in many wired and wireless communication ap-
plications and standards. For instance, it has been employed for broadband commu-
nication using asymmetric digital subscriber lines (ADSL) and very high-speed dig-
ital subscriber lines (VHDSL) [5]. Moreover, it has been integrated in several other
applications such as digital audio broadcasting (DAB) and digital terrestrial video
broadcasting (DVB-T) in Europe and Japan [6, 7]. More recently, there has been
an emerging use for OFDM in various commercial applications and standards such
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as WLANs IEEE 802.11a/g/n [8], wireless metropolitan area networks (WMANs)
IEEE 802.16 [9], ultra wideband (UWB) radios IEEE 802.15, mobile broadband
wireless access (MBWA) IEEE 802.20, 3GPP LTE and 4G LTE-Advanced [10,11].
1.2 Thesis Scope
Recently, OFDM has been adopted in a wide variety of high data rate communi-
cation systems because of the high spectral eciency and robustness to multipath
fading distortions and narrowband interferences. On the other hand, there are some
limitations associated with OFDM systems that impair their performance signi-
cantly. The peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of OFDM signal is signicantly
higher than that of single carrier systems, which is a serious problem when non-
linear ampliers are used [12]. The other major problem, which is the main focus
of this thesis, is that OFDM systems are very sensitive to synchronization imper-
fections between the transmitter and receiver. The carrier frequency oset (CFO)
and symbol timing jitter destroy the orthogonality of the subchannels which result
in considerable performance degradation due to the provoked interferences between
successive symbols and adjacent subcarriers, i.e. ISI and inter-carrier interference
(ICI). Therefore, OFDM systems require precise synchronization and this has been
the subject of extensive research over the past few years.
Depending on whether the receiver has some pre-knowledge about the transmit-
ted data or not, the synchronization schemes can be generally classied into two
broad categories: data-aided (DA) and non data-aided (NDA). Data-aided tech-
niques require the insertion of known data sequences, most often take the form of
either repeated OFDM data symbols, pilot subcarriers or tones, in the transmitted
signal which are used to assist the synchronization at the receiving side [13{15]. The
synchronization information can be extracted, and then used for correction, from the
correlation between the repeated symbols or among the pilot tones. These methods
are advantageous, because they are capable of producing consistent estimates for
the synchronization parameters with low computational complexity. However, they
suer from low power and bandwidth eciencies, since a portion of the transmission
must be used for the training or pilot data. On the other hand, non data-aided,
also referred to as blind [16], synchronization techniques have been proposed in the
literature to regain the lost transmission eciency of data-aided synchronization.
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Blind synchronization methods take advantage of the existing OFDM transmission
structure or exploit some statistical information to estimate the synchronization pa-
rameters without requiring the overhead of training data. Hence, they are more
power and bandwidth ecient than data-aided techniques.
Due to their bandwidth eciency, blind techniques to estimate the synchro-
nization parameters in OFDM systems have been addressed in the literature and
signicant advancement been achieved. Although, some of the methods estimate
the synchronization parameters in a non data-aided manner such as [17], [18], [19]
and [20], however, information about the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and/or chan-
nel impulse response (CIR) might be required. Thus, they can not be considered
as totally blind synchronization systems. In addition, the accuracy of blind ap-
proaches is not as high as data-aided estimators and they might produce incon-
sistent estimates [17, 21]. Moreover, non data-aided estimators usually have high
computational complexity and require a long observation window for convergence,
i.e. the number of symbols required to produce reliable estimates, over which the
synchronization parameters can not be tracked. Since the OFDM technique is the
preferable choice for transmission in multipath fading channels, the estimation of
synchronization parameters should be resilient to multipath impairments as well.
Otherwise, the main benet of using OFDM will be diminished. Unfortunately, a
common problem for most blind synchronization techniques is that they are not
robust to multipath distortion and most of them experience signicant performance
deterioration in frequency selective fading channels such as the estimators reported
in [17], [22], [23], [24], and [25].
1.3 Contributions of the Thesis
The aim of this thesis is to develop totally blind and robust symbol timing and
frequency synchronization architecture for OFDM systems that can provide accurate
estimate for the synchronization parameters over frequency selective fading channels
using short observation window. For the frequency synchronization, two robust
CFO estimators are presented and the eect of timing errors on their performance
is investigated. The rst estimator is derived from power dierence measurements
among the subcarriers of constant modulus constellations in consecutive OFDM
symbols based on the assumption of approximate channel response over them. While
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the other CFO estimator utilizes the phase dierence measurements between the
subcarriers in consecutive OFDM symbols. In contrast to other blind frequency
synchronization techniques, a closed-form estimate is provided which reduces the
computational complexity signicantly. Most of the CFO estimators are based on
the assumption of perfect timing synchronization. Therefore, the considered CFO
estimators are evaluated in more realistic scenarios with various timing uncertainty
conditions and compared with other timing error robust CFO estimator.
Moreover, an ecient blind symbol timing estimator for OFDM systems is pro-
posed. The power dierence measurements approach is exploited to deduce a new
timing synchronization metric. In addition, two dierent realizations for the pro-
posed timing estimator, feedforward and feedback congurations, are presented. For
both congurations, some implementation aspects are discussed to enhance the syn-
chronization performance and to reduce the computational complexity of the pro-
posed timing estimator. Furthermore, the proposed power dierence estimator is ex-
tended to multi-input multi-output OFDM (MIMO-OFDM) systems. The adoption
of the proposed synchronization metric for symbol timing recovery and frequency
synchronization in MIMO-OFDM systems employing orthogonal space-time coding
(STC) and spatial stream multiplexing over frequency selective fading channels is
discussed. The performance of the proposed synchronization techniques is assessed
over fading channels with dierent frequency selectivity conditions. The proposed
techniques have shown superior performance that outperform other well-established
methods in the literature.
Additionally, two architectures are presented for mapping the proposed frequency
synchronization algorithm, in particular the power dierence estimator for CFO
synchronization, on recongurable hardware platforms. The design parameters of
the proposed architectures are tuned to produce ecient hardware module in terms
of resource utilization with marginal deterioration in the estimation accuracy. In
summary, the following points indicate the contributions of the work:
1. Design and performance evaluation of robust blind CFO estimators for OFDM
systems based on power and phase dierence measurements in the presence of
timing uncertainty conditions.
2. Introduction of the power dierence measurements approach to symbol timing
synchronization problem in OFDM receivers.
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3. Introduction of a new performance assessment metric for timing synchroniza-
tion algorithms denoted as deviation from the safe region (DSR).
4. A low complexity realization for the feedforward structure of the proposed
timing estimator.
5. A novel self-noise free realization for the proposed timing estimator using early-
late gate (ELG) structure.
6. A robust symbol timing and frequency synchronization methods for MIMO-
OFDM systems employing orthogonal space-time coding using the power dif-
ference measurements approach and its adoption for spatial stream multiplex-
ing systems.
7. Architectural exploration and design alternatives to map the power dierence
estimator for frequency synchronization on recongurable platforms.
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1.5 Thesis Outline
The thesis is organised as follows:
Chapter 2 presents the baseband channel model that will be used to evaluate the
performance of the proposed synchronization techniques. It also outlines the system
model for OFDM systems and discusses the eect of synchronization impairments
on the performance. Moreover, the chapter also provides details of the synchroniza-
tion requirements of OFDM systems and highlights a number of synchronization
techniques available in the literature.
Chapter 3 covers basic architectures of some common components used in the
hardware implementation of synchronization systems. The increasing role of re-
congurable computing in the implementation of signal processing algorithms is
discussed and an overview of eld programmable gate array (FPGA) structure is
given. The chapter also presents architectures for the hardware implementation of
vector rotation and angle evaluation operations in addition to the FFT architecture.
For each components, dierent implementation alternatives have been discussed.
Chapter 4, which is the rst main chapter of the research project presents two
robust CFO estimation methods for OFDM systems over frequency selective fad-
ing channels. The considered CFO estimators are analysed in depth in terms of
complexity, performance in the presence of timing uncertainty and relation to other
CFO estimators. Extensive simulation results are presented for various channel and
timing ambiguity conditions to compare the performance with other state-of-the-art
techniques.
Chapter 5, focuses on the symbol timing synchronization for OFDM systems.
This chapter presents a robust blind symbol timing synchronization method for
OFDM systems. The chapter also covers the details of dierent realizations for
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implementation of the proposed timing metric. Extensive simulation results are
provided to asses the performance of the proposed timing estimator compared with
other well-known methods.
In Chapter 6 the proposed synchronization systems presented in Chapter 4 and
5 are extended for MIMO-OFDM systems employing orthogonal space-time coding
and the chapter also discusses how to adapt them to MIMO-OFDM systems with
spatial streams. The chapter also consider the mutual eect between the timing
and frequency synchronization process. The simulation results are then presented to
evaluate the performance of the proposed synchronization schemes for STC-MIMO-
OFDM systems over various channel conditions.
In Chapter 7 an architectural exploration for the implementation of blind CFO
estimator presented in Chapter 4 is discussed. The chapter outlines the design ow
used for prototyping on a recongurable hardware. The chapter introduces two
architectures to implement the considered CFO estimator and discusses dierent
implementation alternatives. The proposed architectures are evaluated in terms of
estimation accuracy and resource utilization.
Finally, conclusions are drawn in Chapter 8 and the thesis ends with a possible
line of future work.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter presents the basic principles for wireless communications using OFDM
technique. It starts with a general presentation for communication through mul-
tipath radio channel. The signal model for OFDM transmission scheme and its
main parameters, features and applications are described. Finally, the eect of syn-
chronization imperfections on the received signal and the fundamentals of signal
synchronization in OFDM systems are then discussed.
2.1 Multipath Propagation Channels
Multipath propagation occurs because of scattering, reection, and diraction of the
transmitted signal which arrives at the receiver through multiple paths as shown in
Fig. 2.1. The multipath copies might overlap the next bit or symbol and hence
causes ISI which has signicant impact on the performance of communication sys-
tems. This section provides a simplied overview for channel models with their
statistical properties.
2.1.1 Baseband Channel Modelling
A radio channel is commonly modelled as wide-sense stationary (WSS) with uncor-
related scattering (US). A linear superposition of uncorrelated echoes is assumed
and each path p has a xed delay p with time-varying gain h(t; p). The channel
can be modelled using tapped delay line (FIR lter) [26] as shown in Fig. 2.2,
h(t; ) =
LhX
i=0
h(t; i)(   i); (2.1)
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Figure 2.1: Multipath fading channel with multiple copies of the signal arriving at
the receiver.
where (Lh + 1) is the number of paths and
p =
pX
i=0

0
i : (2.2)
Thus, the received signal y(t) can be written as,
y(t) =
LhX
i=0
h(t; i)u(t  i) + z(t); (2.3)
where u(t) is the complex envelope of the transmitted signal and z(t) is the noise
signal with variance 2z .
Actually, the number of taps is innite and the tap coecients are correlated.
However, the WSS with US model implies that the autocorrelation function '() of
the tap gains h(t) depends only on the dierence between observation times ;
'() = E[h(t)h(t  )]; (2.4)
where the notation E[ ] denotes statistical expectation. Therefore, in simulations, a
nite lter length (Lh) and statistically independent tap coecients can be consid-
ered [27].
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Figure 2.2: Taped delay line (FIR lter) channel model
2.1.2 Multipath Channel Delay Proles
The power delay prole (PDP) of the channel shows the power versus delay of
each multipath echoes. The total delay spread parameter is used to denote the
severity of multipath environments and it is dened as the dierence between the
delay of the rst and last arriving multipath component. As discussed previously,
the signal transmitted through multipath environments can be aected by ISI. The
rms delay spread (rms) and coherence bandwidth (Bcoh) are important channel
parameters used to characterize the eect of ISI on the received signal. The delay
spread characterizes how the channel correlates the transmitted signal whereas the
coherence bandwidth is a measure of the range of frequencies over which the channel
components exhibit correlation. The rms is dened as the second central moment
of the PDP [26],
rms =
vuutPLhi=0 Pi 2iPLh
i=0 Pi
 
 PLh
i=0 PiiPLh
i=0 Pi
!2
; (2.5)
where Pi is the received power of ith multipath component.
The channel is considered as narrowband if the symbol duration (Ts) is much
greater than rms which implies that all the reected components arrive within the
time frame of a symbol. However, if Ts is much less than the rms, then the channel
is considered as broadband which introduces signicant amount of ISI.
In the frequency domain, the rms is inversely proportional to the channel coher-
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ence bandwidth,
Bcoh ,
1
rms
: (2.6)
The frequency components of the transmitted signal experience similar attenuation
if the bandwidth of the signal (Bsignal) is much less than the coherence bandwidth
of the channel. Therefore, such channels are called frequency at channels where no
ISI is aecting the received signal. However, in frequency selective channels where
Bsignal is much greater than Bcoh, the frequency components of the transmitted
signal exhibit dierent attenuation. Hence, the received signal is severely aected
by ISI and advanced signal processing techniques are required in order to mitigate
these eects.
In reality, the channel does not remain constant over time because of the changes
in the multipath environment. The delay spread and coherence bandwidth do not
oer information on how the channel varies with time. The time variations in the
channel translate into spectral broadening. The Doppler spectrum characterizes the
fading rate of a multipath component and it depends on the type of propagation
[26,27]. The Doppler spread is used as a measure of the spectral expansion caused by
motion and is dened as the range of frequencies over which the Doppler spectrum is
non-zero. The coherence time of the channel (Tcoh) is inverse of the Doppler spread
(Bd) and it provides a measure of the time duration over which the channel impulse
response is mainly invariant with time,
Tcoh ,
1
Bd
: (2.7)
The Doppler spread and coherence time are indicators of the time varying nature
of the channel. It means that when two symbols that are passed through the channel
with an interval greater than Tcoh, they will be aected dierently by the channel.
The channel is called fast or time selective if the symbol duration is larger than the
coherence time and the signal will distort signicantly since the channel will change
during the transmission of the symbol. However, the channel is considered as slow
fading if the symbol duration is less than the coherence time where the channel
impulse response slowly varying compared to the symbol rate. In this case, the
channel can be assumed static over the signalling interval. For rigorous treatment
on channel modelling, the reader is referred to [26,28{30].
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In dispersive channels, dierent echoes of dierent symbols overlap because of mul-
tipath propagation between transmit and receive antennas. In such channels, the
system performance is ISI limited especially in high data rate communications when
the delay spread of the channel increases larger than multiple of the symbol pe-
riod. In the literature, several research projects have been conducted in order to
overcome the eect of ISI due to the channel dispersion and advanced transmitter
and/or receiver techniques have been developed. The channel equalization is one of
the ecient techniques that has been widely employed in most high rate wireless
systems to combat the ISI. In the following, alternative approach for transmitting
over multipath fading channels using OFDM technique is discussed.
2.2.1 Multicarrier Modulation
For ISI immune communication systems, the symbol duration (Ts) should be much
larger than the channel delay spread otherwise the error rate becomes intolerable.
The multicarrier modulation technique is alternative for single carrier transmission
over wideband channels that follows originally from the competing needs of high
data rates and ISI free transmission. Instead of trying to mitigate the eects of
channel dispersion, the multicarrier modulation employs a set of subcarriers for par-
allel transmission over the channel. In order to combat the ISI, the high data stream
is divided into N substreams each of which has a duration of NTs which is greater
than the channel delay spread. The substreams are transmitted in parallel over N
narrow subchannels and the system throughput is the sum of all the subchannels
which is the same throughput of single carrier systems. The multicarrier scheme
is refereed to as OFDM when the subchannels are orthogonal under the ideal pro-
rogation environments. Denoting the system bandwidth as B, the N orthogonal
subcarriers are assumed to be at frequencies fn = nB=N , n = 0; 1; :::; N   1 as
shown in Fig. 2.3 where [27],
Z (i+1)T
iT
ej2fkte j2fntdt = nk (2.8)
In OFDM, the spectrum of the subcarriers are overlapped and orthogonal to
each other. In order to achieve the subcarriers orthogonality and avoid ICI, the
13
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Figure 2.3: The Multicarrier Principle
subcarrier interval (f) should be equal to 1/T , where T is the OFDM symbol
duration.
Therefore, in a high eciency modulation scheme, a robust transmission of high
data rates is ensured over frequency selective channels where the subchannels ex-
perience relatively at fading since their bandwidth is selected to be signicantly
lower than the coherence bandwidth of the channel. In contrast to the single carrier
systems which require a complex adaptive time-domain equalizers, the equalization
in OFDM systems is quite simple.
2.2.2 System Model
Denoting the symbol of the ith subcarrier at the lth instance as di(l), the OFDM
modulated signal is given by [27]
x(t) =
l=1X
l= 1
N 1X
i=0
di(l)gi(t  lT ); (2.9)
where gi(t) is a normalized, frequency-shifted rectangle pulse given as
gi(t) =
8<: 1pT ej2fit; 0  t  T0; otherwise : (2.10)
In general, at time instant l=0, if the symbol is sampled at nT=N , n = 0; 1; :::N  1,
14
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then
xn =
1p
N
N 1X
i=0
die
j2in=N ; n = 0; 1; ::::; N   1: (2.11)
By noting (2.11), this is exactly the IDFT of the transmitted symbol. Therefore,
OFDM modulation and demodulation can be eciently implemented using IDFT
and DFT, respectively. Thus, the hardware realization is greatly simplied compared
with traditional implementation using multiple oscillators. In addition, the DFT
can be eciently realized using FFT algorithm, especially for large N values, which
reduces the number of operations from N2 to N log2N .
The block diagram for the baseband implementation of OFDM systems is il-
lustrated in Fig. 2.4(a). The information bit stream is grouped to form the sub-
sequences Ci , [ci;1; :::; ci;m], where m = log2M represents the number of bits per
symbol and M is the constellation size of the utilized modulation scheme. Sub-
sequently, each Ci is mapped to M-ary phase shift keying (M-PSK) or M-order
quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM) taking values from the M-ary symbol
alphabet 
 = f1; ::::Mg, where i 2 C and C denotes the set of complex numbers.
Then, the constellation symbols are grouped to form a sequence of independent
complex symbols d, to modulate the orthogonal subcarriers during the lth OFDM
symbol block,
d(l) = [d0(l); d1(l); ::::; dN 1(l)]T ; l = 1; :::; L (2.12)
where N is selected as power of two for ecient implementation of the FFT. On
each subcarrier, the transmission rate is relatively low which results in at fading
experienced by each subcarrier. The set of data symbols d is applied to an N -point
IDFT process to produce the sequence x which consists of N time-domain samples
that represent the OFDM complex envelope,
x(l) = [x0(l); x1(l); ::::; xN 1(l)]T ; (2.13)
where
x(l) =WHd(l): (2.14)
The matricesW andWH represent the normalized NN DFT and IDFT matrices,
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Figure 2.4: The baseband realization of OFDM system
respectively,
WH =
1p
N
26666664
1 1    1
1 ej!    ej(N 1)!
...
...
. . .
...
1 ej(N 1)!    ej(N 1)2!
37777775 ; (2.15)
where ! = 2=N .
Therefore, the nth sample in the sequence x(l) can be expressed as,
xn(l) =
1p
N
N 1X
i=0
di(l)e
j 2in
N ; n = 0; 1; :::; N   1: (2.16)
Using OFDM modulation, the frequency selective channel is divided into fre-
quency at channels which considerably reduce the eect of channel frequency se-
lectivity. However, the OFDM symbol is still not immune to ISI which occurs due
to the delayed arrival of the multipath components. To combat the ISI in multipath
channels and assure ISI free reception, a time domain guard band is inserted between
consecutive symbols. The most popular approach, referred to as the cyclic-prex
16
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Figure 2.5: Cyclic prex insertion
(CP), is to copy the last NCP samples of the IDFT output and append them at the
beginning of the symbol to be transmitted as shown in Fig. 2.5. The value of NCP
should be greater than the channel order (Lh). Therefore, the transmitted OFDM
block, denoted as x, consists of N+NCP samples with the following frame structure,
x(l) = [xN NCP (l); ::::; xN 1(l); x0(l); ::::; xN 1(l)]
T : (2.17)
The useful part of the OFDM symbol does not include the NCP prex samples and
has a duration of T seconds. The resulting OFDM block of length Nt = N + NCP
samples is up-converted to a radio frequency (RF) centred at fc and then transmitted
through the antenna.
At the receiver front-end, the received signal is down converted into the base-
band waveform as shown in Fig. 2.4(b) where I and Q represent the in-phase and
quadrature components of the received baseband signal, respectively. The received
baseband signal is applied to a matched lter and then sampled at a rate T=N to
produce the time domain received samples. The received samples that belong to a
single OFDM symbol can be expressed as
y = [c0; c1; :::; cNCP 1; y0, y1,..., yN 1]; (2.18)
where ci represents the CP samples. The non CP samples fyng will be referred to
as the data samples.
After dropping the rst NCP samples, the useful part of the symbol y(l) =
[y0(l); y1(l); ::::; yN 1(l)]T can be extracted from the stream of received symbols
where,
y(l) = H(l)x(l) + z(l); (2.19)
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The system noise z(l) = [z0(l); z1(l); ::::; zN 1(l)]T is modelled as a white Gaussian
process with zero mean and variance 2z = E[jznj2] and H(l) denotes the channel
matrix during the lth OFDM block. By dropping the block index l, to simplify the
notations, and assuming that the channel remains xed for one block period, the
matrix H can be expressed as
H =
26666664
h0 hN 1    h1
h1 h0
. . .
...
...
...
. . . hN 1
hN 1 hN 2    h0
37777775 : (2.20)
The discrete-time channel impulse response samples hp = 0 8 p  Lh where Lh <
NCP . It can be observed from (2.20) that H is a circulant matrix hence it will be
diagonalized by the IDFT/DFT matrices
H =WHW
H
; (2.21)
where H is NN diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal elements can be expressed
as [23],
Hi(l) =
LhX
p=0
hp(l)e
 j 2pi
N : (2.22)
Thus, the received signal samples can be written as
y(l) =WHH(l)d(l) + z(l): (2.23)
and the nth element of y can be expressed as
yn(l) =
1p
N
N 1X
i=0
di(l)Hi(l)e
j 2ni
N + zn(l): (2.24)
The time domain samples y(l) are processed with DFT to produce the frequency
domain samples s(l), which represent the I-Q values of the received subcarrier sym-
bols,
s(l) = Wy(l); (2.25a)
= H(l)d(l) + (l); (2.25b)
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where (l) =Wz(l), whose elements are zero mean complex independent Gaussian
random variables with variance 2. The kth element of s(l) can be expressed as
sk(l) =
1p
N
N 1X
n=0
yn(l)e
 j 2nk
N : (2.26)
However, the channel coecients in the frequency domain (H) is required to demod-
ulate the frequency domain symbols. At the receiver, the channel can be estimated
based on least squares (LS) or linear minimum mean square error (LMMSE) cri-
teria by exploiting pilots or training sequences or using blind approaches. Then,
a simple frequency domain equalizer (FEQ) can be employed by scaling the fre-
quency domain symbol using the inversion of channel estimate (H^) to produce the
demodulated data,
d^(l) =
s(l)
H^(l)
: (2.27)
The subcarrier symbols are then de-mapped into a parallel bit stream. The parallel-
to-serial converter (multiplexer) combines the parallel bit streams into one single
serial bit stream at the output.
2.3 Synchronization Imperfection
The stringent synchronization requirement is one of the design challenges for OFDM
receivers. For proper demodulation of OFDM signals, two important synchroniza-
tion tasks, namely symbol timing and frequency synchronization, need to be per-
formed. The timing synchronization determines the optimal timing instants for
the symbol while the frequency synchronization align the carrier frequency of the
receiver as closely as possible to the carrier frequency of the transmitter node. Com-
pared with single carrier based systems, the signal transmission using multicarriers
makes OFDM systems more sensitive to synchronization errors [12]. Demodulation
of an OFDM signal in the presence of synchronization errors destroys the orthog-
onality among the subcarriers and thus introduces ICI and ISI. In addition to the
interference introduced due to the frequency jitter and symbol timing errors, the syn-
chronization imperfection may aect the performance of other blocks in the OFDM
receiver such as the channel estimation. All of these impairments result into sys-
tem performance deterioration. Therefore, attaining accurate synchronization is of
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Figure 2.6: The origin of CFO during up/down conversion
critical importance to improve the performance of OFDM systems.
2.3.1 The Eect of Frequency Synchronization Errors
The carrier frequency oset (CFO) is one of the common impairment in wireless
communication system that results from the frequency variation of local oscillators
used to translate signals between baseband and RF at the transmitter and receiver
nodes. A simplied model to generate RF version (xRF ) of a complex baseband
signal (xBB) with carrier frequency (fc) is illustrated in Fig. 2.6 where,
xRF = Re fxBBg cos(2fct)  Im fxBBg sin(2fct); (2.28a)
=
1
2
(xBBe
j2fct + xBBe
 j2fct): (2.28b)
At the receiving node, the received RF signal is down converted and passed
through a low-pass lter (LPF) with gain of 2 and passband determined by the
bandwidth of the baseband signal. Assuming the carrier frequency of the receiving
node is fc  f where f represents frequency oset of the carrier, the received
baseband signal (x^BB) in terms of the transmitted baseband signal (xBB) can be
expressed as
x^BB = LPF

(xBBe
j2fct + xBBe
 j2fct)(ej2(fcf)t)
2

; (2.29a)
= xBBe
j2ft: (2.29b)
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It is obvious that the received baseband signal (x^BB) is equal to the transmitted
baseband signal (xBB) modulated by a complex sinusoid of frequency (f) equal
to the dierence in carrier frequencies between the transmit and receiver nodes [31].
In OFDM systems, the CFO produces a shift of the received signal in the fre-
quency domain and may result in a loss of mutual orthogonality among subcarriers
which substantially aect the performance. To better explain this concept, the
DFT output corresponding to the lth OFDM symbol in the presence of CFO is
computed [32,33],
sk(l) = dk(l)Hk(l)
sin()
N sin(=N)
ej2l
(N+NCP )
N +	k(l) + k(l); (2.30)
where  is the normalized frequency error by the subcarrier spacing and 	k(l) denotes
the zero-mean ICI term with power 2	 = E[j	kj2].
From (2.30), it can be observed that the received signal is the sum of three dif-
ferent terms: the additive noise k(l), the useful term di(l) that presents attenuation
and phase rotation because of the dispersive channel and frequency synchronization
errors and the ICI term due to the loss of orthogonality among the subcarriers at the
DFT output. The phase oset is constant across subcarriers in an OFDM symbol
and increases with each OFDM symbol. To illustrate the eect of CFO synchro-
nization error, the frequency spectrum of OFDM signal with 5 subcarriers is shown
in Fig. 2.7 for  = 0 and 0:2. The dotted lines with the circle markers represent
the signal at DFT output. It is obvious from Fig. 2.7(a) that the DFT output only
consists of the signal transmitted on the corresponding subcarrier without any in-
terference from the neighbouring subcarriers. However, for  = 0:2 as shown in Fig.
2.7(b), the DFT output consists of both the signal transmitted on the corresponding
subcarrier and interference from the transmitted signal on the neighbouring subcar-
riers. In addition to the reduction in the amplitude of the regarded subcarrier, the
presence of CFO provokes the leakage from other subcarriers with interference power
is inversely proportional to the frequency spacing.
The ICI reduces the eective SNR (SNRe) which worsens with the increase of
CFO. The SNR loss in the presence of additive noise and ICI induced by frequency
synchronization errors is dened as,
() =
SNR
SNRe
: (2.31)
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The SNR loss () can be approximated for small values of  as [34],
()  1 + 1
3
2d
2
()2: (2.32)
The SNR loss in dB as function of the normalized carrier frequency oset ; for
dierent SNR is depicted in Fig. 2.8. From this gure, it is noted that OFDM
systems will have signicant SNR deterioration as  increases. It is obvious that
more degradation is observed as the SNR increases. Therefore, CFO incur non-
negligible performance degradation even when the frequency synchronization error
is not exceeding 5% of the subcarrier spacing.
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2.3.2 The Eect of Timing Synchronization Errors
Initially, the starting point of the OFDM symbol is not well determined. The sym-
bol timing synchronization identies the set of samples used to calculate the DFT
window of the received OFDM symbol. In the ideal situation, the DFT window
starts from the rst sample of the useful part of OFDM symbol as shown in Fig.
2.9(a). However, due to jitters in the symbol timing estimate, the timing syn-
chronization errors occur and the useful part of the OFDM symbol might not ex-
tracted correctly. Denoting the symbol timing oset from the start of the symbol as
 2 f N
2
;  N
2
+ 1; :::::; N
2
g samples. Hence, the DFT window could start either too
early (negative timing error) or too late (positive timing error) as illustrated in Fig.
2.9(b) and (c), respectively. When the DFT window is late (early) after (before) the
rst sample of the data part of the symbol, i.e. positive (negative) timing errors, the
last (rst) samples are taken from the next (previous) OFDM symbol. Therefore,
ISI will be introduced which consequently deteriorates the performance enormously.
For both cases, the post-DFT signal is described as [20]
sk(l) = e
j 2k
N ()Hk(l)dk(l) + Ik(; l) + k(l), (2.33)
where () is the attenuation factor of the symbol while the ISI and ICI disturbance
are modelled as additional noise Ik(; l) with zero-mean and variance 
2
I (). Both
() and Ik(; l) depends on the timing error and the channel prole [34].
Because of the channel dispersion, the tail of each received OFDM block extends
over the rst Lh samples of the successive block as depicted in Fig. 2.9. In order
to avoid the ISI, the DFT window should include samples only from one OFDM
symbol. In well designed OFDM systems, the length of CP is greater than the CIR
duration. Therefore, certain samples of the CP are not aected by the leakage from
the previous block. As long as the timing error satisfy the condition
Lh  NCP   < 0; (2.34)
the DFT window starts within the ISI free region of the CP (denoted as safe-region)
accommodating samples from only the current symbol as shown in Fig. 2.9(d). In
this case, no ISI present at the DFT output and the timing error only results in
a cyclic shift of the received OFDM block which can be considered as part of the
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2.4 Synchronization of OFDM Systems
Generally, synchronization methods for digital receivers fall into one of two cate-
gories. In the rst category, the synchronization is accomplished by tracking the
time and frequency errors by driving some error signal to zero through feedback
loop [35]. The main disadvantage of such synchronization methods that possess
feedback is their high acquisition time. Therefore, they might not be applicable
if the synchronization parameters are quickly varying or when the information is
transmitted in burst [36]. The other category of synchronization methods, known
as feedforward, perform the estimation using a block of received data. These meth-
ods can handle both continuous and burst transmission as the estimates are ob-
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tained by processing the received signal over a short observation window [37]. In
addition, depending on the information required to develop the estimation metric,
the synchronization strategies whether it is feedback or feedforward are classied
as data-aided if some pre-known information such as training sequences or pilots
are inserted at the transmitter side to help the receiver to achieve synchronization.
Non data-aided methods utilize the intrinsic structure of OFDM symbol such as the
cyclic prex and virtual subcarriers or exploit the signal statistical information to
estimate the synchronization parameters [38].
Accurate synchronization is indispensable in OFDM system to tackle the neg-
ative impact on the communication performance. However, the synchronization
requirements depend on the transmission whether it is continuous or burst. In
continuous mode transmission systems, there no stringent requirements on the ac-
quisition time. Therefore, averaging, ltering and feedback from frequency domain
can be used to improve the estimation accuracy. However, burst mode systems
have somewhat inexible requirements as the synchronization parameters need to
be estimated accurately using short observation time. Hence, averaging over many
symbols and pilots might not be appropriate [39].
The synchronization chain in OFDM systems is illustrated in Fig. 2.10. At
the beginning, a sync ag which indicates the presence of the signal is estimated.
The sync ag can be generated by automatic gain control via power measurement
with threshold device or by using some reference symbols which are used for frame
detection as well. After detecting the sync ag, the synchronization starts with
coarse timing estimation based on a specic timing metric (this operation sometimes
referred to as frame detection) where the OFDM symbol boundary is detected for
the initial start of the FFT window. After the coarse timing operation, the CFO
is estimated and compensation is performed on the received symbol. However, as
the performance of the two synchronization process is aected by each other, the
initial estimates for the synchronization parameters are not accurate. Therefore,
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the coarse synchronization is usually followed by ne tuning stage which consists of
CFO compensation, symbol timing oset estimation, CFO estimation in addition
to the channel estimation. Hence, after coarse estimation, the receiver needs to run
a ne symbol timing oset estimation procedure. The symbol boundary dened by
the ne timing estimate is used to estimate the ne frequency oset. It is worth
mentioning that the ne synchronization procedure can be repeated to target further
improvements in the estimated synchronization parameters [40].
2.4.1 Symbol Timing Synchronization
In the literature, several methods have been developed for symbol timing synchro-
nization in OFDM systems. The basic method for attaining synchronization is
to correlate repeated patterns of specially designed training sequence (preamble).
In [41], the maximum correlation metric has been utilized to estimate the symbol
timing,
^ = argmax
~
(
PL 1X
n=0
y~+n(l)y

~+n+PL
(l)
)
; (2.35)
where PL is the length of the repeated pattern in the training symbol, y is the
received time-domain signal before removing the CP and ~ is the trial timing oset.
An improved correlation based estimator has been proposed in [13] where the
symbol timing is estimated by maximizing the cost function,
^ = argmax
~
8><>:
PPL 1n=0 y~+n(l)y~+n+PL(l)2PPL 1
n=0
y~+n+PL(l)22
9>=>; : (2.36)
Utilizing the inherent repeating structure of the CP in the OFDM symbol, a
blind timing synchronization can be developed without the overhead of training
sequences as reported in [17],
^ = argmax
~
(
NCP 1X
n=0
y~+n(l)y

~+n+NCP
(l)
  2
NCP 1X
n=0
y~+n(l)2 + y~+n+NCP (l)2
)
;
(2.37)
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where  is dened as
 =

Efy~(l)y~+NCP (l)gr
E
jy~(l)j2	E ny~+NCP (l)2o
 =
SNR
SNR + 1
: (2.38)
Since the timing metric of the above techniques are relaying on the received
time-domain signal, their performance is expected to deteriorate severely in fre-
quency selective fading channels. However, performing post-DFT estimation can
eectively resolve the multipath problem and deliver better estimates than the time
domain techniques in dispersive channels. Therefore, two stage symbol timing syn-
chronization has been widely adopted in the literature where coarse estimation is
performed in the acquisition stage using time-domain correlation based methods
and this will be then followed by ne synchronization stage to attain sucient accu-
racy [41{45]. Most of the ne synchronization techniques are pilot-aided estimators
(PAE) based on exploiting the impact of timing error on the channel estimation such
that the timing error can be detected. Therefore, such techniques can be considered
as cross-block design methods that use channel estimation information to assist the
symbol timing synchronization. For instance, in [43] and [44] the CIR is estimated
for best placement of DFT window with respect to the estimated CIR where
^ = argmax
~
nh^~o : (2.39)
However, averaging need to be done over large number of OFDM symbols to achieve
reasonable improvement using this approach.
The sensitivity of the pilot-aided channel estimator to timing synchronization
errors has been investigated in [20]. Due to the timing synchronization error, it was
shown that the eect of rotations in dierent bases have a major impact on the
performance of channel estimator. This property has been exploited to propose an
iterative scheme to update the estimated channel coecients and hence to detect
and correct the timing synchronization error as illustrated in [46] where
H^
~+1
k = H^
~
k + (1  e 
j2NCP k
N )h^NCP ke
j2~k
N : (2.40)
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The symbol timing error is detected by minimizing the cost function
^ = argmin
~
(
N 1X
k=0
(d^kl)  ~dk(l)2) ; (2.41)
where d^k =
sk
H^
~
k
and ~dk =Dec(d^k) represent the estimated symbol at the kth subcar-
rier before and after the decision device, respectively. However, the applicability of
this approach is limited to systems that use optimal method for channel estimation.
If suboptimal techniques are used, the high sensitivity of the pilot-aided estimator
to timing synchronization errors will be violated and the same improvement would
not be achieved resulting in a relatively high probability of false detection in the
ne synchronization stage [20].
The cost function of the blind symbol timing oset estimator described in [47] is
constructed to minimize the inter-block interference (IBI). The dierential decoding
is utilized to circumvent the need of channel state information (CSI) where
a^k(l) = dec [sk(l)s

k(l   1)] ; (2.42)
and
^ = argmax
~
(
L+1X
l=1
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)  a^k(l)sk(l   1)j2
)
: (2.43)
A similar estimator that is based on the synchronization error interference min-
imization is proposed in [25, 48] by exploiting the variance of the received signal at
the DFT output. The cost function of this estimator is given by,
^ = argmin
~
8<: 1N
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j4  
 
1
N
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2
!29=; : (2.44)
The estimator reported in [24] takes advantage of the fact that the signal-to-
interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of the received data drastically drops due to
synchronization error. Therefore, the symbol timing oset is intuitively estimated
by maximizing the SINR metric where the signal power S
0
(l) and interference power
I
0
(l) can be given as,
S
0
(l) =
1
N
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)sk(l + 1)j ; (2.45)
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I
0
(l) =
vuut 1
N
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2
! 
1
N
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l + 1)j2
!
  S 0(l); (2.46)
and the symbol timing oset is estimated using
^ = argmax
~
(
L+1X
l=1
S
0
(l)
I 0(l)
)
: (2.47)
2.4.2 Carrier Frequency Synchronization
Similar to the symbol timing synchronization, the CFO estimation can be performed
with the aid of some known symbols (such as training sequences) or blindly by ex-
ploiting the CP redundancy. After performing coarse timing, the correlation based
methods can be used to estimate the CFO. Despite their low computational com-
plexity, the estimation accuracy is rigorously aected by multipath distortion and
symbol timing uncertainty [13,17,41].
A post-DFT maximum likelihood (ML) estimators based on optimal training
sequences, such as the orthogonal sequence with constant modulus, have been in-
vestigated in [49] and [50]. The estimator reported in [49] assumes perfect knowledge
of the channel impulse response and perfect symbol timing synchronization to de-
duce a null subspace based CFO estimator for OFDM systems by exploiting the
training sequence,
^ = argmin
~
n WHLh+1D 1(l)Wy(l)2o ; (2.48)
where WLh+1 is the null subspace of WLh+1, which contains the last N   Lh + 1
columns ofW, D(l) =diag([d0(l); d1(l); ::::; dN 1(l)]T ) and ~ 2 ( 0:5; 0:5) is the trial
value of . The above estimator has been reformulated in [51] to perform joint time
and frequency oset estimation. However, the multi-dimensional search over the
trial values of  and  will result into computational burden for this algorithm.
The strict requirement of perfect timing synchronization of the estimator pre-
sented in [49] has been solved to some extent in [50] where timing osets within the
SR of the CP are embedded in the channel, so the multi-dimensional search can be
avoided,
^ = argmin
~
n WHNCPD 1(l)Wy(l)2o : (2.49)
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The estimator reported in [40] utilizes null subcarriers (NSC) applied to the sys-
tem to perform frequency synchronization. Assuming white Gaussian noise channel,
a blind CFO estimator is derived by minimizing the energy at the NSCs (or to max-
imize the energy at the active carriers),
^ = argmin
~
(X
k2Kn
jsk(l)j2
)
= argmax
~
(X
k2Ka
jsk(l)j2
)
; (2.50)
where Kn and Ka denotes the sets of the null and modulated subcarriers in the
OFDM symbol, respectively.
A blind post-DFT estimator has been proposed in [22] by minimizing the ICI
variance, which is proportional to the CFO. The CFO estimates can be obtained as,
^ = argmin
~
(
N 1X
k=0
Var
jsk(l)j2) : (2.51)
In [23], a similar estimator is proposed based on the Kurtosis of DFT output. The
cost function of this estimator is constructed by exploiting the relation between the
Kurtosis, function that measures the non-Gaussianity of the received signal, and the
CFO. The CFO estimates are given by,
^ = argmin
~
8><>:
PN 1
k=0 jsk(l)j4PN 1
k=0 jsk(l)j2
2
9>=>; : (2.52)
The estimator reported in [52] is based on the assumption that the channel re-
sponse over two adjacent subcarriers is approximately equal. Thus, a blind CFO
estimator is deduced by minimizing the power dierence among all adjacent subcar-
riers where,
^ = argmin
~
(
N 1X
k=0
jsk+1(l)j2   jsk(l)j22) : (2.53)
In contrast to the estimators reported in [40], [49] and [50] which require a linear
search over the range of ~, the cost function of [23], [22] and [52] can be approximated
by a sinusoid which allows for a blind low complexity closed-form estimation using
curve tting that requires only three trial values.
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2.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter provided an overview of multipath propagation and channel model used
for performance evaluation of communication systems. The mathematical model and
design parameters of OFDM systems were presented. This chapter also discussed
the synchronization tasks and the eect of timing and frequency synchronization
imperfections on system performance. Then, the requirements and categorizes of
synchronization in OFDM systems using coarse and ne parameter estimation pro-
cedures were highlighted. Furthermore, several state of the art techniques for the
implementation of time and frequency synchronization in OFDM systems with their
cost function formulation were discussed.
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Chapter 3
Synchronization Components
Architectures
There are many essential components required to implement the synchronization
system in digital communication receivers such as the discrete-time oscillators and
computational structures to evaluate some special functions that are common in
most synchronization algorithms. The direct digital synthesizer (DDS) generates
sines and cosines that play an important role in frequency translation and oset com-
pensation whereas coordinate rotational digital computer (CORDIC) algorithms are
mainly adopted for the computation of special functions such as sine, cosine, tangent
and arctangent. In addition, the FFT operation is required in some synchroniza-
tion strategies for parameter estimation in the frequency domain. This chapter is
principally focuses on the hardware architectures and dierent implementation alter-
natives for the DDS, CORDIC and FFT. These components are the main building
blocks that will be used in Chapter 7 to map the proposed frequency synchronization
onto recongurable platforms.
3.1 Recongurable Computing: FPGA
Over the past decades, the advancement in very large scale integration (VLSI) tech-
nology and design tools have extensively expanded the application domain of hard-
ware implemented digital signal processing (DSP) systems. The inherent parallelism
of most DSP algorithms has made possible for digital circuitry implementation of
such arithmetic-intensive functions. Recently, the recongurable computing archi-
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tectures using eld programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) have revolutionized the
implementation of signal processing algorithms and become potential candidate to
replace the traditional way of hardware implementation in multimedia computing
and high-speed wired and wireless communications etc [53]. As depicted in Fig. 3.1,
the FPGA paradigm suggests a compromise solution between the performance of
application specic integrated circuits (ASIC) and exibility of programmable pro-
cessors like general purpose processors (GPP), digital signal processors (DSP) and
graphic processing units (GPU). Recently, GPUs and FPGAs have gained wide range
of interest as software and hardware paradigm, respectively to accelerate compute-
intensive applications [54]. Since the introduction of FPGA, there has been a great
interest in the deployment of DSP algorithms on recongurable hardware due to the
benets that can be gained such as functional specialization, platform recongura-
bility, and ne-grained parallelism. The FPGA paradigm oers eld customization
of the integrated circuit with almost the same attributes as xed-functionality archi-
tecture. In addition, it contains functional resources that can be easily deployed and
modied in response to the changing operational conditions and data sets. More-
over, the design of FPGA solution oers fast prototyping capabilities and the low
cost requirements [53,55].
Basically, FPGAs are a pre-fabricated chip that can be congured to function
like an integrated circuit with full control over the actual design implementation
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Figure 3.2: Basic FPGA structure [1]
without the need (and delay) for any physical IC fabrication facility. In contrast
to the xed-function of the ASIC technologies such as standard cells, the FPGA
can be programmed to change the behaviour of pre-fabricated devices such that
the chip is customized to implement certain function after completing the silicon
fabrication. In addition, the time and cost consumption to implement a system on
FPGA is much less than ASIC fabrication which many take few months to obtain
the rst prototype. Despite these advantages, the programmable routing fabrics
for FPGA platforms compose a signicant increase in the area, delay and power
consumption. Roughly speaking the area cost of an FPGA is in the order of 20 to
35 times of the standard ASIC cell and consumes 10 times more dynamic power
[1]. In terms of speed performance, the ASIC devices are also 3 to 4 times faster
than FPGA platforms. However, the FPGA platforms can provide the scalability
and performance presented by Moore's law while the modern submicron processes
necessitate more expensive and dicult ASIC design [53,55].
The structure of an FPGA device is illustrated in Fig. 3.2, it oers a two-
dimensional array of congurable resources that can implement a wide range of
arithmetic and logic functions. In its basic forms, it consists of block of logic cells
that include general logic blocks (lookup tables (LUTs), registers, tristate, buers
and multiplexers), memories, dedicated DSP blocks, multipliers and digital clock
managers [2]. The FPGA is programmed by compiling the high-level abstraction of
the design to produce a bitstream program that congure the static on-chip random-
access memory (RAM). The interconnection between the blocks is allowed to be
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wired together by the control of bitstream that congures the routing fabric into
systems. The chip is connected to the outside word through the input/output (I/O)
blocks that can handle a wide range of bandwidth and voltage requirements [1,56].
3.2 CORDIC Algorithms and Architectures
The CORDIC technique is based on the principle of two-dimensional geometry for
iterative evaluation of trigonometric functions. A unied implementation using the
generalized CORDIC algorithm has emerged wide range of applications that re-
quire vector rotations in circular, hyperbolic and linear coordinate system. This
section gives an overview for the concept of CORDIC and discusses some architec-
tural alternatives to trade-o the high performance and low cost implementation
requirements.
3.2.1 Basics of CORDIC
The CORDIC algorithm was initially designed to rotate a two-dimensional vector
Vi = [xi; yi] in a Cartesian coordinate systems through an angle , to obtain a new
vector Vo = [xo; y0 ] as shown in Fig. 3.3. The rotated vector can be expressed by
the following relation [57],
xo = Mi cos( + ) = xi cos    yi sin ; (3.1a)
yo = Mi sin( + ) = xi sin  + yi cos ; (3.1b)
whereMi is the modulus of the input vector and  is the initial angle. This rotation
is called perfect rotation because the modulus of the vector is preserved and can be
expressed in matrix form as,24 xo
yo
35 =
24 cos    sin 
sin  cos 
3524 xi
yi
35 = R()
24 xi
yi
35 ; (3.2)
where R() is called the rotation matrix.
It is obvious that the direct implementation of the above rotation requires the
evaluations of cos  and sin , four multiplications, and two additions. Using the
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identity of
cos  =
1p
1 + tan2 
;
and factoring out the cosine, the vector rotation in (3.2) can be rewritten as [58]
24 xo
yo
35 = KRc()
24 xi
yi
35 ; (3.3)
where
K =

(1 + tan2 ) 1=2

; (3.4)
and
Rc =
24 1   tan 
tan  1
35 : (3.5)
Rc is called the pseudo-rotation matrix where V
0
o=RcVi. As depicted in Fig. 3.3, the
magnitude of the pseudo-rotated vector (V
0
o ) is changed by factor of K = cos  =
(1 + tan2 ) 1=2

.
3.2.2 Iterative Decomposition and Microrotations
The rotation of the Cartesian point [xi; yi] by an angle  is equivalent to multiplying
the complex number Vi = xi + jyi by the exponential e
j. Instead of the direct
rotation, the CORDIC algorithm performs the rotation iteratively by approximating
 as the sum ofN well-chosen angles and the rotation can accomplished using a series
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of rotation by angles 0, 1, and so on,
 
N 1X
n=0
nn; (3.6)
where n = 1 and the desired rotation can be expressed as,
R() =
N 1Y
n=0
R(n): (3.7)
Therefore, the fundamental CORDIC recursion for vector rotation is given by [58]
24 xo[j + 1]
yo[j + 1]
35 = (1 + tan2 j) 1=2
24 1  j tanj
j tanj 1
3524 xo[j]
yo[j]
35 : (3.8)
In order to avoid multiplication, the elementary angles (j) might be chosen carefully
so that the tangents are powers of 1=2. Thus, shifting operation can be used in
hardware implementation instead of multiplication where,
j = tan
 1[j(2 j)] = j tan 1(2 j): (3.9)
Therefore, the CORDIC recursion for vector rotation using only add and shift op-
erations can be written as [58{60],
24 x[j + 1]
y[j + 1]
35 = (1 + 2j2 2j) 1=2
24 1  j2 j
j2
 j 1
3524 x[j]
y[j]
35 : (3.10)
Instead of scaling the output during each recursion, a pseudo-rotation using Rc can
be applied and the nal magnitude is scaled. For each iteration, the pseudo-rotation
scales the magnitude M [j] so that
M [j + 1] = K[j]M [j] =
1
cosj
M [j]; (3.11a)
= (1 + 2j2
 2j)
1
2M [j]: (3.11b)
Noting that j 2 f 1; 1g, the scale factor is constant and independent of the angle
being rotated where
K[j] =

(1 + 2 2j) 1=2

; (3.12)
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Figure 3.4: Hardware implementation of one iteration of the CORDIC for vector
rotation
and the total scale-factor K is equal to
K =
1Y
j=0
(1 + 2 2j) 1=2  1:6468: (3.13)
Since the rotation angle need to be decomposed or accumulated depending on the
operation mode (will be discussed in the next section), another recursion needs to
be added and the resulting iterations called microrotations [59],
x[j + 1] = x[j]  j2 jy[j]; (3.14a)
y[j + 1] = y[j] + j2
 jx[j]; (3.14b)
z[j + 1] = z[j]  j tan 1(2 j): (3.14c)
The hardware realization for one iteration of the CORDIC algorithm is shown in
Fig. 3.4. The iteration core consists of shifters, adders/subtracters and a table to
store the elementary rotation angles tan 1(2 j).
3.2.3 Rotation and Vector Mode
The CORDIC algorithm described in the previous section can operate in two dif-
ferent modes: rotation and vectoring mode. In rotation mode, the mircorotations
are used to rotate a vector (x0; y0) with an angle  as shown in Fig. 3.5(a) [57].
The recursive CORDIC decomposes the angle into primitive angles and the vector
is rotated by these angles. In this mode, the sign of z[j] is used to determine the
direction rotation (j) for each mircorotation which is used to produce x[j + 1];
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Figure 3.5: The CORDIC in rotation and vectoring mode
y[j + 1]; and z[j + 1]. The initial value for z is made equal to  where
z[0] = ; x[0] = xi and y[0] = yi
j =
8<: 1; if z[j]  0; 1; if z[j] < 0: (3.15)
In vectoring mode, series of microrotations are performed by rotating a vector
(x0; y0) to the x-axis until the y-component is zero as shown in Fig. 3.5(b) [57].
Thus, it can be used for the computation of arctangent and square root. The
magnitude of the resulting vector is equal to the magnitude of the initial vector
while the sum of angles required to achieve this rotation is equal to the negative of
the initial vector. To accomplish this rotation, the sign of y[j] is used to determine
the direction of the mircorotations and the z is used to accumulate the rotation
angle,
z[0] = zin; x[0] = xi and y[0] = yi
j =
8<: 1; if y[j] < 0; 1; if y[j]  0: (3.16)
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3.2.4 CORDIC Architectures
In the sense that CORDIC algorithm performs iterative computation, the pro-
grammable processor implementation is commonly suggested. However, the hard-
ware architecture implementation may also be used. In general, the design of
CORDIC architecture depends on the intended application where a speed versus
area trade-o can be considered. In the following, two possible architectures for the
implementation of CORDIC algorithm, the word-serial and pipelined architectures,
are discussed in terms of cost and performance trade-o [2, 58,59].
3.2.4.1 Word-Serial Architecture
The word-serial architecture to implement the CORDIC algorithm is depicted in
Fig. 3.6. In this architecture, the microrotations for one iteration given in (3.14) is
mapped into hardware and reused to perform CORDIC recursion [59]. The initial
values are loaded to the x, y and z register through a multiplexer. Based on the
operation mode whether it is rotation or vector, the add/sub selection port is driven
by the sign of y and z registers [61]. This architecture is characterized with a
multiple-cycle throughput architecture as each iteration corresponds to one clock
cycle and the implementation cost mainly depends on the internal computation
precision [2]. The microrotations are performed serially and the hardware unit for
one iteration is shared N times through feedback from the output registers to the
input of the shift-add/sub stage. Each microrotation of the CORDIC requires one
shift and add/sub operations that computed during one cycle and the results placed
back in the registers. It is worth noting that after each iteration the number of shifts
is incremented by a pair of barrel-shifters and the look-up table (LUT) address is
incremented on each iteration to present the appropriate elementary angle (j) to
the add/sub of the z register [58]. Thus, the word-serial architecture has a latency of
N cycles and a new output is generated every N cycles. Therefore, this architecture
may be relevant for non-critical computation time applications [61].
3.2.4.2 Pipelined Architecture
The iterations in the word-serial CORDIC architecture is performed at N times
the data rate. However, if the computation time is critical and fast processing
speed is needed, the iteration process can be unrolled so that each iteration uses
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Figure 3.6: CORDIC word-serial architecture
its own hardware to realize a fully pipelined CORDIC architecture as shown in Fig.
3.7. The micro-rotation stages can be implemented in parallel using an array of
shift and add/sub stages congured in a pipeline stream [59]. Unlike the serial-
word architecture which requires the involvement of barrel-shifter, this architecture
uses a xed shift for each processing element that can be implemented by simple
wiring. In addition, unrolling the iterative processes release the LUT storage for the
elementary angles since each angle is distributed as constant to the angle add/sub
chain as shown in Fig. 3.7. Since the iterations are unrolled, this architecture can
be easily pipelined by inserting registers after each processing element resulting in
a high throughput [61]. The pipelined CORDIC architecture produce output values
after an initial delay of N cycles and after that a new output will be available on
every cycle [58]. The implementation size of the pipelined CORDIC architecture
is directly proportional to the internal precision times the number of processing
elements (iterations). However, the accuracy depends on the number of shift and
add/sub stages [2, 61].
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3.3 Direct Digital Synthesizer (DDS)
The structure of a typical digital communication receiver is shown in Fig. 3.8. The
received signal is rst down-converted to baseband (rn) where I and Q represent the
in-phase and quadrature components of the received baseband signal. The mismatch
between the crystal oscillators at the transmitter and receiver leaves a frequency
oset (!) in the down-converted version of the received signal. The receiver needs
to compensate for the frequency error before demodulating the received signal. This
process is typically made in a frequency correction loop as shown in Fig. 3.8 where
the generation of a complex exponential is required [60]
rne
 j!n: (3.17)
The samples of the received signal need to be multiplied by samples of sine and
cosine functions operating at the desired frequency [62]. A discrete-time oscillator
can be constructed by designing a linear-time-invariant (LTI) system whose impulse
response is a sinusoid at the desired frequency. Setting the input to an impulse
will produce a sinusoidal output. These kinds of discrete time systems have innite
impulse response (IIR) form and the frequency can be adjusted by changing the
feedback coecients. A digital controlled oscillator can also be implemented using
counters clocked with a high frequency source and dividing the output frequency by
the control word. However, the stability due to the nite arithmetic precision and
the poor frequency resolution represents a major problem for such architectures [57].
The above solutions are not a preferred implementation for the controlled oscillators
which have a great inuence on the performance of the synchronization loop.
The other attractive architecture is known as the direct digital synthesizer (DDS)
which is preferred solution for producing a sinusoid with precise frequency resolution
and fast clocking speed. The DDS plays an important role in high performance
communication systems for waveform synthesis in digital phase locked loops. Hence,
it is commonly used in many applications such as digital modems and software
dened radio (SDR) [2, 62]. A detailed description for the DDS architecture is
presented in the next sections.
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3.3.1 DDS Architecture
The DDS can be described as a frequency-controlled synthesizer of sinusoidal wave-
forms. The basic idea of DDS is to employ an addressing scheme with appropriate
LUT that stores the values of a single cycle of prototype sinusoidal waveform of
length N = 2B(n) that correspond to specic values of the sinusoid's argument
(n) = n2
N
where n is the time series sample index [2]. To obtain an analogue out-
put, the DDS output samples are applied to a digital-to-analogue converter (DAC)
and a low-pass lter or the output samples can be utilized directly in the digital
domain [60].
The block diagram of the DDS is shown in Fig. 3.9. A digital integrator which
consists of an adder and register is used to produce the phase argument which is
mapped using the LUT to generate the output waveform [62]. The phase increment
which represents the digital word determines the output frequency. In order to
reduce the size of the LUT, the high precision output of the accommodated phase
is reduced to a lower precision representation by removing B insignicant bits to
match the width of the LUT which represents the address port to perform the
mapping process [2]. However, this approach introduces phase quantization error
to the recalled samples of a sinusoid from the LUT which consequently leads to the
presence of spurious lines in the spectrum of the output waveform. Another useful
approach is to exploit the inherent symmetry of the sinusoidal waveform to achieve
more resource ecient implementation in terms of the memory requirements [57].
This implementation is shown in Fig. 3.10 which utilizes LUTs with shorter depth
compared with the conventional implementation shown in Fig. 3.9 where the two
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most signicant bits of the quantized phase angle are used to perform quadrant
mapping. The two approach can be used together or separately depending on the
architecture design requirements [57,62].
3.3.2 Spectral Purity Considerations: Enhanced DDS Ar-
chitectures
The sinusoidal samples generated using the DDS architecture in Fig. 3.9 are aected
by the phase and amplitude quantization because of the limited width and depth
of the lookup table. The phase quantization, discarding the least signicant part
of the high-precision phase accumulator, results in undesirable spectral modulation
proportional to the quantization error [57],
ej(n) = ej(n)ej(n) = ej(n) [cos ((n)) + j sin((n))]  ej(n)[1+j(n)]; (3.18)
where
(n) = (n) (n): (3.19)
When the phase increment is constant, the phase quantization error (n) due to
the discarded least signicant part of the LUT address is periodic. Therefore, the
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spectrum of the phase error is discrete and it is the source of spurious spectral
lines, a harmonic rich low-level phase modulation. The spurious free dynamic range
(SFDR), a measure used to characterize the DDS sinusoid spectral purity, is dened
as the ratio (in dB) of the amplitude of the desired frequency to the highest frequency
component of the undesired frequency (the largest spurious spectral lines) [2, 57].
Several techniques have been investigated in the literature to reduce the peak
amplitude of the spectrum spurlines due to the phase accumulator quantization as
depicted in Fig. 3.11. The desired complex sinusoidal output can be expressed as
ej(n) = cos [(n)]  (n) sin [(n)] + j fsin [(n)] + (n) cos [(n)]g : (3.20)
Since the the phase quantization error is known, a compensation for the sinusoidal
output of the LUT based on (3.20) can be applied as shown in Fig. 3.11(a). This
method is known as Error-Forward compensation and has signicant performance in
increasing the spur dynamic range. However, the only noticeable disadvantage is the
increased resource requirements where two additional multiplications and additions
are required. The other approach to combat the eect of phase truncation in DDS
without the necessity of multipliers is called Error-Feedback. In this technique, the
phase quantization error is treated as additive noise process and the compensation
is applied before the quantization block. However, the phase quantization error
(n) is only known after the quantization. Therefore, this approach employs a
linear predictor F (z) to estimate the (n) from previous values as illustrated in
Fig. 3.11(b). The spur dynamic range performance of the Error-Feedback technique
is not good as Error-Forward and mainly depends on the design of FIR prediction
lter. A practically common and simple approach to mitigate the phase noise eect
in DDS is known as phase dithering as shown in Fig. 3.11(c). In this structure, the
periodicity of the phase noise is broken up by adding an additive random sequence
to the high-precision accumulator output before the quantization process. This
random sequence is known as dither signal with approximate variance equal to the
least signicant integer bit of the phase accumulator. The phase dithering technique
oers a noticeable increase in the SFDR performance with no signicant additional
logic resources [2, 57, 62].
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The DFT is one of the most important transforms in the eld of digital signal
processing. The DFT X(k) for a discrete sequence x(n) of length N is dened as
X(k) =
N 1X
n=0
x(n)W nkN ; k = 0; 1; :::N   1: (3.21)
where N is the transform size and WN is a complex coecients called the twiddle
factor
WN = e
 j2=N : (3.22)
The IDFT is given by
x(n) =
1
N
N 1X
n=0
X(k)W nkN ; n = 0; 1; :::N   1: (3.23)
Over the past years, several FFT algorithms have been reported in the literature
for the computation of DFT on a general purpose processors. Therefore, the FFT
had a great impact in a wide-range of current applications and systems. The most
popular FFT algorithm is the Cooley-Tukey originally proposed in 1965 [60]. The
FFT butteries are the main building block used to compute the DFT in addition
to the twiddle-factor multiplier. The buttery processing elements computes the
DFT of size m where m is the radix. The radix size determines the number of
twiddle-factor multiplications. Increasing the radix of the FFT will requires fewer
twiddle-factor multiplications. However, this is at the expense of available transform
size. For example, the radix-2 buttery can be used to construct FFT for a sequence
of power-of-two while the radix-4 buttery is the construction unit for FFT operating
on sequences of size power-of-four [63,64].
The ecient hardware implementation of the FFT processing reects into either
lower resource requirements or higher throughput compared with software based
implementation on programmable processors such as GPPs and GPUs. Generally,
there are two common architectures for the implementation of the FFT on custom
hardware platform (for instance VLSI technology or FPGA platforms), the bursty
and streaming I/O architectures [2]. This section presents briey the main charac-
teristics of these architectures. The details are out of the scope of this thesis and
the reader is referred to [60] for advanced architectural treatment.
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3.4.1 Burst I/O Architecture
The latency of the burst architectures is longer than the length of the input sequence.
In these architectures, the input frame is rst loaded, the FFT is computed and then
the output data is unloaded [2]. During the FFT computation of the current frame,
a delay must be inserted before loading the next subsequent frame [63]. Thus,
burst architectures are mainly characterized by their low resources requirements
for a given parametrization of the FFT algorithm at the expense of the achieved
performance throughput. The implementation diagram of the radix-2 burst FFT
architectures is illustrated in Fig. 3.12. It is obvious that one physical buttery has
been employed and reused over multiple time periods for all the processing stages
of the FFT data-path. A pre-computed twiddle factors is sorted in a memory. In
addition, the buttery reads and writes the input and output data sequences to two
random access memories as depicted in Fig. 3.12. The writing of the intermediate
outputs to the memories is handled with switch module unit. The buttery PE
reads the data sequences from the two memories for processing, performs the ith
stage calculation and the intermediate computed data results are written back to
the same locations in each of the random access memory through the switching
unit [2, 64].
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Figure 3.12: Radix-2 burst I/O FFT architectures [2]
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3.4.2 Streaming I/O Architecture
In the streaming architectures, several buttery processing elements (PEs) are cas-
caded to form the FFT data-path in a pipelined fashion for continuous data pro-
cessing. The data moves through the pipeline which distinguish it from the burst
architecture that requires continuous read and written from the same memory lo-
cation as described in the previous section. Therefore, the streaming architecture
enables to stream the I/O operations by processing the data at the clock speed of
the design. However, this implementation taxonomy can also be used for burst I/O
situations by incorporating handshake signals [2, 64].
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Figure 3.13: The pipelined streaming I/O architecture [2]
The streaming architecture is presented in Fig. 3.13 for the implementation of
radix-2 FFT processor where each pair of adjacent PEs is considered as a group.
Each PE includes a twiddle-factor multiplier and memory in addition to the memory
used to store the input and intermediate data. Compared with the burst architec-
ture, the streaming architecture has a simple timing control logic and consumes more
resources of the chip fabric than the burst counterpart [2]. However, the streaming
architectures require reordering the input data sequence such that the butteries
stages process the appropriate input data. Based on the data buering and reorder-
ing strategies, the FFT data-paths of the pipelined architectures are mainly divided
into delay-feedback and delay-commutator streaming architectures [63, 64]. In the
delay-feedback architecture, a feedback register is employed to store the input data
during the processing stage. The input data is rst acquired and redirected through
the delay register to appear again in appropriate order with other inputs of the but-
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tery. This architecture can be used to eciently map the data-path of several FFT
algorithms such as radix-2 and radix-4. However, the number of pipelined stages
is the constraint for such architectures and the pipelining benets can be limited
due to the delay registers. In contrast, the delay-commutator architecture utilizes
dierent strategy to reorder the moving sequences through data-path of the pipeline.
Instead of redirecting the data through feedback register, the input data is delayed
and commutated using switch unit to present at the buttery input in correct or-
der for processing. Obviously, the data-paths of delay-commutator architectures are
more complex than delay-feedback architectures and the constraint for pipelining
operation is only the hardware granularity. Therefore, it is more preferable choice
for very high-frequency applications as the data-path of the FFT processor can be
heavily pipelined for maximum throughput performance [60,63,64].
3.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter presented an overview for most essential synchronization components in
digital communication receivers. It highlights the important role of DDS, CORDIC
and FFT in dierent steps of the synchronization process such as the frequency
error estimation and correction. The chapter started by discussing the state-of-
the-art platforms for the implementation of signal processing systems. The main
advantages for the implementation of computation intensive signal processing tasks
using recongurable hardware architectures such as FPGAs are highlighted. Dier-
ent implementation architectures for the CORDIC, DDS and FFT algorithms were
presented. The area versus performance trade-os for the examined architectures to
satisfy the design requirements is discussed. The pipelined parallel architectures of
CORDIC and FFT processors have been presented for the implementation of high
performance signal processing systems. In addition, compact architectures for the
implementation of DDS with enhanced spectral purity are also discussed.
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Chapter 4
Blind CFO Estimation Methods
for OFDM Systems over
Frequency Selective Fading
Channels
As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, the symbol timing and frequency synchronization
are essential tasks in the wireless digital receiver to ensure reliable data transmission.
This chapter focuses on robust non data-aided (blind) carrier frequency synchro-
nization methods for OFDM systems over frequency selective fading channels. The
chapter begins with an introduction to discuss the related work in the literature.
The OFDM system model in the presence of frequency synchronization error and
timing ambiguity is then presented. In this chapter, two robust CFO estimators for
OFDM systems based on the power and phase dierence measurement approaches
are described. The CFO estimators are designed to be totally blind and produce
reliable estimates using short length of observation window. A comprehensive per-
formance evaluation for the CFO estimators in terms of mean squared error (MSE)
and bit error rate (BER) over dierent channel conditions is then presented. Fur-
thermore, the performance is also examined in various timing uncertainty scenarios,
and the MSE degradation is compared to other timing error robust CFO estimators.
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Although OFDM is highly robust against various transmission impairments, it is
very sensitive to synchronization errors, particularly CFO and symbol timing osets
(STO). OFDM signal synchronization consists of two major components, symbol
timing (ST) recovery and CFO estimation. The STO results from the unknown
delay between the transmitter and receiver. Doppler shifts and the noncoherent
up and down frequency conversion performed at the transmitter and receiver are
the main causes for the CFOs. Based on the CP length and channel parameters,
OFDM systems can usually tolerate certain amount of STO errors. However, the
requirements for frequency synchronization is tighter and CFOs must be estimated
and compensated accurately prior the DFT process. Accurate CFO estimation is
critical for OFDM systems to maintain the orthogonality amongst all subcarriers to
avoid ICI. OFDM systems can not tolerate osets that are larger than a small frac-
tion of the subcarrier spacing without a large degradation of the system SNR. For
example, a signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) of 20 dB is achieved for frequency osets
less than 4% of the subcarrier spacing [65]. Concurrently, the CFO estimation for
OFDM systems has received considerable attention and has been addressed in var-
ious publications to develop ecient frequency synchronization schemes [34,38,39].
However, the problem remains open due to the diculty of resolving the conicting
design requirements such as accuracy, low complexity, robustness and eciency.
Over the past years, numerous data-aided techniques for CFO estimation have
been developed [13{15]. However, they suer from low power and bandwidth e-
ciencies. More recently, non data-aided (blind) schemes have given more attention
due to their high power and bandwidth eciency. In addition to their high compu-
tational complexity compared to data-aided estimators, the main drawback of most
blind CFO estimation methods is that the estimation accuracy is severely deteri-
orates in frequency selective fading channels, hence, inconsistent estimates might
be produced. Therefore, deducing a blind CFO estimator that necessitates short
observation with reasonable computational complexity and high accuracy is very
challenging because of the conicting nature of these specications.
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4.1.1 Related Work
In the literature, several blind schemes have been proposed for CFO synchronization
in OFDM systems. Some of these techniques operate in time domain, perform the
estimation prior the DFT, such as the well referred-to CP based estimator (CPE)
that utilizes the CP extension of the OFDM symbols in time domain as reported
in [17]. This estimator is attractive because of its low complexity, however the MSE
performance in fading channels suers from a severe deterioration [23,32]. The CPE
is widely used in the literature as a reference for performance comparison [18,23,52].
Alternatively, frequency domain techniques, which perform the estimation post the
DFT, are considered to be more robust however it requires more computational
power. Frequency domain techniques exploit the DFT output to construct CFO
estimators and some of these techniques have provided a good compromise between
eciency, complexity, and accuracy such as [22], [23], [52] and [32].
A blind Kurtosis based CFO estimator (KBE) with reasonable complexity has
been proposed in [23]. The Kurtosis metric is a function that measures the non-
Gaussianity of the received signal. The cost function of this estimator is constructed
by exploiting the relation between the Kurtosis and the CFO. The resulting cost
function was approximated by a sinusoid which allowed for a blind low complexity
closed-form estimator. The closed-form estimation was implemented using curve
tting that requires only three trial values. However, the performance of this esti-
mator has suered from a severe degradation in frequency selective fading channels.
Moreover, the low complexity implementation has added a new constraint because
the subcarriers must be modulated using a constant modulus constellation. In [22], a
blind CFO estimator has been proposed by minimizing the variance of the ICI which
is proportional to the CFO. As will be shown later in this chapter, the minimum
variance estimator (MVE) and KBE are linearly related, where the cost function
of [22] is an ane transformation for the cost function of [23]. Hence, their perfor-
mance is identical and they have the same modest performance in frequency selective
fading channels.
Minimizing the power dierence between all adjacent subcarriers in the frequency
domain was used in [52] to deduce an ecient CFO estimator, hence it is denoted as
the power dierence estimator-frequency (PDE-F). The PDE-F is more robust than
the KBE, MVE and CPE in frequency selective fading channels [52]. However, its
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performance highly depends on the channel fading conditions where the performance
degrades drastically in highly frequency selective fading channels and it has the
same constant modulus limitation which constraints the selection of the modulation
scheme to MPSK. Surprisingly, the cost function of the PDE-F is sinusoidal as well
which leads to closed-form estimator with low complexity implementation using the
three points curve tting approach described in [23].
The power spectrum analysis of the received signal for CFO estimation has been
reported in [66] and [19]. The estimator in [66] is based on smoothing the power
spectrum of the received signal and the cost function is a scaled version of the
PDE-F. The estimator of [19] exploits the fact that some frequencies in the power
spectrum of the received signal are missing when the CFO is perfectly compensated.
However, the missing frequencies are a function of the channel order. Therefore, this
estimator requires the knowledge of the channel order to set the interval over which
the cost function to be minimized. It can be shown that the cost functions of [66]
and [19] are equivalent to the cost functions of [52] and [67], respectively. Thus,
both estimators will suer MSE deterioration in frequency selective channels [19].
The reason for the degraded performance of the previously mentioned frequency-
domain techniques at medium and high SNRs is the fact that the channel fades se-
lectively with respect to the overall OFDM signal spectrum. Hence, the assumption
that adjacent subcarriers have equal frequency responses is more accurate in fading
channels with small delay spreads. This actually becomes apparent at high SNRs
where the dierence between the subchannels frequency response causes the MSE to
saturate and creates an error oor [23,52]. Moreover, the MVE and KBE estimators
involve all subcarriers in the estimation process which makes them more sensitive
to the frequency selectivity of the channel compared to the PDE-F which just uses
the dierence between adjacent subcarriers.
The CFO estimation using phase rotation measurements is widely used for fre-
quency synchronization in single carrier systems [68{70]. Some of these techniques
are usually designed as data-aided estimators where the data symbols are assumed
to be known at the receiving side [70]. Blind CFO estimators based on phase ro-
tation measurements have been proposed as well, such as the Viterbi-and-Viterbi
(VAV) phase estimation algorithm which was generalized for CFO estimation of
burst MPSK modulations [37]. The generalized VAV estimator exhibits several de-
sirable features such as low complexity and accurate estimation at high SNR. The
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main limitation of this technique is the poor performance that can be achieved at
moderate and low SNRs unless averaging over a very large number of symbols is
employed which limits its applicability to packet-switched wireless networks. The
estimator proposed in [32] is based on the generalized VAV algorithm and adapted to
OFDM systems where the CFO is estimated directly as the phase dierence between
subcarriers in two consecutive symbols. The main drawback of this estimator is the
limited estimation range that is inversely proportional to the modulation order and
the SNR degradation caused by ICI. Hence, the frequency synchronization system
in [32] has been introduced to estimate the residual CFO (RCFO) in the tracking
mode of the synchronization process.
4.1.2 CFO Estimation in the Presence of Timing Uncer-
tainty
Unfortunately, the majority of the CFO estimation methods reported in the litera-
ture including the previously discussed assume perfect timing synchronization. In
practice, such an assumption is too restrictive in noisy and frequency selective chan-
nels where most of the existed timing metrics exhibit a plateau in the CP region and
can not achieve precise symbol timing. In general, most of the research conducted
for OFDM systems assume that a wide range of timing errors can be tolerated due
to the use of CP. However, the tolerable range for the symbol timing errors might be
valid for bit error rate (BER) analysis, it might not be the case for other processes
such as CFO estimation.
Consequently, the problem of CFO estimation in the presence of timing un-
certainty has been addressed by some researchers. For instance, the maximum-
likelihood CFO estimator in [49] denoted as ZMLE, which exploits the null-subspace
inherent in OFDM due to the limited length of the channel, has shown a sensitive
performance to timing errors even for small STOs. To combat the performance
degradation due to the symbol timing uncertainty, an explicit estimation for STO
and CFO has been proposed in [51]. The estimator of [51] has a robust performance
in the presence of timing errors, however, it requires two dimensional search over
the trial CFO and STO intervals which results in a high computational burden. On
the other hand, the estimator proposed in [50] implicitly embeds the STO in the
channel impulse response to deduce timing error robust (TER-MLE) CFO estima-
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tor. Hence, the computational complexity has signicantly decreased by employing
one dimensional search with little performance degradation compared with the joint
MLE (JMLE) reported in [51].
In this chapter, two robust blind (without the aid of training sequences or pream-
bles) CFO estimators for OFDM systems over frequency selective fading channels
are presented. The rst estimator is based on the power dierence measurements
among constant-modulus modulated subcarriers. The cost function of this estimator
is formulated to minimize the power dierences between the subcarriers in consecu-
tive OFDM symbols based on the assumption that the channel changes slowly in the
time domain, hence, it will be denoted as PDE-T [71]. This estimator tackles the
performance degradation observed in [52] in severe frequency selective conditions by
reformulating the cost function in the time direction rather than the frequency di-
rection. The other estimator is designed by measuring the phase dierences between
the subcarriers over two consecutive OFDM symbols. This estimator is based on the
highly ecient generalized VAV algorithm [33]. An iterative structure is proposed
to combat the ICI and the estimation range problems observed in [32], hence, it will
be denoted as iterative GVAV (IGVAV). The IGVAV estimator exploits the unique
features inherent to OFDM systems which substantially enhanced the performance
of the VAV algorithm and added several advantages such as accuracy, robustness,
and fast estimation.
Both PDE-T and IGVAV estimators are totally blind and do not require any
prior knowledge of the channel state information or the SNR. Consequently, the
receiver design is simplied due to the decoupling of the CFO and channel estimation
processes. Additionally, both estimators have low computational complexity due to
the closed-form estimation and require short observation window to perform the
estimation.
Furthermore, for all the techniques discussed in the previous paragraphs, timing
synchronization is always assumed to be perfect including the PDE-T and IGVAV
estimators proposed in [71] and [33], respectively. Therefore, it will be important
to assess the performance of various CFO estimators in more realistic scenarios
where timing estimation is not perfect. Hence, this chapter is also dedicated for
performance investigation of the considered CFO estimators over fading channels
with dierent frequency selectivity and timing uncertainty conditions compared with
other blind and DA CFO estimators for OFDM systems [72].
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In the next section, the mathematical model for OFDM systems in the presence
of frequency synchronization error with timing uncertainty is presented. Then, the
PDE-T and IGVAV CFO estimators are formulated. A comprehensive comparison
with other frequency synchronization systems in terms of MSE, BER performance
and computational complexity is discussed. The frequency synchronization algo-
rithms that are in scope of this chapter and will appear in the numerical simulation
section are the CPE [17], KBE [23] and PDE-F [52] schemes. These methods have
similar cost functions, where the CFO is estimated blindly by exploiting the re-
ceived OFDM symbol without the aid of training, and comparable complexities to
the PDE-T and IGVAV. In addition the TER-MLE estimator [50] is also considered
for comparison due to its robustness in timing uncertainty conditions. The full de-
tails of the cost functions formulation for all the algorithms that are in scope of this
chapter were presented in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.2).
4.2 System Model
In OFDM, a sequence d(l) = [d0(l); d1(l); ::; dN 1(l)]T of independent complex sym-
bols is used to modulate N orthogonal subcarriers during the lth OFDM symbol
block. The elements of the data sequence d are usually drawn uniformly from QAM
or MPSK constellations. The channel H(l) =diag([H0(l); H1(l); ::::; HN 1(l)]T ) is
assumed to be constant over the symbol duration. Dening  2 ( 0:5; 0:5) as the
normalized frequency mismatch between the transmit and receive local oscillators
over the subcarrier interval. The frequency oset is assumed to be xed but un-
known during each estimation process. The time domain samples of the received
signal after discarding the CP samples, y(l) = [y0(l); y1(l); ::::; yN 1(l)]T ; can be
written as
y(l) = ej
2l
N
(N+NCP )C()WHH(l)d(l) + z(l); (4.1)
where the matrix C() represents the eect of the accumulated phase shift caused
by the CFO on the time domain samples,
C()=diag
h
e
j2
N
0; e
j2
N
1; ::::; e
j2
N
(N 1)
iT
: (4.2)
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The nth element of y can be expressed as
yn(l) =
1p
N
ej
2l
N
(N+NCP )
N 1X
i=0
di(l)Hi(l)e
j 2n
N
(i+) + zn(l): (4.3)
The vector y(l) is fed to the DFT to produce the frequency domain symbols,
s(l) = WC(^)y(l);
= WC(~)WHH(l)d(l) + (l); (4.4)
where ^ is the estimate of , ~ =    ^ is the CFO estimation error, and (l) =
WC(^)z(l). The kth element of s(l) can be expressed as
sk(l) =
1p
N
N 1X
n=0
yn(l)e
 j 2n
N
(k+^): (4.5)
In the above system model, perfect symbol timing has been assumed. However,
due to the symbol timing uncertainty, the sequence y might not be extracted cor-
rectly from the stream of received samples. Assuming that the timing uncertainty
is within the safe region (SR) given in (2.34), by reversing the positions of H and d
and denoting
D = diag([d0; d1; ::::; dN 1]T ); (4.6)
and
h = [h0; h1; ::::; hLh ]
T ; (4.7)
the received signal model in (4.1) can be rewritten to include the timing ambiguity
in the SR explicitly [51],
y = C()T()WHDWLh+1h+ z; (4.8)
where WLh+1 is N  (Lh + 1) matrix containing the rst Lh + 1 columns of W and
T() , [e+1; :::; eN ; e1; ::::; e]; (4.9)
with ei = INN(:; i) represents the distortion caused by timing oset where  is
assumed to be uniformly distributed over the SR interval. In order to mitigate the
eect of timing uncertainty, the above model suggests joint STO and CFO data-
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aided estimation as reported in [51]. However, a two-dimensional search over the
trial osets is required.
Another signal model can be deduced by embedding the timing ambiguity im-
plicitly in the channel impulse response [50,51],
y = C()WHDWNCP
h+ z; (4.10)
where
h , [0T1 hT 0T(NCP  Lh+1)1]: (4.11)
The above signal model can be utilized to construct timing error robust CFO estima-
tor as reported in [50]. The TER-MLE will be used to benchmark the performance
of the considered blind CFO estimators in dierent timing uncertainty scenarios.
4.3 Blind CFO Estimator Based on Power Dier-
ence Measurements
This section presents a robust CFO estimator for OFDM systems using the power
dierence measurements technique. Based on the signal model described in the
previous section, if the CFO is estimated and compensated perfectly, i.e. ^ =  then
C()C(^) = I which is the N N identity matrix. Thus, the DFT output for the
noise-free and perfect symbol timing i.e.  = 0; case be expressed as
s(l)j^= = H(l)d(l): (4.12)
In this case, the power of the kth DFT output can be expressed as
jsk(l)j^=j2 = jHk(l)j2 jdk(l)j2 : (4.13)
Moreover, if the data symbols dk are selected from a constant modulus (CM) con-
stellation and all subcarriers have equal power, then (4.13) is reduced to,
jsk(l)j^=j2 = jHk(l)j2 : (4.14)
This is because the power of normalized CM signals is equal to one. Under the
assumption that the channel frequency response parameters Hk(l) change slowly in
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the time domain with respect to T ,
jsk(l)j^=j2  jsk(l + 1)j^=j2 ; (4.15)
When ^ 6= , ICI will be introduced at the DFT output [52], and the approximation
described in (4.15) is no longer valid.
The channel correlation over two consecutive OFDM symbols can be exploited
by noting that (4.15) is valid for all subcarriers, the value of  can be estimated by
minimizing the following cost function,
JPDE T () =
LX
l=1
N 1X
k=0
 jsk(l)j2   jsk(l + 1)j22 ; (4.16)
where  is the trial value of  and L represents the number of times that the cost
function is averaged over the symbols in each estimation process. Therefore, the
estimates of , denoted as ^, can be obtained by minimizing the cost function given
in (4.16),
^ = arg min
2( 0:5;0:5)
JPDE T (): (4.17)
That is to say, without the knowledge of the channel information, the CFO can
be estimated blindly by minimizing the interference due to the frequency synchro-
nization error. The considered interference minimization metric exploits the power
dierence between the subcarriers in consecutive OFDM symbols. It is obvious that
the trial value  which minimizes the cost function in (4.16) will bring back the
correlation between the subcarriers. The cost function of the PDE-T estimator is
formulated in the time direction utilizing the power dierence between the same
subcarrier in consecutive OFDM symbols rather than the frequency direction be-
tween the adjacent subcarriers in the OFDM symbol as reported in [52]. The PDE-T
scheme exploits the property that for low and medium mobility speeds, the channel
response changes more slowly in the time direction compared with the frequency
direction. Thus, it is expected that the PDE-T estimator will provide a robust
performance over fading channels with dierent selectivity conditions.
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Figure 4.1: The cost function of the PDE-T over AWGN channel, L = 104, N = 64,
NCP = 16, SNR=30 dB and QPSK modulation
4.3.1 Low Complexity Implementation
An exhaustive line search or adaptive search methods can be used to minimize the
cost function of the PDE-T estimator given in (4.16). However, the computational
complexity and estimation accuracy are mainly depends on the CFO trial grid over
which the search operation is performed. Even for adaptive minimization techniques,
the complexity is still not aordable and the parameters setting such as the step size
and initial point needs to pay some special attention in order to avoid the algorithm
divergence.
Fortunately, following the same procedure used in [23] and [52], the cost function
described in (4.16) can be approximated by a simple sinusoid. The mathematical
derivation for the cost function approximation is shown in Appendix A where,
JPDE T ()  A cos[2(  )] + C; (4.18)
where A and C are constants independent of  with A < 0.
The cost function given by (4.16) is depicted in Fig. 4.1 for an OFDM system
with N = 64 and NCP = 16. The channel is assumed to be additive white Gaussian
noise (AWGN) with SNR=30 dB and normalized CFO  = 0:2. As can be noted
from this gure, the cost function has a minimum value when (   ) = 0 which
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means that the interference due to the CFO is minimal. Moreover, it can be noticed
that the cost function is well approximated to a sinusoid which can help to minimize
the computational complexity signicantly as described below.
Since the cost function is sinusoidal, the minimization process, which is usually
performed using methods such as the line search or the gradient descent, can be
replaced by a simple parameter estimation process to simplify the minimization
process. This approach leads to closed-form estimation of  by evaluating (4.16)
at three special trial points, namely ( 1=4, 0, 1=4). The CFO estimate ^ can be
obtained as follows (see Appendix B for the derivation)
^ =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
1
2
tan 1(b=a) a  0
1
2
tan 1(b=a) + 1
2
a < 0 and b  0
1
2
tan 1(b=a)  1
2
a < 0 and b  0
(4.19)
where
a =
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4) + JPDE T ( 1=4)]  JPDE T (0); (4.20)
and
b =
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4)  JPDE T ( 1=4)]: (4.21)
4.3.2 Relations to MVE and KBE Methods
The MVE [22] and KBE [23] methods presented in Section (2.4.2) have similar cost
functions and similar performance. To show the similarity of the cost functions,
note that, for L 1, the cost function of KBE JKBE() can be expressed as
JKBE() 
PN 1
k=0 E[jsk(l)j4]PN 1
k=0 E[jsk(l)j2]
2 : (4.22)
In this case, the denominator of (4.22), denoted as K, represents the total energy
of the signal which is a constant independent of  [23] where
K ,
 
N 1X
k=0
E[jsk(l)j2]
!2
=
 
2d
N 1X
k=0
E[jHk(l)j2] +N2
!2
: (4.23)
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Similarly, for L  1, the cost function of the MVE estimator JMVE() can be
expressed as,
JMVE() = Var
jsk(l)j2 = 1
N
N 1X
k=0
E[jsk(l)j4] 
 
1
N
N 1X
k=0
E[jsk(l)j2]
!2
: (4.24)
Therefore, the two cost functions have the relation,
JMVE()  K
N
JKBE()  K
N2
: (4.25)
From (4.25), it can be noted that JMVE() is an ane transform of JKBE().
Moreover, since the two cost functions have a sinusoidal shape and the estimation
is performed using the curve tting approach given in (4.19), we conclude that the
performance of both algorithms is the same.
Due to the equivalence between the MVE and the KBE, in the following, the
relationship between the PDE-T estimator and the KBE is discussed. The cost
function of the PDE-T estimator can be written as,
JPDE T () =
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j4 +
N 1X
k=0
sk(l + 1)j4   2
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2jsk(l + 1)j2: (4.26)
By observing the cost function of the PDE-T estimator given in (4.26), it is obvious
that the PDE-T includes two additional terms compared with the cost function of the
KBE in (4.22). The third term of (4.26) represents the correlation of the subcarriers
in consecutive OFDM symbols. The reason for performance deterioration of the
KBE method [23] is that as the frequency selectivity of the channel increases, the
distribution of the received signal tend to be Gaussian even if the CFO is perfectly
compensated. Thus, the kurtosis function can not produce a reliable metric to
measure the CFO. On the other hand, for the PDE-T, it is expected that an extra
gain can be accomplished as will be demonstrated in the numerical results section.
This is due to the additional terms in (4.26) which will weaken the correlation among
the subcarriers and reduce the degradation in frequency selective fading channels
signicantly.
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4.4 Blind CFO Estimator Based on Phase Dier-
ence Measurements
This section presents an ecient CFO estimator based on phase dierence measure-
ments approach. In the following, the proposed iterative scheme for the Viterbi-and-
Viterbi algorithm is only presented and analysed in the presence of various timing
uncertainty conditions. However, for more detailed analysis and investigations about
this technique, the reader is referred to [32,33].
Assuming an observation period of 2(N + NCP ) samples which comprises two
OFDM symbols, the kth element of frequency domain sequence s(l) can be expressed
as
sk(l) = e
j 2l
N
(N+NCP )
N 1X
i=0
sin()
N sin[(i+   k)=N ]di(l)Hi(l)e
j N(i+ k) + k(l); (4.27)
where N = (N   1)=N . Separating the kth subcarrier gives,
sk(l) = dk(l)Hk(l)
sin()
N sin(=N)
ej[
2l
N
(N+NCP )+ N ] +	k(l) + k(l); (4.28)
where 	k(l) denotes the ICI leak to the kth subcarrier due to the loss of orthogonality
among the subcarriers,
	k(l) = e
j 2l
N
(N+NCP )
N 1X
i=0; i 6=k
sin()
N sin[(i+   k)=N ]di(l)Hi(l)e
j N(i+ k): (4.29)
Assuming that the modulating symbols have zero mean and are uncorrelated, the
ICI can be considered as a Gaussian random variable because N is large [65]. Con-
sequently, the signal model in (4.28) can be written as
sk(l) =
sin()
N sin(=N)
dk(l)Hk(l)e
j[ 2l
N
(N+NCP )+ N ] +Dk(l); (4.30)
where Dk(l) = 	k(l) + k(l) represents the disturbance term.
In polar form, sk(l) can be expressed as [73]
sk(l) = jAk(l)j ejf[ 2lN (N+NCP )+ N]+k(l)+k(l)+&k(l)g; (4.31)
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a) b)
c) d)
Figure 4.2: Examples for 8 and 16-QAM constellation with rotational symmetric
phases. a) M = 8, K = 8. b) M = 8, K = 8, c) M = 16, K = 8, d) M = 16, K =
16.
where
Ak(l) =
sin()
N sin(=N)
dk(l)Hk(l)k(l) (4.32)
the data symbol phase is denoted as k(l), k(l) represents the phase oset intro-
duced by the fading channel, k(l)and &k(l) represent the eect of the complex noise
and ICI on the received signal amplitude and phase, respectively. By comparing the
signal model given in (4.31) with single carrier signal model [74] and noting that 
is independent of the subcarrier index k, the N subcarriers cab be utilized to obtain
estimates by applying single carrier synchronization algorithms as in [16,36].
The VAV algorithm is based on the property that certain QAM and MPSK
constellations obey a rotational symmetry angle of 2=K as shown in Fig. 4.2,
where K is an integer that represents the number of possible phase angles in the
constellation and M is the modulation order [37]. The VAV estimator for single
carrier signals is given by [37],
^ =
1
2K
arg
(
LX
l=1
blF (js(l   1)j)F (js(l)j)ej(l)
)
; (4.33)
where (l) , K[argfs(l)g argfs(l 1)g], bl is an arbitrary lter function and F ()
is an arbitrary real nonlinearity. The VAV can be applied to OFDM by computing
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k(l) for the kth subcarrier given in (4.31),
k(l) =
2K(N +NCP )
N
+K[k(l) k(l 1)]+K[k(l) k(l 1)]+K[&k(l) &k(l 1)]:
(4.34)
where the rst term in k(l) contains the desired CFO information and the second
term is an integer multiple of 2 that can be eliminated by taking the exponent
of k. Based on the assumption that the channel remains unchanged over the
observation window, the third term which represents the phase dierence due to the
fading channel can be neglected. The last term represents the eect of the AWGN
and ICI.
The exponentiation of (4.34) gives,
ejk(l) = ej
2K
N
(N+NCP )+j'k(l); (4.35)
where
'k(l) = K[&k(l)  &k(l   1)]: (4.36)
Therefore, the CFO estimate using the VAV algorithm as applied to OFDM can be
expressed as [32]
^ =
N
2K(N +NCP )
arg
(
LX
l=1
bl
N 1X
k=0
F (jsk(l   1)j)F (jsk(l)j)ejK[argfsk(l)g argfsk(l 1)g]
)
:
(4.37)
By assuming that F (jsk(:)j) = jsk(:)jK , the CFO estimates can be expressed as [33]
^ =
N
2K(N +NCP )
arg f(k; l)g : (4.38)
where
(k; l) =
LX
l=1
bl
N 1X
k=0
[sk(l)s

k(l   1)]K : (4.39)
Using the VAV algorithm, accurate CFO estimates can be obtained blindly using
an observation window of two OFDM symbols. The maximum CFO that can be
estimated without ambiguity using VAV is given by,
jmaxj = N
2K(N +NCP )
: (4.40)
For K  4, the estimation range is reasonable because CFOs and Doppler shifts
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ǫˆ = 0
for i = 1 to It (It : number of iterations)
s(l − 1) = WC∗(ǫˆ)y(l − 1)
s(l) = WC∗(ǫˆ)y(l)
ǫˆtemp =
N
2piK(N+NCP )
arg {Φ(k, l)}
ǫˆ = ǫˆ + ǫˆtemp
end
Figure 4.3: The iterative scheme of the VAV algorithm
are generally a small fraction of the subcarrier spacing in the tracking mode. For
large K values, the value of max is noticeably small. In the next subsections, the
proposed iterative algorithm is presented as a solution for such cases.
4.4.1 The Iterative VAV
The ICI introduced by the CFO has a major impact on the quality of the frequency
domain symbols at the DFT output as demonstrated in in (4.28). The quality of
such symbols which are contaminated by noise and ICI is usually assessed using the
eective SNR (SNRe),
SNRe =
E[jdkj2]
E[jkj2] + E[j	kj2]
: (4.41)
For example, given that SNR=20 dB and  = 1=8, then SNRe  10 dB [17].
Consequently, the performance of the VAV estimator will be signicantly inuenced
by the value of  which indicates that a severe performance deterioration might be
obtained since the value of  is uniformly distributed over (-max, max). An ecient
remedy for such problem is to use the VAV algorithm iteratively as depicted in Fig.
4.3.
Using this iterative approach, the inaccurate estimate obtained in the rst iter-
ation is used to reduce the ICI before performing the second iteration. As a conse-
quence, the second estimate will be performed under higher SNRe which leads to a
better estimate. Repeating this process for a few times gives ^temp  0, SNRe  SNR
and ^  . Simulation results have shown that using three iterations is sucient to
produce a performance that is approximately equal to the  = 0 case.
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4.4.2 Estimation Range
In addition to its role in improving the estimates' MSE, the iterative conguration
has an other advantage which is the estimation range extension. As it can be
observed from (4.40), the value of max is inversely proportional toK, for large values
of K, max becomes much smaller than 1/2. On the other hand, using lower order
modulations decreases the system capacity. Fortunately, the iterative structure can
be used to loosen the bond between the estimation range and the system capacity.
To explain how this goal can be achieved, assume that the N subcarriers are divided
into two groups that consists of N1 and N2 subcarriers, N1  N2. Moreover, we
assume that each group of subcarriers is modulated using two dierent modulation
schemes with parameters K1 and K2 where K1  K2. In such a case, the N1
subcarriers can be used in the rst iteration given that  < max;K1 . In the subsequent
iterations, the CFO seen by the estimator is ^temp which should be smaller than
max;K2 . Therefore, all the subcarriers can now be involved to produce accurate
estimates in the remaining iterations. As an example, consider an OFDM system
where N = 256 and NCP = 16, given that N1 subcarriers are BPSK modulated, then
K1 = 2 and
 (1)max  0:23. The remaining N2 = N  N1 subcarriers are modulated
using the 16-QAM then K2 = 8 and
 (2)max  0:058. Therefore, the maximum CFO
that can be estimated is determined byK1. However, the value of N1 should be large
enough to provide estimates that are smaller than
 (2)max. In practice, this technique
does not have a noticeable eect on the system capacity because all practical OFDM
systems have a number of subcarriers with lower order modulations such as BPSK
[7]. Obviously, relying solely on these subcarriers for CFO estimates would not
produce accurate estimates as in the case where all subcarriers are invoked in the
estimation process. Another major advantage of this approach is the substantial
complexity reduction achieved by considering only N1 < N subcarriers in the rst
It 1 iterations and using the N subcarriers only in the nal iteration. Furthermore,
since most of the current standards [7] include a small number of unmodulated
subcarriers, i.e. pilots, a semi-blind estimator can be constructed by using those
pilots in the rst It   1 iterations, followed by all subcarriers to produce the nal
CFO estimate.
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Table 4.1: The computational complexity of the considered CFO estimators
Additions Multiplications DFT
CPE (NCP + 3)(N +NCP )L 4L(N +NCP ) 0
KBE 12NL 15NL 3L
PDE-F 12NL 21NL 3L
PDE-T N(12L+ 6) N(21L+ 18) 3(L+ 1)
IGVAV  4NL  18NL 3(L+ 1)
4.5 Computational Complexity
This section is dedicated to the computational complexity evaluation of the pre-
sented CFO estimation schemes. The computational complexity of the consid-
ered estimators is assessed in terms of real arithmetic operations, namely addi-
tions/subtractions and multiplications, in addition to the number of DFT opera-
tions. As it can be noted from (4.16), the computational complexity for the PDE-T
is dominated by the number of magnitude-squared, DFT and addition/subtraction
operations. The N -point radix-2 FFT roughly requires (N=2) log2N complex multi-
plications and each is equivalent to four real multiplications and two real additions.
Therefore, the PDE-T estimator requires 3(L + 1) DFT operations, N(21L + 18)
multiplications and N(12L+ 6) additions.
The computational complexity of the IGVAV can be deduced from (4.38). The
major computations performed for each estimate are
PIt
i NiL(log2(Ki)+1) complex
multiplications,
PIt
i (Ni   1)L complex additions and It DFT operations where Ni
and Ki denote the number of subcarriers and the modulation removal factor used
in the ith iteration, respectively. For the IGVAV estimator, it is assumed that all
subcarriers are modulated using quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK) thus K = 4,
the number of iterations is equal to 3.
Although there are some divisions and non-linear operations such as the tan 1
computation, the number of times these operations are performed is very little and
all estimators use almost the same number of operations. Consequently, the divi-
sions and non-linear operations are ignored for all estimators. Table 4.1 presents a
summary of the computational power required for the considered CFO estimators.
As can be noted from this table, the IGVAV estimator requires the smallest number
of addition and multiplication operations as only small number of subcarriers are
involved in the rst two iterations. In general, the computational complexity of the
considered CFO estimators is comparable to the MVE, KBE and PDE-F systems
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as the total amount of computation is dominated by the DFT operations.
For example, assuming that the CFO is estimated continuously for system pa-
rameters of L=1, N=64 and NCP=16, the PDE-T and IGVAV require 2496 and
1152 real multiplications, respectively. On the other hand, the KBE and PDE-F
require 960 and 1344 real multiplications, respectively however, the KBE and PDE-
F methods need higher averaging factor to attain the required accuracy in fading
channels. Hence, the computational load will increase considerably, for L=5, 4800
and 6720 multiplications are required for the KBE and PDE-F, respectively to ob-
tain an estimate. However, the PDE-T and IGVAV produce reliable estimate using
L=1 even for severe conditions and there is no need for further averaging.
4.6 Numerical Results
Monte Carlo simulations are used to assess the performance of the CFO estimators
over AWGN and frequency selective multipath fading channels. In each simulation
run, 106 OFDM symbols are used. The performance is evaluated by means of
normalized MSE, where the MSE of the CFO estimates is normalized with respect to
the subcarriers' frequency spacing. The considered OFDM system has the following
parameters: N = 64, NCP = 16, subcarriers data rate is 4.17 kb/s, the data symbols
are drawn from QPSK constellation and perfect symbol timing is assumed unless
otherwise specied. In all simulations, the CFO  is uniformly selected such that
jj  0:9max where max is the maximum CFO that can be estimated.
To demonstrate the eciency of the PDE-T and IGVAV estimators, three dif-
ferent frequency selective fading channel models are used as depicted in Table 4.2.
Each of the three channels has dierent selectivity level that is determined by the
number of multipath components, the maximum delay and the gains of each compo-
nent [28]. Obviously, Channel-I has the least severe fading while Channel-III has the
most severe fading conditions. The path gains are generated as complex indepen-
dent stochastic variables and fading with Jakes' Doppler spectrum [29]. The PDE-T
and IGVAV estimators are compared with KBE [23], MVE [22], CPE [17] and PDE-
F [52] estimators because they have comparable computational complexity where
the cost functions can be approximated by a sinusoid and the CFO estimates are
obtained by employing parameter estimation. Furthermore, the considered estima-
tors are assessed in the presence of symbol timing uncertainty and the performance
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Table 4.2: The channels' parameters
Path Gains Path Delays Delay Spread
Channel-I 0:35; 0:25; 0:18; 0:13; 0:09 0; 1; 2; 3; 4 1:74
Channel-II 0:34; 0:28; 0:23; 0:11; 0:04 0; 1; 2; 6; 11 6:37
Channel-III 0:25; 0:25; 0:25; 0:25 0; 4; 8; 12 20
is compared with other timing error robust estimator to examine the eect of timing
errors on the CFO estimation.
To observe the behaviour of the IGVAV estimator for dierent values of  and K,
the IGVAV system is simulated and the values of ^ is plotted versus  as depicted
in Fig. 4.4. It can be noted from this gure that ^ follows  linearly almost for
the entire range where jj  max. When jj approaches max, the resulted CFO
estimation might have opposite signs. Therefore, in the following simulations we
used jj  0:9max.
The MSE of the IGVAV estimator versus the SNR as a function of the number
of iterations for AWGN channels is depicted in Fig. 4.5. As noted from this gure,
the MSE which results after performing two iterations is very close to the = 0
case for a wide range of SNRs. The degradation observed at low SNRs cannot be
removed by performing more iterations because the estimate accuracy is dominated
by the AWGN. At high SNRs, the small error oor can be eliminated by performing
a third iteration and thus the MSE performance becomes almost identical to the =
0 case. Consequently, performing three iterations should be sucient to completely
eliminate the eect of the ICI at moderate and high SNRs. The MSE performance
of the iterative estimator using the proposed estimation range extension approach
is also presented where N1 BPSK modulated subcarriers are used in the rst and
second iterations. In this case, the modulation removal factors Ki and the maximum
estimation ranges
 (i)max during the ith iteration are K1 = K2 = 12K3 = 2 and (1)max =  (2)max = 2  (3)max = N4(N+NCP ) = 0:2, respectively. All other subcarriers
N2 = N -N1 are modulated using QPSK and only involved in the third iteration.
Extensive simulations have shown that using N1 = 14 is sucient for the system to
acquire the CFO in the rst two iterations and to produce MSE equivalent to the
 = 0 case as shown in Fig. 4.5. This process is crucial when the subcarriers have
higher order modulation where K > 4 to extend the estimation range of the IGVAV.
Fig. 4.6 depicts the MSE performance of the considered estimators over AWGN
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channels. It can be seen that the MSE decreases, approximately, linearly for SNR &
8 dB for all estimators except the IGVAV where the MSE starts to decrease linearly
for SNR & 15 dB. Also, it is obvious that PDE-F exhibits a slight atness at high
SNRs. While the MVE/KBE and PDE-T estimators have demonstrated equivalent
MSE over the whole range of SNR, the CPE and IGVAV estimators outperform all
other estimators by about 4 dB and 15 dB respectively at moderate and high SNRs.
In addition, it is clearly demonstrated that the performance of the PDE-T using
the search approach coincides exactly with the parameter estimation method which
conrms the validity of the sinusoidal approximation for the cost function.
To evaluate the MSE in mild and moderate frequency selective fading channels,
we use channel-I and II as shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively. As demon-
strated in these gures, PDE-T and IGVAV outperform all other systems for the
entire range of SNRs over both channels. The MSE dierence becomes substantial
at high SNRs where the MSE of all other considered estimators saturates and be-
comes at. The robustness of both IGVAV and PDE-T against frequency selectivity
can be observed from the negligible MSE dierence over both channels. The MSE
of PDE-F signicantly deteriorates when the channel delay spread increases. Simi-
lar MSE deterioration has been observed for all the considered systems except the
IGVAV and PDE-T. The MVE/KBE estimators are the most vulnerable to large
delay spreads at moderate and high SNRs.
The MSE performance of the considered estimators with dierent averaging fac-
tor over highly frequency selective fading channels is depicted in Fig. 4.9 where
Channel-III is used. This gure clearly shows the high immunity of PDE-T and
IGVAV estimators against severe multipath fading conditions. While the MSE of
all the considered estimators starts to saturate at SNR & 20 dB, the MSE of IGVAV
and PDE-T continues to decrease by increasing the SNR approximately in a linear
manner. Moreover, the MSE of the IGVAV and PDE-T using L = 1 is much smaller
than the MSE of PDE-F at high SNRs even for the L = 5 case. Therefore, no aver-
aging is needed for the PDE-T and IGVAV estimators even under sever frequency
selective fading conditions.
To evaluate the MSE performance of the PDE-T and IGVAV systems over time
varying frequency selective fading channels with various mobility conditions, we
consider two dierent maximum Doppler shifts for Channel-III model, namely 50 and
200 Hz, which corresponds to vehicle speeds of approximately 24.5 and 98 km/hour,
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respectively. As depicted in Fig. 4.10, the IGVAV and PDE-T still outperform all
the other considered estimators. The MSE of the IGVAV, PDE-T and PDE-F start
to converge for vehicle speeds & 100 km/hour, which is an evidence that the PDE-
T and IGVAV estimators maintains its eciency even in time varying channels.
Fig. 4.10 also shows that the MSE of MVE/KBE does not change drastically as a
function of fd.
The OFDM system performance in terms of BER over Channel-II with the em-
ployment of the considered CFO estimators is presented in Fig. 4.11 for QPSK and
16-PSK signalling. The perfect knowledge of the channel at the receiver has been
assumed in order to highlight the eect of synchronization error. However, at the
receiver, the channel need to be estimated and the performance of channel estima-
tor is also aected by the synchronization error. In Fig. 4.11 (a), the Channel-II
model is used and the BER is evaluated for MVE/KBE, PDE-F, PDE-T and IGVAV
CFO estimators. As can be noted from this gure, the BER degradation due to the
frequency synchronization error over Channel-II is negligible for the PDE-T and IG-
VAV where almost equivalent performance to the perfect frequency synchronization
condition can be achieved at moderate and high SNRs. However, a slight deterio-
ration can be noted at low SNRs. On the other hand, the other estimators produce
signicant BER degradation in particular the MVE/KBE estimators while a little
deterioration can be observed in the PDE-F case at high SNRs over this channel.
To observe the eect of large delay spread, the BER results presented in Fig. 4.11
(b) are generated using a severe case of Channel-II where the delay spread spans the
entire CP region. This channel has the same tap gains as Channel-II however the
taps' delays are [0 4 8 12 16]. It is obvious that the BER deterioration is signicant
when the MVE/KBE and PDE-F estimators are employed while the robustness of
the PDE-T and IGVAV estimators can be noticed over this channel as the achieved
BER is the same as perfect frequency synchronization condition.
The BER performance of the OFDM system over Channel-III is presented in Fig.
4.12 for QPSK and 16-PSK signalling. Again, the PDE-T and IGVAV estimators
have demonstrated a robust BER performance compared to the other CFO estima-
tion methods where signicant BER degradation can noticed in particular for the
MVE/KBE. Moreover, it is clear that the BER degradation due to the frequency
synchronization error increases as the modulation order increases where a signicant
degradation can be noted for M=16 case.
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Figure 4.4: The CFO estimate ^ versus  for dierent values of K, SNR= 40 dB.
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Figure 4.5: The MSE of the IGVAV estimator for dierent number of iterations It
over AWGN channels, L = 1.
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Figure 4.6: MSE versus SNR over AWGN channels, L = 1.
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Figure 4.7: MSE versus SNR over Channel-I, L = 1
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Figure 4.8: MSE versus SNR over Channel-II, L = 1
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Figure 4.9: MSE versus SNR over Channel-III, L = 1; 5
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Figure 4.10: MSE versus SNR over Channel-III with dierent Doppler shift values,
L = 1, fd = 50 and 200 Hz.
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Figure 4.11: BER versus SNR for OFDM system with QPSK and 16-PSK, (a)
Channel-II (b) The severe case of Channel-II
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Figure 4.12: BER versus SNR over Channel-III for OFDM system with QPSK and
16-PSK
In the following, the simulation results are presented to demonstrate the eect
of timing errors on the performance of the considered CFO estimators which have
dierent estimation strategies including time domain, frequency domain, DA and
blind schemes. In all simulations, the introduced timing errors are modelled as
random integers uniformly distributed in a given range of interest. In addition to the
CFO estimators discussed in the previous section, the simulation results presented
in this section consider another two CFO estimators that are based on maximum-
likelihood approach, ZMLE [49] and TER-MLE [50]. The TER-MLE estimator has
a robust performance in the presence of timing uncertainty, hence it will be used for
comparison to assess the sensitivity of the PDE-T and IGVAV CFO estimators to
timing errors.
Fig. 4.13 presents the MSE of the CPE, ZMLE and TER-MLE estimators over
Channel-II. The timing error is uniformly distributed in the range [ (NCP  Lh); 0],
which corresponds to the SR of the timing estimates where  NCP + Lh    0.
As can be noted from this gure, the considered estimators are highly sensitive to
timing errors even if they fall in the SR. In the case of CPE, the degradation is
demonstrated as an increase in the error oor level by a factor of  10. The same
behaviour is expected in similar correlation based CFO estimators. On the other
hand, the TER-MLE estimator has demonstrated some robustness to the timing
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errors. However, the MSE degradation can be noted which is equivalent to 5 dB
SNR reduction. Unlike the previous two estimators, the ZMLE estimator suered
from a severe degradation in the MSE performance demonstrated by a high level
error oor.
The results in Fig. 4.14 are obtained under the conditions and assumption used
in Fig. 4.13 for the MVE/KBE, PDE-F, PDE-T and IGVAV estimators. By contrast
to the estimators considered in Fig. 4.13, the estimators considered in Fig. 4.14,
which have similar estimation strategy, demonstrated high robustness against timing
errors with a performance that is equivalent to the perfect timing case. Moreover,
the performance degradation due to the channel conditions is clearly depicted in
this gure.
Fig. 4.15 depicts the MSE degradation in the presence of timing uncertainty.
The function M ~SE is dened as,
M ~SE =
MSEj 6=0
MSEj=0 ; (4.42)
and the timing error is modelled as random integer uniformly distributed over
[0; max] or [min; 0]. As it can be noted from this gure, the ZMLE, TER-MLE
and IGVAV estimators seem to be very sensitive to positive timing errors while
the CPE, MVE/KBE, PDE-F and PDE-T estimators have demonstrated more ro-
bustness to positive timing errors. However, the ZMLE, TER-MLE and IGVAV
estimators were remarkably sensitive as M ~SE > 104 was recorded for a timing
uncertainty of only one sample. With the exception of ZMLE, all the considered
estimators demonstrated less sensitivity to timing errors in the SR. However, the ob-
served degradation is still signicant for the CPE and ZMLE estimators. In contrary
to the positive errors case, the estimator of CPE reported higher sensitivity when
the errors are in the SR. The MVE/KBE, PDE-F, PDE-T and IGVAV estimators
oer negligible degradation when the timing oset is within the SR.
Finally, for the case of negative timing errors, the timing error range is extended
outside the SR to include the entire CP region as shown in Fig. 4.16. As depicted
in this gure, the PDE-T and IGVAV estimators in addition to the MVE/KBE and
PDE-F still can tolerate the timing errors in this region and the MSE degradation
is less than  10 at the end of the CP region. While the other considered estimators
suer from a severe degradation, particularly at the end of the CP region.
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The simulation results clearly illustrate the superior performance of the IGVAV
and PDE-T. Both estimators have demonstrated superb robustness against ambi-
guity of the timing estimates and frequency selectivity of the channel which are
added to their distinct feature as blind estimation method. The main features and
limitations of the considered estimators in this chapter, compared with other fre-
quency synchronization methods, are summarized in Table 4.3. The details of the
complexity analysis for the closed-form CFO estimators have been presented in Ta-
ble 4.1. The computational complexity of the ZMLE and TER-MLE estimators is
mainly depends on the search resolution and the required estimation accuracy. Be-
cause the cost function formulation for both ZMLE and TER-MLE require to forth
from time to frequency domain for each trial CFO, the computational load will in-
crease considerably due to the FFT operations compared with the other closed-form
CFO estimators (i.e. KBE, PDE-F, PDE-T and IGVAV) especially when the ZMLE
and TER-MLE are considered for CFO estimation in the acquisition stage where
 2 ( 0:5; 0:5).
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Figure 4.13: MSE versus SNR over Channel-II for a group of CFO estimators with
high sensitivity to timing errors.
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Figure 4.14: MSE versus SNR over Channel-II for a group of CFO estimators with
high tolerance to timing errors.
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Figure 4.15: MSE versus the timing error uncertainty within the SR, Channel-II,
SNR=30 dB.
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Figure 4.16: MSE versus the timing error uncertainty out of the SR but within the
CP region, Channel-II, SNR=30 dB.
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4.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, two robust blind CFO estimators for OFDM systems over frequency
selective fading channels have been presented. The PDE-T estimator is based on the
power dierence measurements between constant-modulus modulated subcarrirs in
consecutive symbols. The PDE-T achieves a signicant performance improvement
by formulating the cost function in the time direction to mitigate the degradation
due to the frequency selectivity of the channel. The IGVAV estimator utilizes the
Viterbi and Viterbi algorithm to perform CFO estimation by measuring the phase
dierence among the subcarriers in consecutive symbols. The proposed iterative
process of the IGVAV is very ecient because it improves the accuracy by elim-
inating the ICI and it helps to extend the unambiguous estimation range of the
estimator. The MSE is used to assess the performance of the proposed systems
using Monte Carlo simulations and the results were compared to the MSE of other
well established estimators. The numerical results obtained for various channel
conditions have conrmed the robustness and the superiority of PDE-T and IG-
VAV estimators to produce accurate estimation over short observation window in
severe channel conditions. Additionally, the considered frequency synchronization
algorithms have demonstrated robust performance in the presence of timing uncer-
tainty within and outside the safe-region of the CP which adds another distinctive
advantage to the PDE-T and IGVAV CFO estimators compared with other syn-
chronization techniques. Moreover, it is worth mentioning that the PDE-T is more
suitable for coarse estimation compared to the IGVAV which can be used in the ne
synchronization stage due to its limited acquisition range.
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Chapter 5
Symbol Timing Synchronization
Schemes for OFDM Systems based
on Power Dierence
Measurements
The focus of this chapter is to present an ecient blind symbol timing synchroniza-
tion technique for OFDM systems with constant modulus constellation based on the
power dierence measurements approach. At the beginning, the problem of symbol
timing synchronization is introduced and then the related works in the literature
for blind symbol timing synchronization are discussed. A generic OFDM system
model in the presence of symbol timing osets is described. Then, the proposed
symbol timing estimator based on the power dierence measurements is presented.
Furthermore, some implementation aspects for ecient realization of the proposed
timing estimator are discussed. A low complexity and self-noise free realization for
the feedforward and feedback congurations are highlighted. Simulation results are
then presented for the performance evaluation of the proposed congurations for
OFDM system in dierent channel conditions and the results are compared with
other timing synchronization techniques.
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Despite the major advantages, OFDM systems are very sensitive to symbol timing
synchronization errors. The reason is that STO have to be accurately estimated
and compensated before the DFT process, otherwise ISI and ICI will be introduced
[75,76]. Also, symbol timing jitter due to inaccurate STO estimation and correction
will lead to considerable degradation in the performance of the channel estimation
performed via interpolation in coherent OFDM systems [41, 77]. Symbol timing
synchronization refers to the correct detection of the start of an OFDM symbol to
avoid ISI and hence increase the SNR of the system. Although, OFDM systems
are more tolerant to STO due to the use of CP, the tolerance range depends on the
delay spread of the channel and the length of the CP [77]. Therefore, the tolerance
range to STOs might be very narrow in frequency selective channels with large delay
spreads. Consequently, STO estimation for OFDM systems has attracted noticeable
attention by researchers [17,18,20,24,25,40,42{44,47,48,78].
Based on the information required for synchronization at the receiver side, STO
estimators are categorized as either data-aided or non data-aided [37]. Similar to
the CFO estimation, various data-aided methods for STO estimation, by inserting
training sequences, pilots or other types of pre-known data at the transmitter to
assist timing synchronization at the receiver side, have been introduced in the lit-
erature [13, 78, 79]. Non data-aided or blind STO estimators are becoming more
attractive due to their bandwidth eciency as neither training sequences nor pilot
signals are required, however channel state information might be required to assist
timing synchronization [80]. As an example, the widely cited cyclic prex estimator
(CPE) [17] and the estimator proposed in [18] do not require prior knowledge of the
transmitted data, however the knowledge of the channel delay spread is required.
Some estimators are totally blind in the sense that they are non data-aided and
do not require any channel state information [25, 47]. The accuracy, computational
complexity, eciency and estimation time are the main metrics used to assess the
performance of synchronization techniques. The following section discusses several
state-of-the-art methods for symbol timing synchronization in OFDM systems.
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In the literature, several blind STO estimators are developed by exploiting the cor-
respondence between STO and interference, which results due to timing osets. In
such estimators, a cost function is constructed based on a particular interference
metric and STO estimates are obtained by minimizing or maximizing the cost func-
tion. As an example, the estimator proposed in [25] minimizes the interference by
minimizing the variance of the frequency-domain subcarriers after the DFT which is
a monotonic function of the STO, hence it is denoted as the minimum variance esti-
mator (MVE). The MVE approach can also be used to jointly estimate the STO and
the CFO in OFDM systems as reported in [48]. Although this estimator is accurate
in AWGN channels, it suers from serious performance degradation in frequency
selective channels. Similarly, another estimator has been proposed in [47] where the
cost function is constructed by measuring the inter-block interference (IBI) of dier-
entially encoded data. The IBI estimator outperforms the MVE in terms of accuracy,
however it requires a large number of data blocks to deliver reliable estimates. A
joint CFO and STO estimator has been proposed in [24] that minimizes the interfer-
ence by maximizing the signal-to-interference-and-noise ratio (SINR) post the DFT,
which outperforms the MVE and IBI estimators. However, this estimator also suf-
fers from high error oors in frequency selective channels. Moreover, the early-late
gate (ELG) conguration of the MVE [25] and the SINR [24] estimators suers from
large self-noise values demonstrated as error oors at high SNRs.
It is worth noting that most STO estimation algorithms based on minimizing
the ICI/ISI such as the MVE, IBI and SINR perform well in AWGN and at fading
channels. However, such algorithms suer from a severe performance deterioration in
frequency selective channels. One of the main reasons for the degraded performance
in such channels can be explained by noting that in frequency selective channels,
individual subcarriers experience at fading while the composite OFDM signal ex-
periences frequency selective fading. Therefore, using subcarriers that are far from
each other, in the frequency domain, to produce a timing synchronization metrics
causes a degraded performance if the channel is changing rapidly in the frequency
domain. Based on this observation and inspired by the superior performance of the
CFO estimation scheme presented in the previous chapter, this chapter discusses a
novel technique for symbol timing synchronization in OFDM systems based on the
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power dierence measurements approach.
The newly proposed timing synchronization scheme minimizes the interference
(ICI and ISI) that results due STOs using two dierent approaches, in the rst
approach the power dierence is minimized between adjacent subcarriers within
the same OFDM symbol based on the assumption that the channel response on
those subcarriers is approximately equal. In this sense, this estimator utilizes the
subcarriers only in the frequency domain hence it is denoted as the power dierence
estimator (PDE) in the frequency domain (PDE-Frequency). The second estimator
is designed by measuring the power dierence between subcarriers with equal index
values in two consecutive OFDM symbols. This estimator is derived based on the
assumption that the channel is changing slowly in the time domain with respect to
two OFDM symbols and it is denoted as the PDE-Time [81,82].
In addition, the proposed PDE-F/T estimators are suitable for both feedforward
and ELG realizations and they are totally blind because the pre-knowledge of the
transmitted data or the channel state information (CSI) are not required. Unlike
the estimators of [25] and [24], the proposed ELG synchronizer does not suer from
the self-noise problem. For complexity reduction and performance enhancements
purposes, the low cost CPE is exploited to provide coarse initial estimates for the
proposed PDE-F/T timing estimator [17]. However, the CPE is implemented as
a totally blind estimator where the SNR is xed and the channel delay spread is
unknown. Moreover, a new performance metric denoted as the deviation from the
safe region (DSR) is proposed to provide more informative performance assessment
metric for STO estimators. The performance of the proposed PDE-F/T congura-
tions is evaluated for various channel conditions and compared to the performance
of other timing estimators.
In the next section, a generic mathematical model for OFDM systems in the pres-
ence of symbol timing oset is derived. Then, the proposed timing synchronization
method for OFDM systems with constant modulus constellations using the power
dierence measurements approach is discussed. A comprehensive comparison with
other timing synchronization schemes using dierent performance evaluation met-
rics such as MSE, BER, Plock in and DSR is presented. The following blind symbol
timing oset estimators are in the scope of this chapter, MVE [25,83], SINR [24] and
IBI [47], where their performance is compared with the feedforward and feedback
versions of the proposed PDE-F/T timing synchronizer because of their similar es-
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timation strategy and comparable complexity. The full details of the cost functions
formulation for all the algorithms that considered in this chapter were presented in
Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.1).
5.3 System Model
Consider an OFDM system with N subcarriers modulated by a sequence of complex
data symbols d = [d0; d1; :::::; dN 1]T . The data symbols are selected uniformly
from a constellation with constant modulus such as MPSK. The modulation and
demodulation processes can be implemented eciently using an N -point IFFT and
FFT, respectively as illustrated in Fig. 5.1 where P/S and S/P denote parallel to
serial and serial to parallel conversion, respectively. The complex baseband OFDM
symbol after the CP insertion during the lth signalling period of duration Tt second
can be expressed as
x = [xN CP , xN CP+1, ..., xN 1; x0, x1, ..., xN 1]T : (5.1)
The sequence x of length Nt = N + NCP samples is upsampled, ltered and up-
converted to a radio frequency centred at fc before transmission through the antenna.
The channel is composed of Lh+ 1 independent multipath components each of which
has a gain hm and delay m  Ts, where m 2 f0; 1; :::::; Lhg. The channel taps
are assumed to be constant over one OFDM symbol and change slowly over two
consecutive symbols, which corresponds to a quasi static multipath channel [20].
The received sequence y consists of Nt samples that belong to a single OFDM
symbol has the following frame structure
y = [c0; c1; :::; cNCP 1; y0, y1, ..., yN 1]: (5.2)
where ci represents the CP samples. The non CP samples fyng will be referred to
as the data samples.
The received sequence y can be expressed as
y = Hx+ z; (5.3)
where the channel matrix H is an Nt  Nt Toeplitz matrix, and the noise vector z
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Figure 5.1: System block diagram showing the role of timing synchronization block.
is modelled as a white Gaussian noise process with zero mean and variance 2z .
After removing the CP samples, a sequence y = [y0, y1, ....,yN 1] of length N
samples is fed to the DFT to produce the frequency domain symbols,
s = Wy;
= Hd+ ; (5.4)
where  =Wz and H is the channel frequency response as described in Chapter 2.
However, the position of y0 with respect to the received stream of samples is
initially unknown, hence the sequence y can not be extracted from y correctly.
Consequently, the DFT window will have an oset  2  N
2
,  N
2
+ 1, .., N
2
	
. The
role of the timing synchronization block shown in Fig. 5.1 is to estimate the timing
oset such that the DFT window is adjusted to include samples from one OFDM
symbol. Therefore, the DFT output depends on , which can be one of the two
cases as described in the following subsections.
5.3.1 Positive Timing Error ( > 0)
In this case, the rst  data samples will be missing from the DFT window and
there will be  samples from the next OFDM symbol. Based on the value of ,
the DFT window will contain N samples that belong to the data samples of the
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lth OFDM symbol, the CP and data samples from the next OFDM symbol. If we
denote the sequence of samples within the DFT window as v, the nth sample in v
can be expressed as,
vn =
8>>><>>>:
yn+; 0  n  
!
c n N+;  < n  +NCP
!
y n N+ NCP ; +NCP < n  N   1;  > NCP   Lh
(5.5)
where  , N      1, !c and !y denote the CP and data samples from the next
OFDM symbol, respectively.
Due to the linearity of the DFT, the sequence v can be decomposed into three
subsequences, as depicted in Fig. 2.9 for the case of positive timing error, where each
of which has (N ), min(, NCP  Lh) and max( NCP +Lh, 0) non-zero samples,
respectively. The three subsequences are zero-padded from the right, left or both
sides to have a total of N samples, which is applied to the DFT. As an example,
it can be noted from (5.5) that the rst subsequence, denoted as v1, consists of
N    non-zero samples aligned to the left of the DFT window, thus it should be
zero-padded with  zeros to the right [77]. Hence,
v1 = [v0 = y; v1 = y+1; :::::; v = yN 1; vN  = 0; :::::; vN 1 = 0]: (5.6)
Therefore, the kth subcarrier at the DFT output due to this sequence can be ex-
pressed as
skjv1 = 1
N
X
n=0
LhX
m=0
N 1X
i=0
hmdie
j2i(n+ m)
N e
 j2nk
N : (5.7)
The last summation in (5.7) can be simplied as
X
n=0
e
j2i(n+ m)
N e
 j2nk
N =
e
j2(k im+k)
N   e j2(k+i im)N
e
j2i
N   e j2kN
: (5.8)
Substituting (5.8) in (5.7) and separating the variable m yields,
skjv1 = 1
N
N 1X
i=0
die
j2k
N
e
j2k
N   e j2iN
e
j2i
N   e j2kN
LhX
m=0
hme
 j2im
N : (5.9)
Obviously, the last summation in (5.9) is just the channel frequency response at the
ith subcarrier, i.e. Hi. Therefore, replacing the last summation by Hi and collecting
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the common factors gives
skjv1 = 1
N
N 1X
i=0
Hidi
1  e j2(i k)N
1  e j2(i k)N
e
j2k
N e
j2(k i)
N : (5.10)
Finally, separating the useful part of sk from the interference terms gives,
skjv1 =  Hkdk + 1
N
N 1X
i=0
i6=k
Hdi
1  e j2(i k)N
1  e j2(i k)N
e
j2(k i)
N ; (5.11)
where Hi = Hie
j2k
N denotes the channel frequency response combined with the
phase rotation introduced by the timing error,  =
N 
N
is the attenuation due to
the missing data samples, and the second term in (5.11) represents the ICI resulted
from the loss of orthogonality among the subcarriers.
Similarly, the DFT output due to v2 can be expressed as
skjv2 =
LhX
m=0
~hm
N 1X
i=0
"
die
j2i( m)
N
+mX
n=N 
e
j2n(i k)
N + ~die
j2i(NCP+ m)
N
N 1X
n=+m+1
e
j2n(i k)
N
#
:
(5.12)
The third most-right term sequence v3 is zero-padded only from the left side thus,
skjv3 = 1p
N
N 1X
n=N +NCP
vne
 j2nk
N ;  > NCP (5.13)
By substituting the values of vn with the third term in (5.5) we obtain
skjv3 = e
 j2kNCP
N
N
N 1X
i=0
!
H i~di
1  e j2(i k)( NCP )N
1  e j2(i k)N
(5.14)
By dening the desired signal component as k , k Hkdk, sk be expressed as
sk = k + skjv1 + skjv2 + skjv3 + k (5.15)
where skjv1 = skjv1   k:
As can be noted from (5.15), the timing oset attenuates the amplitude, rotates
the phase of the desired data symbol and introduces both ICI and ISI. The term
skjv1 is composed of a mixture of all data symbols, except the kth data symbol of
the current OFDM symbol. Therefore, this term can be considered as ICI, which is
independent of k. The term skjv2 is composed of a mixture from all data symbols
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from the current and next data symbols. Hence, this term has an ICI and ISI
components. Moreover, skjv2 and k are correlated due to the overlap between the
current and next OFDM symbols as a results of the delay spread of the multipath
channel. The term skjv3 is independent of k but correlated with skjv2.
5.3.2 Negative Timing Error ( < 0)
The  < 0 case is dierent from the  > 0 case due to the CP samples located
at the rst NCP positions before y0. For Lh   NCP   < 0,  is located in the
CP region that does not contain ISI. Although y0 will not be the rst sample in
the DFT window, the samples included in the DFT window belong to the ISI-free
region. Thus,
v = [v0 = yN+; v1 = yN++1; :::::; vNCP+ = y0; :::::; vN 1 = yN+ 1]
T : (5.16)
Due to the linearity of the DFT process, it is straightforward to show that
s = Hd+ ; (5.17)
where  =diag([0; 1; ::::; N 1]), k = e
 j2k
N . It can be noticed from (5.17) that
the timing error within this region causes only a xed phase rotation proportional to
k, which can be combined with the phase rotation caused by the multipath fading
channel. Consequently, the kth element of s can be expressed as
sk = Hkdk + k; 0  k  N   1 (5.18)
Therefore, timing errors within this region do not introduce ISI nor ICI hence, this
region is denoted as the safe region (SR) where
Lh  NCP    0: (5.19)
For  < Lh  NCP , the DFT output can be obtained as described for the  > 0
case however, skjv1 has min(N;N   jj+NCP  Lh), skjv2 has min(NCP  Lh; jj  
NCP + Lh) and skjv3 has max(jj  NCP ; 0) non-zeros samples. While the samples
of v2 are a mixture of samples from the current and previous OFDM symbols, the
non-zero samples of v3 belong to the previous OFDM symbol solely. The nth sample
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of v given that   NCP can be expressed as
vn =
8>>><>>>:
 
y n+N++NCP ; 0  n  max(jj  NCP ; 0)
cn N+; max(jj  NCP ; 0)  n < max(jj  NCP ; 0) +NCP ;
yn+; max(jj  NCP ; 0) +NCP  n  N   1
(5.20)
where
 
y denotes the samples from the previous OFDM symbol.
5.4 Proposed Timing Synchronization Scheme
This section describes the proposed STO estimator for OFDM systems over fre-
quency selective fading channels. The proposed method can be realized using two
schemes depending on the assumption made on the channel conditions. Based on
the signal model described in the previous section, if the rst sample fed to the DFT
window v0 belongs to the samples of the SR described in (5.19) then the DFT output
of the kth subcarrier during the current OFDM symbol with negligible AWGN can
be expressed as
sk = Hkdk: (5.21)
Computing the power of the DFT output and noting that jHkj2 = j Hkj2 gives
jskj2 = jHkj2 jdkj2 : (5.22)
For CM constellations jdkj2 = jdij2 , S 8 i; k which is assumed to be normalized to
one,
jskj2 = jHkj2 : (5.23)
However, if the condition for  in (5.19) is not satised, ICI and ISI will be intro-
duced. Hence, (5.21) can be expressed as
sk = k + Ik; (5.24)
where the total interference Ik = skjv1 + skjv2 + skjv3.
It is worth noting that the variance of the interference Ik is proportional to
 [41, 77], consequently, the variance of sk is proportional to  as well [25]. In this
chapter, a novel timing synchronization metric is deduced to estimate the STO by
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minimizing the interference term Ik as described in [25], [47] and [24]. The proposed
timing metric is based on the power dierence measurements approach. The cost
function of the proposed symbol timing estimator can be formulated by evaluating
the power dierence among the subcarriers in the frequency direction or the time
direction as described below:
5.4.1 PDE-Frequency
If the condition for  in (5.19) is satised and by assuming that the channel changes
slowly in the frequency domain, then the channel frequency response over any two
adjacent subcarriers is approximately equal. Thus,
jsk(l)j2  jsk+1(l)j2 : (5.25)
However, if the condition for  in (5.19) is not satised, then ICI and ISI will be
introduced at the DFT output due to symbol timing imperfection as given in (5.24)
and the approximation given in (5.25) is no longer valid. In fact, the correlation
between the power of adjacent subcarriers will be diminished because of the tim-
ing oset. Based on this observation, symbol timing estimator can be deduced by
minimizing the interference term Ik via minimizing the power dierence between
adjacent subcarriers in the same OFDM symbol. This estimator is denoted as the
power dierence estimator (PDE-Frequency) and for short PDE-F. The basic idea of
the PDE-F STO estimator is to select ^ such that the correlation between neighbour-
ing subcarriers will be restored. Therefore, the cost function of the PDE-F can be
constructed by accumulating the power dierences between the adjacent subcarriers
in the OFDM symbol. Moreover, the cost function can be smoothed by averaging
the power dierence measurements over L OFDM symbols. Thus, the PDE-F cost
function can be expressed as
JPDE F (; L) =
LX
l=1
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2   jsk+1(l)j22 : (5.26)
The symbol timing estimates can be obtained by minimizing (5.26) with respect to
,
^ = arg min

J
PDE F (); (5.27)
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Figure 5.2: The received signal power at the output of FFT for perfect and imperfect
timing information, N=64, QPSK modulation, SNR=20 dB, L=1.
where  denotes the trial values of ,  2  N
2
;  N
2
+ 1; :::::; N
2
	
. It is worth men-
tioning that the cost function of the proposed timing estimator is similar to the CFO
estimator expect that the search interval is the trial timing oset.
The received signal power at the output of the DFT of OFDM system with
N = 64 for perfect and imperfect symbol timing is shown in Fig. 5.2 (please note
that the plot here is continuous just for illustration purposes). It can be clearly seen
that the adjacent subcarriers are correlated in case of perfect timing ( = 0) and the
assumption of having approximately the same channel response over neighbouring
subcarriers is valid. However, for imperfect symbol timing ( = 10) it can be noticed
that the correlation between neighbouring subcarriers no longer exists due to the
ICI and ISI.
5.4.2 PDE-Time
This scheme is based on the assumption that the channel changes slowly in the time
domain. Consequently, the channel frequency response at subcarrier k over two
consecutive OFDM symbols is approximately constant. Therefore, the following
approximation can be deduced if the condition for  in (5.19) is satised,
jsk(l)j2  jsk(l + 1)j2 : (5.28)
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Figure 5.3: The cost function JPDE T (), L = 104, NCP = 32, N = 256, 2z = 0 and
QPSK modulation, (a) AWGN (b) Channel-II.
If the condition for  (5.19) is not satised then ICI and ISI will be introduced
at the DFT output due to symbol timing imperfection and the approximation in
(5.28) is no longer valid. Similar to the PDE-F STO estimator, the cost function
of the PDE-T can be constructed by measuring the power dierence between all
subcarriers with same index value over two consecutive OFDM symbols. Moreover,
the cost function can be smoothed by averaging the power dierence measurements
over L + 1 OFDM symbols. Therefore, the PDE-T cost function can be expressed
as,
JPDE T (; L) =
L+1X
l=1
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2   jsk(l + 1)j22 : (5.29)
The symbol timing estimates can be obtained by minimizing (5.29) with respect to
,
^ = arg min

JPDE T (); (5.30)
The cost function for the PDE-T timing metric is depicted in Fig. 5.3 for an
OFDM system with N = 256 and NCP = 32. As can be noted from this gure, in
an AWGN channel, the interference is zero for  32    0, which is the SR. In
frequency selective fading channels, the SR is reduced to Lh   NCP    0. The
SR provides OFDM systems with some tolerance to timing errors since any point in
the SR can be considered as the correct timing point [41].
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5.5 Realization of the Proposed PDE-F/T Tim-
ing Estimator
This section presents two possible structures, feedforward and feedback, to real-
ize the proposed timing synchronization metrics reported in the previous section.
Strategies to enhance the performance and reduce the complexity of the proposed
congurations are discussed.
5.5.1 Feedforward Conguration
The block diagram of the feedforward realization of the proposed symbol timing
estimator is depicted in Fig. 5.4. For the PDE-F version of the proposed timing
estimator, the delay D is set to 1 while D is set to N for the PDE-T case. In
addition, the feedforward realization of the proposed PDE-F/T estimator can be
designed by noting that:
5.5.1.1 Sliding Window Adder
The cost function for the proposed PDE-F/T estimator has a at region which
corresponds to the SR as depicted in Fig. 5.3. The values of the cost function
for timing osets in the neighbourhood of the SR are very small. Consequently,
it is highly likely that one of those points will have the minimum value if the cost
function is directly minimized, which leads to an estimation error. To minimize
the probability of selecting such points, a sliding window adder with a particular
window size (WS) can be used to eliminate this region. The window size of the
sliding adder needs to be selected carefully to guarantee optimum performance for
the proposed PDE-F/T estimators. The main task of the sliding adder is to select a
unique minimum point in the cost function proles in addition to the smoothing of
the cost function, which is benecial at low SNRs. In the following we discuss two
proposed settings for window size of the sliding adder:
Adaptive Window Size As the length of the at region of the PDE-F/T
cost function depends on the delay spread of the channel, an adaptive setting for
the window size of the sliding adder based on the knowledge of the channel order
can be used to assure optimum performance for the proposed timing estimator. This
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Figure 5.4: The feedforward realization for the proposed PDE-F/T timing estima-
tors, PDE-F: D=1, PDE-T: D=N.
assumption has been made in [17] and [18] as well where the knowledge of the channel
delay spread is required. Ideally, for the proposed PDE-F/T synchronization metric
if the channel order is known, the WS will be set to NCP  Lh + 1 as shown in Fig.
5.5. In practice, channel order is not known a priori and has to be estimated at
the receiver. In the literature, several techniques have been proposed for channel
order determination like in [84, 85]. In the numerical results section, the eect of
the channel order estimation errors on the performance of the proposed estimators
will be evaluated.
Fixed Window Size The optimum WS that can be used without noticeable
performance degradation depends on Lh and the SNR as well. However, to make
the system totally blind, a xed WS should be used. Extensive simulation results
have demonstrated that using WS=NCP   1 samples is a reasonable selection for
various Lh and SNR values as shown in Fig. 5.5. The cost function using the sliding
window adder is presented in Fig. 5.3. It is obvious that cost function after the
sliding adder has a unique minimum which represents the middle sample of the SR.
5.5.1.2 Low-Complexity Implementation
Relying on exhaustive search to nd ^ requires the computation of the cost function
at N samples. Such approach requires signicant computational power, particularly
for large values of N . On the other hand, using ecient minimum search techniques
might deteriorate the system performance since the cost function is not monotonic
for small values of L. Therefore, the PDE-F/T will be preceded by a low complexity
estimator to provide coarse estimation and the PDE-F/T will provide the nal
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Figure 5.5: Illustration for the adaptive and xed sliding widow adder
estimate in a similar way to the system proposed in [20]. As suggested in [20], using
CPE [17] is attractive due to its low complexity. The implemented CPE considers
a xed SNR and unknown Lh and the estimation error produced by the CPE is
mostly in the range [0, NCP ] [20]. Consequently, it should be sucient to restrict
the search space for the feedforward PDE-F/T to jj  NCP .
Therefore, the PDE-F/T can be constructed as a feedforward estimator by set-
ting an initial trial value , computing the power dierence of the DFT output either
between adjacent subcarriers in one OFDM symbol or the subcarriers in consecutive
OFDM symbols, and adding the power dierences for all subcarriers to form the cost
function. This process is repeated for 2NCP + 1 trial values, the 2NCP + 1 values
are ltered using a sliding window adder, then the trial value that corresponds to
the minimum power dierence value is selected as the timing oset estimate ^.
5.5.2 Early-Late Gate PDE-F/T Conguration
In the last section, the feedforward conguration of the proposed timing synchronizer
is presented where the power dierence measurements between the subcarriers are
used as a metric to tune the synchronization parameters. In the proposed scheme
the cost function need to be evaluated over all the possible synchronization points
resulting into high computational complexity. Another attractive realization of the
proposed timing metric is to use early-late gate feedback conguration which is
a very common technique in single carrier transmission systems as shown in Fig.
5.6. Instead of evaluating the proposed metric over the whole range of possible
synchronization points and searching for the minimum point, the ELG synchronizer
computes the cost function early at (   ) and late at ( + ) where  is the
time shift relative to the timing oset  [24, 25, 37]. Once the early and late gates'
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outputs are equal, the point in the middle will be considered as the minimum point
in the cost function. The dierence between the two outputs forms the error signal,
e(l + 1) = JPDE F=T (^   ; l)  JPDE F=T (^ + ; l); (5.31)
where JPDE F=T () is the cost function given in (5.26) or (5.29) with L = 1.
Initially, the actual value of  is unknown, hence the outputs of the early and
late gates give large error values. The error signal is used to sweep the numerical
control oscillator (NCO) until the error signal is ideally zero. Therefore, the timing
oset estimate ^ is the middle point between   and . Similar to conventional
feedback synchronizers, the error signal is fed back to the NCO through a lter
to update the estimated symbol timing. In the case of perfect symbol timing, the
average value of the error signal is approximately zero because the early and late
branches produce equal output values. Otherwise, a non-zero error signal will be
produced to drive the system towards the equilibrium point. The parameter  can
be selected based on the S-curve of the feedback synchronizer, which depends on
the channel conditions [37,86]. As an example, Fig. 5.7 presents the S-curve of the
ELG-PDE-T using the same system and channel models used to generate Fig. 5.3
for =8, 16 and 24.
In general, the selection of  has a substantial eect on the performance of the
ELG-PDE-F/T. As an example, choosing  < NCP=2 aects the system stability
due to the at region in the cost function as depicted in Fig. 5.3. Setting  > NCP=2
increases the acquisition range of the system, however it also increases the loop
self-noise because the early and late gate outputs have high variance due to the
computation of JPDE F=T (  ) where    =2 SR. As a consequence, the loop
jitter will dominate the performance of the synchronizer. For instance, the time
shift () is set to N=4 in [24, 25] as a compromise between the linear behaviour of
the loop and the acquisition range.
A highly accurate timing synchronization loop based on the proposed synchro-
nization metric can be realized by using the border case of  = NCP=2 which is
the most suitable choice since the acquisition range is equal to NCP , and the loop
self-noise is minimal in the steady state operation such that the linear behaviour
of the loop is preserved. In this case, its obvious from (5.31) that the time shift
between the two branches will be equal to the CP length and the FFT operation in
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Figure 5.6: Block diagram of the proposed ELG synchronization loop based on
PDE-F/T.
each branch is performed on samples belonging to the same symbol. Accordingly,
a very accurate recovery for the symbol timing can be achieved based on the tol-
erable region in the CP. To accommodate for the limited acquisition range and to
avoid the long acquisition time, the proposed synchronization loop utilizes a coarse
timing synchronizer to provide the initial estimate to the synchronization loop. The
acquisition range is dened as the positive slope region of the S-curve. Therefore,
similar to the feedforward case, the CPE estimator of [17] can be used to provide
coarse timing estimation for the ELG-PDE-F/T, which allows to design self-noise
free ELG system.
The approximated linearized discrete-time model of the proposed ELG-PDE-
F/T is shown in Fig. 5.8. The symbol timing is tracked by a NCO, implemented in
the model as an integrator with gain kv. The timing detector is approximated by a
linear gain kp obtained from the S-curve of the timing discriminator. The considered
loop lter is the well-known proportional plus integral structure with gains k1 and
k2 as shown in Fig. 5.6. The loop transfer function in the z-domain is given by [86],
L(z) =
k(1  z 1   k2z 2)
(1  z 1)2 + k(1  z 1   k2z 2) ; (5.32)
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Figure 5.7: The S-curve of the proposed early-late gate estimator based on PDE-T,
e and  represent the loop and timing errors, respectively.
where k = k1  kp  kv. The discrete model of the loop can be approximated by a
2nd order continous-time model,
L(s) =
N(s)
s2 + 2&!ns+ !2n
; (5.33)
where & and !n are the damping factor and natural frequency, respectively.
!n =
1
Ts
p
kk2: (5.34)
and
& =
1
2
r
k
k2
: (5.35)
The loop bandwidth (BL) is an important design parameter and for type-II loops it
can be expressed in terms of natural frequency (!n) and damping factor (&),
BL =
!n
2
(& +
1
4&
): (5.36)
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5.6 Computational Complexity
The complexity of the proposed timing synchronization scheme is assessed in terms
of real multiplications, real additions/subtractions and the number of DFT oper-
ations. The computational complexity can be obtained by considering the cost
functions given in (5.26) and (5.29) for the PDE-F and PDE-T, respectively where
jj  jNCP j. For the feedforward timing conguration, the PDE-F scheme re-
quires (2NCP + 1)L DFT operations, 3NL(2NCP + 1) real multiplications and
3NL(2NCP + 1) additions/subtractions. However, the computation required for
PDE-T are (2NCP + 1)(L+ 1) DFT, N(3L+ 2)(2NCP + 1) real multiplications and
N(3L+ 1)(2NCP + 1) additions/subtractions operations.
For the ELG-PDE-F/T, the main computations required at each time step are
2 DFT operations, 6N real multiplications, and 6N additions/subtractions. There-
fore, the total number of multiplications required is 4N(log2N +1:5). Note that the
complexities of the MVE [25], IBI [47] and SINR [24] are roughly 4N(log2N + 1:5),
4N(log2N + 3) and 4N(log2N + 4), respectively [24]. Therefore, the proposed PDE
complexity is equivalent to the MVE and less than the IBI and SINR estimators.
As a numerical example for system parameters of N=64 and NCP=16, in addition
to the FFT of each branch, the PDE-F/T requires 384 real multiplications for each
step which is equivalent to the MVE approach. On the other hand, the IBI and
SINR schemes require 768 and 1024 real multiplications, respectively. A summary
of the computational complexity of the PDE-F/T timing estimator is depicted in
Table (5.1).
Overall, it can be noted that the proposed system has reasonable computational
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Table 5.1: The computational complexity of the PDE-F/T timing estimator
Additions Multiplications DFT
FF-MVE 3NL(2NCP + 1) 3NL(2NCP + 1) (2NCP + 1)L
FF-IBI 4NL(2NCP + 1) 6NL(2NCP + 1) (2NCP + 1)(L+ 1)
FF-PDE-F 3NL(2NCP + 1) 3NL(2NCP + 1) (2NCP + 1)L
FF-PDE-T N(3L+ 1)(2NCP + 1) N(3L+ 2)(2NCP + 1) (2NCP + 1)(L+ 1)
ELG-MVE 6N 6N 2
ELG-IBI 8N 12N 2
ELG-SINR 14N 16N 2
ELG-PDE-F/T 6N 6N 2
complexity when it is compared to other feedforward and feedback synchronizers
such as the ones proposed in [25], [83] and [47]. The complexity of the proposed
feedforward PDE-F/T and the feedforward version of the estimator proposed in [47]
is mainly determined by the averaging factor L. However, the PDE-F/T has the
advantage that using L = 1 is sucient to provide reliable estimates even for severe
channel conditions.
Obviously, the complexity of the feedforward conguration for most state-of-the-
art blind timing synchronizer discussed previously is dominated by the large number
of FFT trials as the cost function of the timing metric requires to forth from time
to frequency domain [24]. One possible strategy to reduce the complexity is to use
the feedback conguration [24,25] or provide some coarse estimation that allows to
restrict the search space for the timing osets within few samples as discussed in
the previous section. Although this would reduce the number of FFT trials for the
feedforward version however, the computational complexity of the feedforward fre-
quency domain timing synchronizers is still high. Therefore, using adaptive search
techniques instead of the line search procedure with the exploitation of highly ef-
cient run-time congurable FFT architectures might be benecial to reduce the
complexity of the feedforward version and that would need more investigation in
the future.
5.7 Numerical Results
Monte Carlo simulations are used to evaluate the performance of the proposed PDE
timing estimators over frequency selective multipath fading channels. The perfor-
mance of the proposed estimators is compared to the performance of the CPE [17],
MVE [25] and IBI [47] estimators. The OFDM system considered in this chapter has
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N = 256 and NCP = 32. All data symbols are QPSK modulated with symbol rate of
4:17 kb/s. The multipath fading channel models described in the previous chapter
are used. The channels are assumed to be slowly time varying unless it is otherwise
specied. In each simulation run, 106 independent OFDM symbols are transmitted,
and the timing error  is uniformly distributed over the range [ 1
2
N; 1
2
N ].
The following results demonstrate the performance of feedforward timing esti-
mator with sliding adder of adaptive size. Therefore, the channel order is assumed
to be known where L^h = Lh and the window size of the sliding adder is adaptively
selected. This setting allows the timing synchronizer to estimate the start of the
data samples of the symbol. The MSE is used as a metric to compare the accuracy
of the proposed schemes with other timing estimators where
MSE = E[(^   )2]: (5.37)
The MSE performance of the proposed PDE-F/T timing estimators compared
with CPE and MVE over AWGN channels is presented in Fig. 5.9. As depicted in
the gure, all the considered timing estimators perform well over AWGN channels
and the MSE decreases, approximately, linearly with the increase of SNR in dB
except for the CPE where MSE degradation is observed at low SNRs. Also, it
can be noted that the PDE-F and MVE have almost equivalent performance over
the entire range of SNR. However, the PDE-T outperforms the other considered
methods at moderate and high SNRs.
To evaluate the performance over frequency selective multipath fading channels,
the Channel-I model is used and the MSE performance of the considered timing
estimators is presented in Fig. 5.10. It can be noted that the proposed estimators
(PDE-F and PDE-T) substantially outperform the MVE and CPE for the entire
range of SNRs which emphasizes the eciency of the proposed technique over such
channels. Both MVE and CPE suered from severe performance deterioration which
appears as an error oor at high SNRs. It is clear that the CPE has demonstrated
more sensitive performance in frequency selective fading channels compared with
the other considered estimators.
The MSE performance of the proposed timing estimators is investigated in time
varying mobile channel scenarios. We consider Channel-I and Channel-III model
with various maximum Doppler shift (fd) values. The MSE is evaluated versus the
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maximum Doppler shift (fd) for SNR= 30 dB over both channels and the results are
presented in Fig. 5.11. Although some degradation in the MSE performance can
be observed at high Doppler values, the proposed timing estimators still perform
remarkably better than the MVE and the CPE for the entire Doppler's range con-
sidered. In addition, it is clear that PDE-F outperforms PDE-T for high Doppler
shift values.
The eect of error in the channel order estimate on the performance of the timing
estimator is presented in Fig. 5.12. As an example, the MSE performance of the
PDE-T timing estimator is simulated in the case of Channel-I with no Doppler shifts.
As can be noted from this gure, the proposed estimator managed to deliver reliable
estimates even for channel order estimation errors of 15%. Practically, channel
order estimation can be accomplished with error percentages much smaller than
15% [84,85].
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Figure 5.9: The MSE performace of the CPE, MVE, PDE-F and PDE-T timing
estimators over AWGN channels.
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Figure 5.10: MSE performance of the symbol timing estimators over frequency
selective fading channel, Channel-I.
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Figure 5.11: MSE of the symbol timing estimate over mobile fading channel: (a)
Channel-I, (b) Channel-III, SNR=30 dB.
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Figure 5.12: The eect of errors in the channel order estimate, Lh; on the MSE
performance of PDE-T timing estimator.
The performance of feedforward PDE-F/T timing estimators with sliding adder
of xed window size is demonstrated in the following results. The channel order
is assumed to be unknown and the sliding adder window size is xed at NCP   1
samples. This allows to realize a totally blind timing estimator based on PDE-F/T
synchronization metric. The estimates of the proposed PDE-F/T timing estimators
are adapted to identify the tolerable region rather than the start of the symbol in
a similar way to the IBI estimator reported in [47]. In this case, the performance
of the considered synchronizers is evaluated in terms of the widely-used the lock-in
probability (Plock in) [18], which is the probability that the timing error is within
the SR (lock-in region). Moreover, a new metric is proposed as an alternative for
the conventional MSE because the MSE does not take into account the presence of
the SR. The new metric measures the deviation of the estimation error from the SR,
hence it is denoted as the deviation from the safe region (DSR),
DSR =
1
K
KX
k=1
e2(k) (5.38)
where K is the number of OFDM symbols considered in the simulation experiment,
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k is the estimate index, and
e =
8>>><>>>:
^   , ^    > 0
0,  NCP + Lh  ^     0
^ +NCP   Lh,  NCP + Lh > ^   
. (5.39)
As it can be noted from (5.39), the DSR is equal to the MSE for e  0, however
the MSE is very pessimistic for negative timing errors.
The dierence between the MSE and DSR metrics is presented in Fig. 5.13
for the CPE estimator with and without the knowledge of L^h = Lh and L^h = 0,
respectively. As it can be noted from this gure, the MSE for the L^h = Lh case
is very pessimistic for both L = 1 and 2 cases. Obviously, the CPE performs very
poorly for L^h = 0 regardless the metric or the value of L.
The Plock in performance of the proposed PDE-F/T timing estimators compared
with MVE and IBI estimators is presented in Fig. 5.14 for L = 1 and 2 over
Channel-II. As it can be noted from this gure, both PDE-F and PDE-T signicantly
outperform the other considered estimators where Plock in  1 for SNR=4 dB and
SNR=8 dB, respectively. Thus, using L = 1 is sucient for the proposed PDE-
F/T timing estimators. The MVE outperforms the IBI however it suers from an
error oor at high SNRs. All systems have demonstrated noticeable improvement
by using an averaging factor L = 2, however the IBI improvement was the highest.
The DSR performance of the PDE-F/T, MVE and IBI timing estimators is pre-
sented in Fig. 5.15 for L = 1 and 2 over Channel-II. It can be noted from this gure
that the MVE is very sensitive to the frequency selectivity of the channel, which
is demonstrated by high error oors at SNR 16 dB. The IBI demonstrated some
DSR improvement by increasing the SNR, however the improvement is marginal.
Unlike the MVE and IBI, the PDE-F/T estimators demonstrated signicant DSR
reduction by increasing the SNR. The improvement gained by incorporating an av-
eraging factor L = 2 was insignicant for the MVE, while it was signicant for the
PDE-F/T and IBI.
To assess the robustness of the proposed timing estimators in severe conditions,
we consider the performance of PDE-T over Channel-III model with various max-
imum Doppler shift values. Fig. 5.16 shows the DSR performance as a function
of the Doppler shift (fd) for SNR = 10, 15 and 20 dB, the averaging factor L = 1
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and 2. This gure clearly conrms the robustness of the proposed estimator as it
managed to perform fairly well at low SNRs with high Doppler shifts, even without
incorporating any averaging. As an example, at SNR = 15 dB, the DSR of the
timing estimation is about two samples at fd = 200 Hz using L = 1, and less than
one sample using L = 2. For the 20 dB case, the proposed system provides reliable
DSR values for the entire range of fd even without averaging.
The performance of the proposed PDE-F/T estimators in the presence of CFO is
evaluated over Channel-III. The DSR versus the normalized CFO () for SNR=10 dB
is presented in Fig. 5.17. This gure clearly depicts the robustness of the proposed
timing estimators in the presence of CFO particularly the PDE-T. For CFO  0.5
and without averaging, the DSR value is less than 3 and 1 samples for the PDE-F
and PDE-T at SNR=10 dB, respectively.
To assess the eect of initial timing errors on the performance of CFO estimation,
the MSE performance of the CFO estimators considered in Chapter 4 is evaluated
versus DSR over Channel-II and Channel-III for SNR=30 dB as illustrated in Fig.
5.18. The timing error is uniformly distributed in the range [min; max] and measured
in terms of DSR. This gure demonstrates the superior robustness of the PDE based
CFO estimators to the timing errors. In particular, the PDE-T CFO estimator
tolerates wide range of timing errors where the MSE is in the order of 10 4 for DSR
 101 samples. In contrast, the ZMLE and TER-MLE estimators have demonstrated
sensitive performance to the timing errors even for low DSR values. In addition,
as the CPE has been used before the proposed PDE timing estimator, the coarse
estimation will help to reduce the CFO. Therefore, it is expected that the coupling
eect between the two synchronization process will have insignicant eect on their
performance as revealed in Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18.
The blind PDE synchronization schemes that require constant modulus constel-
lations can be applied to OFDM systems with QAM modulation by averaging the
cost function over multiple symbols. The Plock in and DSR versus the averaging
factor (L) for the PDE-T with 16-QAM signalling over Channel-II is shown in Fig.
5.19 for SNR=10 and 20 dB. As revealed from this gure, averaging over the sym-
bols can be used as remedy to apply the PDE-T for such systems. In fact, there are
some other approaches that can be exploited to extend the PDE to QAM systems.
For example, the PDE can be implemented as a \decision directed estimator" or by
partitioning the QAM constellation into subset of constant modulus constellations.
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However, such techniques require \relatively" high SNRs, and their computational
complexity is higher. Nevertheless, the constant modulus condition is not an ob-
stacle for applying the proposed PDE for OFDM systems with QAM signalling as
discussed below.
In what follows, we demonstrate how the proposed PDE-T timing estimator can
be applied to wireless OFDM systems based on QAM modulation and discuss the
advantages of incorporating the PDE-T in future standards. The proposed timing
estimators presented in the pervious sections are derived to be totally blind and the
STOs are estimated from only the data symbols. However, the proposed methods
can eciently exploit the preambles or pilots available in most of the current OFDM
standards. The pilots and reference symbols are usually have constant modulus
constellations [7, 9]. For example, the downlink of IEEE 802.16 Wireless MAN
standard that is commercially known as WiMAX has constant modulus reference
symbols. However, these symbols are arranged as two consecutive OFDM symbols
each of which consists of 256 subcarriers. The second symbol has a CP of 64 samples
[ [9], Fig. 207]. The rst OFDM symbol has only 64 subcarriers modulated by
the reference symbols and the remaining subcarriers are modulated by zeros. The
second OFDM symbol is similar to the rst one except that a 128 subcarriers are
modulated by the reference symbols. Another major dierence between the two
symbols is that the subcarriers of the rst OFDM symbols have 3 dB power boost.
Consequently, the populated 128 subcarriers can not be utilized to implement the
PDE-T. Alternatively, the 128 null subcarriers can be used to implement the PDE-T
because the PDE-T requires that jdk(l)j2 = jdk(l + 1)j2, which is satised for the
null subcarriers.
To evaluate the performance of the PDE-T for WiMAX systems, the data sub-
carriers are modulated using QAM with modulation order M= 16, 64. The CP
length is set to N/4, which corresponds to 64 samples. The system performance is
assessed in terms of the bit error rate (BER) under Channel-II conditions. More-
over, a special channel model with delay spread that spans the entire CP region is
considered as well. This channel has the same tap gains as Channel-II however the
taps' delays are [0 16 31 46 64]. This channel corresponds to severe case scenario
where the SR has only one sample. The BER of the WiMAX system using the
above mentioned channels with 16 and 64-QAM is depicted in Fig. 5.20 (a) and (b),
respectively. As it can be observed from the gure, the BER degradation due to
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the timing errors introduced by the PDE-T is negligible for Channel-II, and a slight
BER degradation was observed at SNR>30 dB for the severe channel case.
Furthermore, the Stanford University Interim (SUI) channel models [87] have
been selected as WiMAX operating environments. The set of six typical channels
were used to simulate the IEEE 802.16 channel models. Each model has three taps
and is characterized by a relative delay, relative power, and maximum Doppler shift.
Each SUI channel corresponds to a particular terrain category; A, B, and C. Type
A include SUI-5, 6 (hilly, heavy tree density). Type B include SUI-3, 4 (moderate
tree density) and type C include SUI-1, 2 (at, light tree density). All SUI channel
models have maximum Doppler shift below 0.5 Hz, except the SUI-5 which has
2.5 Hz. Therefore, in this case the radio channel can be considered as slowly time
varying.
The BER of the WiMAX system using SUI-5 and SUI-6 channels with 16 and
64-QAM is depicted in Fig. 5.21 (a) and (b), respectively. The maximum delay
spread of the SUI-5 channel is less than the CP length and spans 70% of the CP.
While the delay spread of SUI-6 exceeds the CP length thus the system will operate
in the presence of ISI. As can be observed from the gure, the BER degradation due
to the timing errors introduced by the PDE-T is negligible for SUI-5, and a slight
BER degradation was observed at high SNR for the case of SUI-6 channel.
As it can be noted in the above discussed case, we exploited some of the constant
modulus pilot/reference subcarriers to implement the PDE-T. However, since the
PDE-T does not require any pilots, future and updated versions of OFDM standards
can replace the pilot and reference symbols with data symbols, given that other blind
techniques are used for frequency oset and channel estimation. Consequently, the
capacity of such systems will increase signicantly.
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Figure 5.13: The DSR and MSE of the CPE over Channel-II, L^h = Lh and L^h = 0.
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Channel-II, L = 1, 2.
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Figure 5.15: DSR of the feedforward PDE-F/T, MVE and IBI estimators versus
SNR over Channel-II, L = 1, 2.
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Figure 5.17: DSR of the feedforward PDE-F and PDE-T versus CFO for over
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Figure 5.19: DSR versus averaging factor for the PDE-T feedforward over Channel-
II with 16-QAM.
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Figure 5.21: The BER performance of the PDE-T for 16-QAM and 64-QAM, (a)
SUI-5, (b) SUI-6.
To demonstrate the eciency of the proposed self-noise free conguration for the
ELG version of the PDE timing estimator, we simulated both the conventional and
proposed conguration for PDE-T over Channel-II with SNR=30 dB. The conven-
tional conguration for the ELG synchronizer uses  = N=4 as suggested in [25]
and [24]. The average probability of making a timing error of  sampling periods,
Pe(), is measured for both congurations as depicted in Fig. 5.22 for various BL
values. It is obvious that the conventional conguration has considerable timing
errors outside the SR due to the symbol timing jitter which dominates the system
performance. Decreasing the BL will reduce the probability of timing synchroniza-
tion errors as depicted in this gure, however, even for BL = 1=100 the conventional
conguration still has timing errors outside the tolerable region. Thus, the feedback
synchronizers of [25] and [24] suggest to use loop bandwidth of BL < 1=100. Using
the proposed self-noise free conguration, the symbol timing jitter is signicantly
reduced and the PDE timing synchronization loop oers accurate symbol timing
compared with the conventional conguration. The estimates are mainly within the
SR which allows for timing osets to the left (i.e. within the guard interval) to
occur without any loss of performance. It is clear that the proposed scheme has
considerable lower probability of synchronization error which allows to use higher
BL values.
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Using the proposed self-noise free conguration for the ELG version of the PDE-
F/T, both the Plock in and DSR are expected to demonstrate quite well even at
low SNRs. Consequently, the performance of the ELG PDE is investigated over
Channel-III model. For fair comparison, the MVE system implemented in this work
used the same  values and was preceded by a CPE estimator. Therefore, the
performance dierence between the MVE and PDE timing estimators is solely due
the dierent metrics used. It is worth noting that the acquisition time for such loops
is in the order of 1=BL symbols [37]. In Fig. 5.23, the Plock in of the MVE, PDE-F
and PDE-T is presented versus SNR for BL = 1/10 and 1/16. It can be noted from
this gure that Plock in of the PDE-F/T takes values above of 0.8 for BL = 1/16
even at SNR = 0 dB. For BL = 1/10, the PDE-F/T experienced minor performance
deterioration for SNR4 dB, while Plock in of the PDE-F and PDE-T was almost
1 for SNR> 8 and 4 dB, respectively. It is obvious that the MVE suers from an
error oor for BL = 1/10 and the Plock in < 1 even for high SNRs.
The DSR performance of the proposed ELG PDE-F/T and MVE is presented in
Fig. 5.24. As can be noted from this gure, the DSR of the ELG-PDE is considerably
less than MVE. Moreover, using BL = 1=16 oers DSR values of about 9 and 3
samples at SNR = 0 dB for the PDE-F and PDE-T, respectively. The above results
for the feedback synchronization loop based on the self-noise free conguration of
the ELG have clearly demonstrated the signicance of this approach in terms of
performance and reduction of the acquisition time.
Finally, the proposed timing synchronization loop is coupled with CFO estima-
tor in order to investigate the mutual coupling eect between the synchronization
processes. The PDE-T synchronization metric has been used for the timing and
CFO estimators. The MSE performance of CFO estimator is depicted in Fig. 5.25
for dierent CFOs. It is obvious that timing errors of the synchronization loop have
trivial eect on the performance of the CFO estimator for CFOs  0:2. For higher
CFOs, the performance of the PDE-T deteriorates with an error oor at high SNRs.
However, as mentioned before, using the CPE as a coarse estimator will reduce the
eect of CFO on the proposed synchronization loop.
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Figure 5.22: Pe() of the conventional and proposed ELG congurations for the
PDE-T over Channel-II, SNR=30 dB.
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Figure 5.23: Plock in of the ELG MVE and PDE-F/T using di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Channel-III.
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Figure 5.24: The DSR of the ELG MVE and PDE-F/T using di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over Channel-III.
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5.8 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a novel blind symbol timing synchronization method for OFDM sys-
tems with constant-modulus signalling based on the power dierence measurements
approach was presented and evaluated. The proposed scheme requires no training
overhead making it suitable for bandwidth-limited wireless systems. A totally blind
feedforward conguration for the proposed timing estimator has been discussed.
In addition, the proposed technique was formulated as synchronization loop based
on early-late fashion to achieve ecient implementation. The performance of the
proposed synchronizers was evaluated via Monte Carlo simulations over dierent
types of channel models and compared with other well-established synchronization
methods. The results have conrmed that the proposed methods substantially out-
perform the other considered synchronizers over frequency selective fading channels
for the entire range of SNRs. Furthermore, the self-noise free realization has added
considerable improvement to the performance of the proposed synchronization loop
in terms of accuracy and acquisition time.
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Chapter 6
Ecient Symbol Timing Recovery
and Frequency Synchronization
Schemes for MIMO-OFDM
Systems
This chapter presents an ecient symbol timing recovery and frequency synchroniza-
tion methods for MIMO-OFDM systems with constant-modulus constellation using
the power dierence measurements approach developed in the previous two chapters.
The chapter begins with an introduction and then discusses the key methods for sym-
bol timing synchronization and CFO estimation in MIMO-OFDM systems. Then,
the signal model for MIMO-OFDM transmission system is presented and the eect
of synchronization errors is highlighted. Subsequently, the PDE approach for sym-
bol timing recovery and CFO estimation in MIMO-OFDM systems over frequency
selective fading channels is introduced. Finally, Monte Carlo simulation results are
presented for the performance assessment of the PDE schemes for MIMO-OFDM
systems. To demonstrate the robustness and eciency of the proposed synchroniza-
tion techniques, dierent channel conditions and PDE congurations are considered
and compared with other state of the art techniques.
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It is well known that multiple transmit and receive antennas formed as MIMO cong-
uration is a key technology for future high data rate wireless communication systems
that can increase the capacity of wireless systems in addition to providing reliable
high data rate transmission [88]. In MIMO systems, independent data streams share
the same frequency bands and time slots, therefore the spectral eciency is improved
signicantly [89].
The early research on the MIMO conguration were based on the assumption
of at fading channels. OFDM is a multicarrier modulation technique that em-
ploys orthogonal subcarriers. Besides its bandwidth eciency, it can eciently deal
with multipath problems. For wideband transmission, the combination of MIMO
conguration with OFDM is vital to overcome the frequency selectivity and time dis-
persion introduced by multipath propagation channels. MIMO-OFDM transforms
a frequency selective MIMO channels into a number of at fading MIMO chan-
nels on each subcarrier [89]. Consequently, MIMO-OFDM is currently considered
as the state of the art physical layer technology for several next generation high
data rate wireless networks, e.g. broadband wireless access WiMAX IEEE 802.16e
standard [9], high-throughput wireless LAN IEEE 802.11n [8] and 3GPP long term
evolution (3GPP-LTE) [90].
Similar to single-input single-output (SISO) OFDM systems, synchronization er-
rors are still a major impairment for MIMO-OFDM systems [11, 91]. The synchro-
nization errors destroy the orthogonality between dierent subcarriers and cause ICI
and ISI which consequently introduce severe degradation to the system performance
if the STO and CFO not properly compensated [92]. Therefore, precise synchroniza-
tion is indispensable for reliable transmission using MIMO-OFDM scheme. Hence,
the time and frequency synchronization problem for MIMO-OFDM based systems
has been widely investigated in the literature. The following section surveys some
well-established methods to achieve time and frequency synchronization in MIMO-
OFDM systems and highlights their features and limitations.
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In the literature, most of the existing methods for MIMO-OFDM systems are mainly
based on the cyclic property of the transmitted signals, which may be induced by the
transmission of training sequences with repetition structures. The majority of these
techniques are based on extending SISO techniques which usually require major
modications and special design of the training sequences in order to adapt them to
MIMO-OFDM systems. As an example, extensions of Schmidl's technique in [13] are
discussed in [93] and [94] where orthogonal polyphase and time-orthogonal training
sequences are used, respectively. In these methods, the symbol timing and CFO
estimation are carried out using the autocorrelation for the repeated patterns of the
received preamble [95]. Although the performance of the symbol timing and CFO
estimators is improved compared with the SISO case because of the spatial diversity,
these approaches still have limited accuracy in frequency selective fading channels
which makes them suitable only for frame detection and coarse CFO estimation [94].
Consequently, more sophisticated algorithms are required to achieve precise sym-
bol timing and ne CFO estimation in MIMO-OFDM systems. A ne synchroniza-
tion stage that utilizes the cross correlation between the received signal and a local
generated training sequence is proposed in [96]. A four step approach using sev-
eral repeated parts in addition to the CP was reported in [97] for synchronization
and channel estimation. Although, the preamble proposed in [97] is quite ecient,
the ne synchronization is not very accurate in frequency selective channels and no
method was presented to set up the threshold of the timing metric. Despite their
moderate computational complexity and capability to incorporate both time and
frequency synchronization, the main drawbacks of the above mentioned techniques
are the deterioration of power/bandwidth eciency and the requirement of careful
design for the preambles.
Blind techniques exploit the intrinsic information contained in the OFDM symbol
such as cyclic prex, virtual subcarriers (VS) or the cyclostationarity (CS) of OFDM
transmissions to estimate the synchronization parameters. The blind schemes are
becoming more attractive because of their high power and bandwidth eciency. A
blind CFO estimator for MIMO-OFDM is reported in [98] where the virtual sub-
carriers are exploited to formulate the cost function. A hybrid technique that uses
pilots and the null subcarriers to estimate the CFO in MIMO-OFDM systems is
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proposed in [99]. A semi-blind joint estimation for the CFO and the channel is
also reported in the literature [100,101]. Although the above aforementioned meth-
ods have a large acquisition range, their main drawback is the high computational
complexity due to the exhaustive line search used to minimize the cost function.
Relying on a kurtosis-type criterion, the non-Gaussian property of the received
signal can be utilized to deduce a blind CFO estimator for MIMO-OFDM systems
as reported in [23]. This estimator is equivalent to the ICI minimization estimator
reported in [22] as explained earlier in Chapter 4. A robust and low complexity CFO
estimator was recently reported in [52] for MIMO-OFDM systems. This estimator
is based on the assumption that the channel frequency response over two adjacent
subcarriers is almost the same. Hence, the cost function was developed by mini-
mizing the power dierence between adjacent subcarriers. Although this estimator
outperforms the estimators of [23] and [22], it suers from a signicant performance
degradation under severe fading conditions which is translated into an error oor at
moderate and high SNRs. Therefore, this estimator is mainly suitable for channels
with short delay spreads.
A blind CFO estimator for MIMO-OFDM systems is derived in [102] by minimiz-
ing the components of the signal power spectrum (MCSPS). Although this scheme
outperforms the estimator described in [23], it requires a large number of OFDM
symbols to obtain reliable CFO estimates. Moreover, the channel length is assumed
to be known. Thus, it can not be considered as a totally blind estimator. One of the
main advantage for the estimators presented in [23], [52] and [102] is their low com-
putational complexity since a closed-form estimation is given by using parameter
estimation.
For the symbol timing estimation in MIMO-OFDM system, several techniques
are developed by exploiting the knowledge of the channel response to tune the symbol
timing. In [93,94], the symbol timing is estimated by searching for the dominant path
of the CIR for best placement of the DFT window. Maximum-likelihood estimation
is presented in [103] to jointly optimize the symbol timing and channel estimation.
A more advanced scheme is proposed in [104] where the SIR of the received signal
is estimated based on the knowledge of CIR and used as a timing metric to optimize
the DFT placement. In such methods, in addition to the requirement of estimating
the CIR before starting the symbol timing synchronization which requires more
computational overhead, the error in the CIR estimate decreases the probability of
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achieving correct timing due to the correlation noise and spectral leakage problems
in addition to the ambiguity in the estimate when the initial timing does not satisfy
the allowable timing oset range. Thus, the main drawback of the above discussed
methods is the joint eect of the two estimation blocks where CIR estimates are
aected by STO errors, and STO estimates are aected by CIR estimation errors.
Decoupling the STO and CIR requires substantial computational power as described
in [105] for MISO-OFDM systems.
In this chapter, ecient timing recovery and CFO estimation methods are pro-
posed to mitigate the degraded performance of most synchronization schemes in
highly frequency selective fading channels. The proposed synchronization metric
is based on the power dierence measurements method developed in the preced-
ing chapters and applied to MIMO-OFDM systems that employ space-time cod-
ing (STC) schemes with a xed common CFO among all transmit-receive antenna
pairs [106, 107]. This assumption is justiable because the controlled antennas in
MIMO systems usually share a single RF oscillator. Moreover, the dierences in
Doppler shift between all transmit-receive antenna pairs are small [23]. By assum-
ing that the channel response remains approximately constant over the STC blocks,
a robust synchronization metric is derived by minimizing the power dierence among
the subcarriers.
The two realizations for the PDE timing estimator discussed in Chapter 5 are
investigated and can be applied to MIMO-OFDM systems with any orthogonal
space-time coding (OSTBC) scheme. In addition, the chapter also discusses how to
adapt the proposed synchronization technique to MIMO-OFDM systems with spa-
tially multiplexed streams. Decoupling the synchronization and channel estimation
processes in addition to the blind feature are the main advantage of the proposed
method over other synchronization schemes. The proposed synchronization scheme
can be applied to either STBC or spatial multiplexed MIMO-OFDM systems, how-
ever, it requires an orthogonal preambles at the start of the frame. Additionally,
the proposed CFO estimator has low computational complexity since a closed-form
estimation can be achieved using a three-point parameter estimation as described
in [102]. Furthermore, low complexity feedforward and self-noise free ELG feedback
congurations are used for ecient realization of the proposed timing synchroniza-
tion scheme [108].
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Consider a MIMO-OFDM communication link with MT transmit and MR receive
antennas. A sequence of N complex data symbols which are drawn uniformly from
QAM or MPSK constellations are used to modulate N orthogonal subcarriers during
the lth OFDM symbol block using the mth transmit antenna,
dm(l) = [d
0
m(l); d
1
m(l); ::::; d
N 1
m (l)]
T ; m = 1; 2; ::::;MT : (6.1)
The data symbols modulate the N orthogonal subcarriers using N -points IDFT to
produce the time-domain sequence xm(l) = [x
0
m(l); x
1
m(l); :::; x
N 1
m (l)]
T where
xm(l) =W
Hdm(l): (6.2)
A time domain guard band is appended and the resulting OFDM block of length
Nt = N+NCP samples is converted to the analogue domain, up-converted to a radio
frequency centred at fc and then transmitted through the mth transmit antenna.
At each receiving antenna, a superposition of signals from all transmit antennas
is received and then down converted to baseband. In the centralized clock generation
topology, all the transmit antennas are driven by a centralized local oscillator (LO)
and so are all the receive antennas which reduces the power consumption compared
with distributed topology. As a result, the CFO dierence among all transmit-
receive antenna pairs is practically negligible, we assume that all transmit and receive
antenna pairs experience a common and xed CFO [98,99,102]. For perfect symbol
timing, and after discarding the rst NCP samples, the received sequence can be
written as,
y(l) = ej
2lNt
N D(MR)(C())HD(MT)(W
H
)d(l) + z(l); (6.3)
where D(M)(A) is a block diagonal matrix with M diagonal blocks, each of which is
the matrix A and
y(l) = [y01(l); y
1
1(l); ::::; y
N 1
1 (l)::::y
0
MR
(l); y1MR(l); ::::; y
N 1
MR
(l)]T ; (6.4)
d(l) = [d01(l); d
1
1(l); ::::; d
N 1
1 (l)::::d
0
MT
(l); d1MT (l); ::::; d
N 1
MT
(l)]T ; (6.5)
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and
z(l) = [z01(l); z
1
1(l); ::::; z
N 1
1 (l)::::z
0
MR
(l); z1MR(l); ::::; z
N 1
MR
(l)]T : (6.6)
The channel H consists of MR MT subblocks
H =
26664
H1;1    H1;MT
...
. . .
...
HMR;1    HMR;MT
37775 (6.7)
and each subblock is an circulant matrix representing the channel impulse response
between the nth transmit and the mth receive antenna where

Hm;n

i;j
= h(i j)modNm;n : (6.8)
Denoting
yn(l) = [y
0
n(l); y
1
n(l); ::::; y
N 1
n (l)]
T : (6.9)
dn(l) = [d
0
n(l); d
1
n(l); ::::; d
N 1
n (l)]
T : (6.10)
zn(l) = [z
0
n(l); z
1
n(l); ::::; z
N 1
n (l)]
T : (6.11)
the received sequence at the nth antenna output can be expressed as [102],
yn(l) = e
j
2lNt
N C()
MTX
m=1
Hmn(l)W
Hdm(l) + zn(l); (6.12)
The set y(l) is fed to the DFT to produce the frequency domain symbols. Using
the property of circulant matrices,
s(l) = D(MR)(WC(^))y(l);
= ej
2lNt
N D(MR)(WC(~)WH)H(l)d(l) +D(MR)(W)z(l); (6.13)
where
H =
26664
H1;1    H1;MT
...
. . .
...
HMR;1    HMR;MT
37775 (6.14)
The subblocks of H are diagonal matrix Hmn(l) that represents the channel fre-
quency response of the (m;n)th antenna pairs during the lth OFDM symbol du-
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ration. The (k; k)th element of Hmn(l) is H
k
mn(l) =
PLh
i=0 h
i
mn(l)e
 j2ik=N where
himn(l) is the channel impulse response of the (m;n)th antenna pairs. The received
sequence sn(l) at the DFT output of the nth antenna can be expressed as,
sn(l) = WC
(^)yn(l);
= ej
2lNt
N WC(~)WH
MTX
m=1
Hmn(l)dm(l) + vn(l); (6.15)
where ^ is the estimate of , ~ =    ^ is the CFO estimation error, and vn(l) =
WC(^)zn(l). The matrix WC(~)WH is not diagonal, unless ~ = 0. Hence, the
orthogonality among the demodulated subcarriers will be destroyed due to the in-
troduced ICI and it can be veried that for  2 [ 0:5; 0:5], the ICI disappears only
if ~ = 0.
In the above signal model, perfect symbol timing is assumed. By analogy to
the SISO case presented in the previous chapter, the MIMO-OFDM systems can
also tolerate a certain amount of timing errors () depending on the channel delay
spreads. However, to prevent ISI and ICI due to the timing error, the DFT window
should include samples that belong to a single OFDM symbol, hence  should be
bounded by the safe-region (SR) borders given in (5.19) [105].
However, when the symbol timing does not satisfy the SR condition (i.e. for
both positive timing error  > 0 or negative timing error  < Lh  NCP ), the DFT
window will start out of the SR as described in (5.19), thus ICI and ISI will be
introduced due to the loss of subcarriers' orthogonality. The demodulated signal
will consist of the desired signal and other unwanted disturbances composed of ICI,
ISI and the additive noise [105],
skn(l) =
MTX
m=1

kmn + I
k
mn

, (6.16)
where  is the desired signal component and I models the additive disturbance
composed by the ISI and ICI introduced due to the timing errors and CFO in
addition to the noise.
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6.4 Proposed Timing Recovery and CFO Estima-
tion Schemes
In this section, we present the proposed PDE for MIMO-OFDM system employing
an OSTBC with T symbol duration in each block as shown in Fig. 6.1. Without loss
of generality, a 2 2 MIMO-OFDM system employing Alamouti code is considered.
To achieve space-time diversity, the Alamouti code [109] can be applied to each
subcarrier independently. During the rst symbol period, let the two OFDM symbols
transmitted simultaneously from antenna 1 and 2 to be d1(l) and d2(l) where:
d1(l) = [d
0
1(l); d
1
1(l); ::::; d
N 1
1 (l)]; (6.17)
and
d2(l) = [d
0
2(l); d
1
2(l); ::::; d
N 1
2 (l)]: (6.18)
According to Alamouti coding, the next symbol period  d2(l) is transmitted from
antenna 1, and d1(l)
 is transmitted from antenna 2, where (:) denotes the complex
conjugate operation. Based on the assumption that the channel varies slowly in time
with respect to the rate of the STC blocks, we assume that the channel remains
constant over at least two consecutive STC blocks.
The channel frequency response on the kth subcarrier from the mth transmit
antenna to the nth receive antenna is denoted Hkmn(l). In the case of perfect syn-
chronization (STOs and CFOs are perfectly estimated and compensated i.e. ^ = 
and ^ = ), the DFT output on the kth subcarrier of the nth receive antenna at the
lth and (l + 1)th symbol duration can be expressed as:
skn(l)j^=; ^= = Hk1n(l)dk1(l) +Hk2n(l)dk2(l); (6.19)
and
skn(l + 1)j^=; ^= =  Hk1n(l)dk2(l) +Hk2n(l)dk1(l): (6.20)
The power of the kth DFT output for the two symbols can be expressed as:
jskn(l)j^=; ^=j2 = jHk1n(l)j2jdk1(l)j2 + jHk2n(l)j2jdk2(l)j2
+ dk1(l)d
k
2(l)
Hk1n(l)H
k
2n(l)
 + dk1(l)
dk2(l)H
k
1n(l)
Hk2n(l);
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram for MIMO-OFDM system employing space-time coding.
and
skn(l + 1)j^=; ^=2 = jHk1n(l)j2jdk2(l)j2 + jHk2n(l)j2jdk1(l)j2
  dk1(l)dk2(l)Hk1n(l)Hk2n(l)   dk1(l)dk2(l)Hk1n(l)Hk2n(l):
Let pkn denote the total power of kth subcarrier on the nth receive antenna over a
block with T symbol duration. In the case of Alamouti coding, the total power of
the jth block is given by
pkn(j)j^=; ^= = jskn(l)j2 + jskn(l + 1)j2: (6.21)
Given that the data symbols are selected from a constant modulus (CM) constella-
tion with a unity normalized power, the total power of the jth block can be written
as [52],
pkn(j)j^=; ^= = 2
jHk1n(l)j2 + jHk2n(l)j2 : (6.22)
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By observing the DFT output of a perfectly and non-perfectly synchronized
MIMO-OFDM systems which are given in (6.19) and (6.16), respectively. It can be
noted that the DFT output in the presence of synchronization imperfection given in
(6.16) contains an additional term which is the interference due to synchronization
error. The interference is a function of both  and  as shown in the previous chapters
where the cost function constructed from the power dierence measurements for
the interference is two-dimensional versus  and . Because of the CP, the PDE
cost function, as a function of , will have NCP minimum points for at fading
channels where fg 2 [ N=2; N=2]. On the other hand, the PDE exhibits only one
unique minimum at  = 0 where fg 2 [ 0:5; 0:5]. Therefore, the power dierence
measurements of the interference based on the channel correlation over adjacent
subcarriers or the same subcarrier in conseutive STC blocks can be exploited to
estimate the values of  and .
For narrowband fading channels, the channel frequency response changes slowly
in frequency domain. Hence, the frequency response over two adjacent subcarriers
is approximately equal. Therefore,
pkn(j)  pk+1n (j): (6.23)
To combat the channel frequency selectivity due to wideband fading, the power
dierence measurements can be performed across the time domain given that the
CIR changes slowly over the period of two STC blocks,
pkn(j)  pkn(j + 1): (6.24)
However, the above approximations given in (6.23) and (6.24) are only valid when the
CFO is estimated and compensated perfectly and the symbol timing satisfy the SR
condition. The PDE approach rst eliminates the eect of the modulation symbols,
this operation is called the modulation removal. As the data symbols belong to
constant modulus constellations, the modulation removal process can be done by
computing the power of the DFT outputs, jskn(l)j2 = skn(l)skn(l). Then, the power
dierence among the subcarriers can be used to estimate  and  simultaneously. If
the data symbols have non-constant modulus constellations, some reference symbols
can be exploited to construct the cost function as explained in the previous chapter.
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Alternatively, the decomposition of the constellation into constant modulus sub-
constellations or decision-directed approaches can be used. However, in addition to
the added complexity, the performance deterioration for the PDE scheme is observed
at low SNR values.
Consequently, the cost function of the proposed (PDE-F) synchronization scheme
can be constructed by minimizing the power dierence measurements among all
adjacent subcarriers in one STC block as follows,
JPDE F (; ) =
MRX
n=1
LX
j=1
N 1X
k=0

pkn(j)  pk+1n (j)
2
: (6.25)
While the cost function of PDE-T synchronization metric is formulated based on
the power dierence measurements between all subcarriers over two consecutive STC
blocks,
JPDE T (; ) =
MRX
n=1
LX
j=1
N 1X
k=0

pkn(j)  pkn(j + 1)
2
; (6.26)
where L represents the number of STC blocks used in the estimation process to
improve the accuracy of the cost function. The value of L determines the observation
period, i.e., the number of STC blocks required to produce the parameters' estimates.
For L = 1, the observation window is equal to one STC block duration for the
PDE-F and two STC block duration for the PDE-T. In addition, the cost function
accuracy can be further improved by exploiting the spatial diversity of the MR
receive elements.
The synchronization parameters' estimates can be obtained by minimizing the
cost functions given in (6.25) or (6.26),
n
^; ^
o
= arg min
 2 ( 0:5; 0:5)
 2 ( N=2; N=2)
JPDE F=T (; ); (6.27)
where  and  are the trial values of  and , respectively. It is worth mentioning
that the minimization process given in (6.27) is a mixed discrete/continuous search
operation where  2  N
2
;  N
2
+ 1; :::::; N
2
	
and  2 ( 0:5; 0:5). Thus,  has discrete
step size of 1 sample while the step size for  is determined based on the required
search resolution that specify the accuracy of the parameter estimates.
As observed from (6.27), the two-dimensional search process is complex and time
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consuming. In addition, the accuracy of ^ is limited by the search resolution. There-
fore, the two dimensional search is decomposed into two separate one dimensional
frequency and timing estimation processes using the results obtained in Chapter
4 and 5, respectively. By observing the signal model in the presence of CFO, the
ICI can be considered as disturbance in addition of the AWGN. Therefore, if the
STO estimation is performed in the presence of CFO, the DFT output skn(l)j^6= and
skn(l)j^= will be similar but with dierent SNRs, i.e.
skn(l)j=0 = skn(l)j^= +	kn; (6.28)
where 	kn is the ICI induced additional noise. Thus, the presence of CFO is not an
obstacle to perform the timing estimation as demonstrated in [24,25,47].
Accordingly, the synchronization process starts with the symbol timing esti-
mation by minimizing the PDE-F/T cost function described in (6.25) and (6.26)
respectively,
^ = arg min
2( N=2;N=2)
JPDE F=T (): (6.29)
It can be noted the estimator accuracy is not bounded by the search step size if a
feedforward conguration is used. In addition, the feedback realization using the
ELG approach described in Chapter 5 (Section 5.5.2) can also be invoked. An
example for the normalized cost function and S-curve of the proposed ELG-PDE-F
estimator for 2 1 MIMO-OFDM system employing STC over a at fading channel
is presented in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b), respectively. It is clear that the cost function
exhibits an inverted plateau shape where the low area corresponds to the SR, hence
the DFT window can start in any point in the SR without introducing performance
deterioration. The S-curve of the proposed timing estimator is generated by setting
the early and late branch at the CP border (i.e.  = NCP=2) to minimize the
self-noise in the steady state as discussed in the Chapter 5.
When the symbol timing synchronization is accomplished, the CFO estimation
can be started where the cost function is given by
^ = arg min
2( 0:5;0:5)
JPDE F=T (): (6.30)
The value of ^ should be compensated prior to the next timing estimation. Ob-
viously, the initial STO estimate may not be suciently accurate because of the
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Figure 6.2: STC MIMO-OFDM system over at fading channel, MT = 2, MR = 1
and L = 104 (a) The cost function JPDE F () (b) The S-curve of the proposed
PDE-F estimator.
SNR degradation due to the CFO which is very common in most synchronization
techniques during the acquisition mode. However, a low cost pre-synchronizer can
be used to provide the initial estimate to the timing synchronization loop and to
reduce the CFO eect. In the acquisition mode, it is not necessary for the estimated
parameters to be accurate as the proposed timing synchronization loop can tolerate
a certain amount of CFO without severe deterioration in the performance as will be
illustrated in the numerical results section. In addition, the initial timing error will
have a marginal eect on the performance of the proposed CFO estimator because
of the superior robustness to timing uncertainty as discussed in Chapter 4. In the
tracking mode, the coupling eect where the accuracy of one estimate is aected by
the estimation error of the other is usually neglected as the proposed synchronization
scheme can easily tolerate it [24,37,110].
The minimization process of JPDE F=T () is more complicated compared with
JPDE F=T () because  2 ( 0:5; 0:5) which is an innite interval. Adaptive search
methods and feedback congurations can be used for the cost function minimization
however, at the expense of some performance deterioration [22, 52]. Fortunately, it
is straightforward to use the results of Chapter 4 to show that the cost function
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described in (6.30) can be approximated by the following simple sinusoid,
JPDE F=T ()  A cos[2(  )] + C; (6.31)
where the A and B are constants with respect to  with A < 0.
Therefore, the minimization process can be replaced by the parameter estimation
approach described in Chapter 4 where the estimation of ^ can be performed by
evaluating JPDE F=T at three trial osets  =  1=4, 0, 1=4. Consequently, ^ can be
estimated using the following
^ =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
1
2
tan 1(b=a) a  0
1
2
tan 1(b=a) + 1
2
a < 0 and b  0
1
2
tan 1(b=a)  1
2
a < 0 and b  0
(6.32)
where a and b are given in (4.20) and (4.21), respectively.
6.5 Application of PDE to MIMO-OFDM Sys-
tems with Spatially Multiplexed Streams
The previous section presents the application of the PDE approach to MIMO-OFDM
systems that employ OSTBC. In what follows, we discuss how the proposed PDE
synchronization method can be incorporated to MIMO-OFDM systems with spa-
tially multiplexed streams. Considering MIMO-OFDM system that employ pream-
ble which is a piece of known data prexed to the data part of the transmitted packet.
For the preambles, it is important that the subchannels from dierent transmit to
every receive antenna is uniquely identied and the transmitted preambles on dif-
ferent transmit antenna have to be orthogonal and shift orthogonal to each other to
facilitate the synchronization and channel estimation processes.
Dierent preamble structures for MIMO-OFDM systems that meet the above
prerequisite is shown in Fig. 6.3. The structure shown in Fig. 6.3(a) known as time
multiplexed (TM) where each preamble sequentially transmitted from the dierent
antennas. While the time orthogonal (TO) shown in Fig. 6.3(b) achieves the orthog-
onality by using the Walsh-Hadamard or the Fourier matrix, which both are given
by [1, 1;1, -1] for 2 transmitter case. The TM and TO preamble structures increase
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Figure 6.3: Dierent Preamble Structures for MIMO-OFDM Systems, (a) Time
multiplexed (b) Time orthogonal (c) Subcarrier multiplexed (d) Subcarrier orthog-
onal.
the overhead of the transmitted reference symbols especially in high dimensional
MIMO-OFDM systems. On the other hand, the preamble structures shown in Fig.
6.3(c) and (d), known as subcarrier multiplexed (SM) and subcarrier orthogonal
(SO), respectively, simultaneously transmit the preamble symbols on all transmit
antennas where the orthogonality is achieved in the frequency domain. Thus, there
is no overhead in the transmitted preamble compared with a SISO system. In the
SM scheme, the antennas transmit the training sequences simultaneously over cer-
tain subcarriers in order to avoid the interferences and achieve orthogonality. For
example in Fig. 6.3(c), Tx 1 transmit on the even subcarriers while Tx 2 transmit on
the odd subcarriers. In SO structure, the orthogonality is achieved in the frequency
domain by multiplying the transmitted symbols with orthogonal vectors such as the
Fourier sequences. Thus, the transmitted symbol is given by
d = (dp  1)
 e1 + (dp  2)
 e2 + :::+ (dp  MT )
 eMT ; (6.33)
where  denotes element-wise multiplication, mt equals the (1+(mt 1)bN=MT c)th
column of the DFT matrix (W), em denotesMT1 vector em = [0m 1; 1, 0MT 1]T of
which all elements are zero except the mth, which is 1 and 
 denotes the Kronecher
or direct matrix product.
The SO preamble structure does not increase the transmission overhead and it
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can be exploited to adapt the proposed PDE-T synchronization scheme to MIMO-
OFDM systems. As discussed previously in the literature, the most common ap-
proach to achieve synchronization in MIMO-OFDM systems is to transmit repeated
version of the preambles and the received sequences are correlated to estimate the
synchronization parameters. Alternatively, the PDE-T can be adapted for such sys-
tems by exploiting the received consecutive symbols where the reference symbols
are usually have constant modulus constellations. In this case, the repetition is not
required and two dierent reference symbols need to be transmitted or even replaced
with data symbols given that the other estimation blocks are implemented blindly
as well.
6.6 Numerical Results
This section presents the performance evaluation results of the proposed synchro-
nization techniques for MIMO-OFDM systems. Monte Carlo simulations are used
to assess the system performance over at and frequency selective multipath fad-
ing channels. The performance of the considered CFO estimators are compared in
terms of MSE of the CFO estimates' while Plock in and DSR measures are used to
assess the performance of timing estimators. In each simulation run at least 104
independent OFDM symbols are used. A MIMO-OFDM system employing OSTBC
is used and the subcarriers modulated using QPSK, the subcarriers' data rate is 4:17
kb/s, and the carrier frequency is equal to 2:2 GHz. The total transmission power
P was maintained xed regardless the value of MT , hence the power for each trans-
mit antenna is equal to P=MT . To demonstrate the eciency of the proposed PDE
synchronization techniques for MIMO-OFDM systems, the same channel models
described in the previous chapters are used.
In the following, the simulation results of the proposed PDE-T CFO estimator are
presented and compared to the KBE [23], MVE [22] and PDE-F [52] CFO estimators
adapted to the considered MIMO-OFDM system with N = 64 and NCP = 16. The
MSE performance of the considered CFO estimators over at fading channel as a
function of SNR is given in Fig. 6.4 using MT=MR=2. It can be seen from this
gure that KBE, MVE and the PDE-T estimators have equivalent performance over
the entire range of SNR except for the PDE-F which exhibits a slight atness at
high SNRs.
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The performance of the CFO estimators over frequency selective channels is
depicted in Fig. 6.5 using Channel-I and Channel-II. As demonstrated by Fig. 6.5,
the PDE-T outperforms all other estimators for the entire range of SNRs over both
channel models. Moreover, using Fig. 6.5 we observe that KBE and MVE estimators
are very sensitive to frequency selective fading even when the fading is so mild.
The PDE-F estimator has demonstrated some robustness for the case of Channel-I,
however, the MSE has severely deteriorated when Channel-II is used. Unlike the
other considered estimators, the PDE-T has demonstrated high robustness over both
channel models with a MSE that remained almost unchanged in both cases.
The performance of the proposed CFO estimator for MIMO-OFDM systems
with dierent transmit-receive antennas over Channel-I is depicted in Fig. 6.6.
The results show that the MSE for PDE-T and PDE-F decreases as the number
of transmit and receive antennas increases since the spatial diversity provided by
multiple transmit-receive antennas reduces the estimation error. The Kurtosis based
estimator exhibits an error oor as the number of transmit-receive antennas increases
due to the coupling eect which brings the symbol distribution closer to Gaussian
[23]. For all the considered MT and MR combinations, the PDE-T has oered a
continuously decreasing MSE, no error oor, and signicantly outperformed the
other considered estimators.
The MSE performance over severe frequency selective channels, Channel-III, is
given in Fig. 6.7, which demonstrates the invulnerability of the proposed PDE-T
against severe fading conditions. While the MSE of the PDE-T decreases linearly as
the SNR increases, the MSE of the other estimators saturates at low SNRs with high
MSE error oor levels. In addition, although the averaging over multiple symbols
has improved the MSE for all the estimators as revealed in Fig. 6.7, it did not
eliminate the error oor problem. Nevertheless, the MSE of PDE-T for L=1 is
much less than the MSE of the estimators of [23] and [22] for L=5 over the entire
SNR range and at high SNRs for the case of PDE-F. This implies that the PDE-
T can render accurate estimates within the duration of one estimation block and
no averaging is required even under severe frequency selective fading conditions.
Avoiding averaging remarkably reduces the computational complexity requirements
for the PDE-T when compared to other methods where averaging is essential.
To evaluate the performance of the proposed estimator over a time varying fre-
quency selective fading channel, a mobile frequency selective fading channel is for-
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Table 6.1: MSE values of the considered estimators for dierent SUI channels at
SNR=40 dB
SUI-2 SUI-4 SUI-5 SUI-6
MVE, KBE 2:13 10 5 1:0 10 4 5:0 10 4 1:1 10 1
PDE-F 2:5 10 7 4:0 10 7 1:0 10 5 7:9 10 3
PDE-T 2:0 10 7 2:0 10 7 2:2 10 7 2:6 10 5
mulated using Channel-III model, with two dierent maximum Doppler shifts fd=50
and 200 Hz. The MSE performance presented in Fig. 6.8 conrms the robustness of
the PDE over other well established estimators. As expected and conrmed by Fig.
6.8, the MSE of the Kurtosis and minimum variance estimators deteriorate severely
under such severe fading conditions regardless the Doppler shift values. Moreover,
we observe that the PDE-T still outperforms the estimator of PDE-F at low-to-
medium Doppler shifts. However, the MSE of both estimators starts to converge at
high Doppler shifts. Consequently, the PDE-T can be considered to be ecient in
time varying channels as well.
The robustness of the proposed estimator is investigated over the considered
channels with various level of frequency selectivity and wide range of Doppler shifts
(fd). The MSE performance of the PDE-F and PDE-T versus fd is depicted in Fig.
6.9 for SNR=40 dB. For the case of moderate and severe frequency selective channels,
Channel-II and III, it can be noted that the proposed PDE-T estimator outperforms
PDE-F for the entire range of fd and the performance dierence is substantial for
the low and moderate values of fd. As demonstrated in Fig. 6.9, the performance
dierence between the considered estimators is decreases as fd increases and they
converge at very high values of fd. For the case of a mild frequency selective channel,
Channel-I, it can be noted that the PDE-T outperforms PDE-F at low values of fd.
At moderate and high values of fd, the MSE for PDE-T is slightly larger than
PDE-F.
Generally speaking, there is a signicant gain in the performance by formulating
the cost function of the proposed estimator along the time direction rather than the
frequency direction, and more signicantly in moderate and severe frequency selec-
tive fading channels. The proposed estimator assumes slow time varying conditions,
making it ideally suited to applications such as xed, nomadic or limited mobility
type WiMAX systems that can provide very high data rates. However, it can also
work well for fast fading scenarios as the results reveal in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9,
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where the performance of the other considered estimators is severely aected by the
frequency selectivity degree of the mobile channel.
To validate the performance of the proposed estimator for a practical broadband
wireless communication system, WiMAX with STC MIMO conguration is consid-
ered as an example. The simulation parameters are readjusted according to xed
WiMAX IEEE 802.16 standard [9] where N=256, NCP=64, and f=15.625 KHz.
The performance of the estimator is investigated in dierent SUI channel conditions.
The SUI radio channels can be considered as slow time varying frequency selective
fading channels. Moreover, according to the considered OFDM system parameters,
the channel models SUI-1 to SUI-5 maximum delay spread is less than the CP du-
ration, hence no ISI is introduced. Channel model SUI-6 delay spread is larger than
the CP, consequently the system is operating in the presence of ISI.
Fig. 6.10 presents the results for the SUI-4, SUI-5 ans SUI-6 channel models
which are typical examples for channels with moderate and long delay spreads. It
can be noted from this gure the PDE-T slightly outperforms the PDE-F for the
SUI-4 channel and both estimators have no error oors even at high SNRs. Unlike
SUI-4 case, the MSE of the PDE-F over SUI-5 starts to saturate at SNR & 20
dB while the MSE of the PDE-T did not have any noticeable degradation. The
MVE and KBE have exhibited a degraded performance over both channel models;
however, the MSE can be considered satisfactory since the error oor level is not
very high. In SUI-6 environments, the MVE, KBE and PDE-F fail to provide
reliable estimates even at high SNRs. The impact of the ISI in SUI-6 environments
was severe on the PDE-T as well, which demonstrated by error oor that starts to
appear at SNR & 20 dB. However, unlike the other estimators, the PDE-T is still
capable of providing reliable estimates at moderate and high SNRs. More numerical
results for the considered estimators associated with dierent SUI channel models
are presented in Table (6.1).
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Figure 6.4: MSE versus SNR over at fading channel, N = 64, NCP = 16, L=1,
MT =MR = 2.
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Figure 6.5: MSE versus SNR for frequency selective channels with dierent delay
spreads 2(), N = 64, NCP = 16, L = 1;MT =MR = 2; fd =0.
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Figure 6.6: MSE versus SNR for frequency selective channels with MIMO congu-
ration, N = 64, NCP = 16, L=1, 
2()=1.74, fd=0.
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Figure 6.7: MSE versus SNR for dierent Doppler shift, N = 64, NCP = 16, L=1,
MT =MR=2, Channel-III, fd=50 and 200 Hz.
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Figure 6.8: MSE versus SNR for dierent Doppler shift, N = 64, NCP = 16, L=1,
MT =MR=2, 
2()=20, fd=50 and 200 Hz.
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Figure 6.9: MSE versus dierent Doppler shifts over channels with dierent fre-
quency selectivity conditions, N = 64, NCP = 16, L=1, MT = MR=2.
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Figure 6.10: MSE versus SNRs over SUI-4, SUI-5 and SUI-6 channels, N=256,
NCP=64, L=1, MT = MR=2.
In the following, the performance evaluation results of the proposed timing es-
timators are presented. The ELG conguration has been invoked to implement
the proposed synchronization technique and the following parameters have been
considered unless otherwise specied, N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10. The
performance of the MVE [83], PDE-F and PDE-T timing estimators in terms of
Plock in and DSR are depicted in Fig. 6.11 and 6.12, respectively, over at and fre-
quency selective fading channel (Channel-II). In at fading channel, it can be noted
that both MVE and PDE-T have equivalent performance over the entire range of
SNR, while the PDE-F suered little performance degradation at low SNRs. For
the case of moderate frequency selective channel (Channel-II), the proposed PDE
timing estimators (PDE-F/T) have robust performance with accurate timing esti-
mates, Plock in  1 and DSR . 10 3 at SNR & 5 dB. The proposed timing estima-
tors exhibit little degradation compared to flat fading channel. However, the MVE
demonstrated more sensitive performance to the frequency selectivity of the channel
achieving Plock in  1 and DSR . 10 3 at SNR & 15 dB.
The performance of the MVE, PDE-F and PDE-T timing estimators for dif-
ferent transmit and receive antenna congurations over severe frequency selective
channel (Channel-III) in terms of Plock in and DSR are shown in Fig. 6.13 and Fig.
6.14, respectively. For both gures, the sensitivity of the MVE and PDE-F can be
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obviously noted for 11 case. The reason of the performance deterioration is that
the dierence between the channel response over adjacent subcarriers causes the
DSR of the PDE-F to saturate at SNR & 15 and creates an error floor in the order
of 10 2 in terms of DSR. The MVE involves all the subcarriers in the estimation
process, which makes it more sensitive to the frequency selectivity of the channel.
For the 22 conguration, it is clear that both PDE-F and PDE-T benet from the
diversity, which is demonstrated by a noticeable improvement in the performance
compared with 11 case. On the contrary, the performance of the MVE is worsen
for the 22 conguration with high level error floor even at moderate and high
SNRs.
The results of Fig. 6.15 and Fig. 6.16 depict the Plock in and DSR performance
respectively for dierent loop bandwidth (BL). MIMO-OFDM system with N =
64, NCP = 16 and the severe frequency selective channel (Channel-III) has been
considered. In this case, the channel dispersion spans about 75% of the CP and
the SR comprises only 4 samples. It can be observed from the results that the
proposed timing estimators (PDE-F/T) still perform well and achieve Plock in  1
and DSR . 10 2 at SNR & 15 dB . The eect of channel selectivity is obvious on
the performance of PDE-F compared with PDE-T. In addition, decreasing the BL
reduces the loop jitter which signicantly improves the performance of both schemes
at the expense of convergence time.
The convergence performance of the timing estimator is evaluated in the presence
of CFOs. The simulation results shown in Fig. 6.17 and 6.18 present the system
performance in terms of Plock in and DSR for dierent values of CFOs. It shows that
the proposed synchronization loop can produce reliable symbol timing estimates for
 . 0:2 for both PDE-F and PDE-T usingBL = 1=10. However, it is obvious that the
PDE-T outperforms the PDE-F for dierent CFOs. For larger CFOs, more reliable
estimates can be obtained by decreasing the BL. However, the proposed PDE
timing synchronizer is preceded with low-cost coarse estimator and the estimation
error j  ^j  0:2. Consequently, the PDE scheme can be used to provide the
nal estimate. In addition to its advantage to allow self-noise free recovery loop
implementation as discussed in Chapter 5, the coarse estimator will help to reduce
the CFO to the tolerable range of the timing estimator without decreasing the loop
bandwidth.
The performance of the proposed timing estimator is evaluated in time varying
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frequency selective fading channel as shown in Fig. 6.19. The Channel-III model
with maximum Doppler shift of fd=50, 200 Hz is considered. It is clear that the
proposed system is still performing well in time varying channels. A comparable per-
formance for both schemes (PDE-F and PDE-T) is observed for fd=50 Hz. However,
it clear that the PDE-F outperforms the PDE-T for fd=200 Hz.
Finally, the performance of the proposed PDE-T synchronization technique ex-
ploiting the preambles in MIMO-OFDM system with spatial streams is evaluated.
The feedforward version of the PDE-T timing estimator has been considered for
MIMO-OFDM system with N = 64 and NCP = 16 that employ subcarrier orthog-
onal (SO) preamble. The Fourier sequences have been used to achieve the orthogo-
nality between dierent transmit antennas. The performance of the PDE-T timing
estimator over Channel-II in terms of Plock in and DSR is presented in Fig. 6.20
and Fig. 6.21 respectively for dierent antenna congurations. It is obvious that
the performance of the timing estimator is improved when the diversity is increased
achieving Plock in  1 and DSR  10 2 at SNR  12 dB for 44 MIMO-OFDM sys-
tems. The MSE performance of the PDE-T CFO estimator is presented in Fig. 6.22
for dierent antenna congurations. Again, the superior performance of the pro-
posed CFO estimation can be observed where the MSE is approximately decreases
as the SNR increases without an error oor.
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Figure 6.11: Plock in versus SNR for 22 MIMO-OFDM system over at and fre-
quency selective fading (Channel-II), N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10.
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Figure 6.12: DSR versus SNR for 22 MIMO-OFDM system over at and frequency
selective fading channel (Channel-II), N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10.
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Figure 6.13: Plock in versus SNR for 11 and 22 systems over severe frequency
selective channel (Channel-III), N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10.
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Figure 6.14: DSR versus SNR for 11 and 22 MIMO-OFDM system over severe
frequency selective channel (Channel-III), N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10.
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Figure 6.15: Plock in versus SNR for 22 MIMO-OFDM system over severe fre-
quency selective channel (Channel-III), N = 64, NCP = 16 and BL = 1=10; 1=20.
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Figure 6.16: DSR versus SNR for 22 MIMO-OFDM system over severe frequency
selective channel (Channel-III), N = 64, NCP = 16 and BL = 1=10; 1=20.
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Figure 6.17: Plock in versus SNR for 22 MIMO-OFDM system over Channel-III
with dierent values of CFO, N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10.
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Figure 6.18: DSR versus SNR for 22 MIMO-OFDM system over Channel-III with
dierent values of CFO, N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=10.
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Figure 6.19: DSR versus SNR over time varying frequency selective channel
(Channel-III), N = 256, NCP = 32 and BL = 1=20.
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Figure 6.20: Plock in versus SNR for feedforward PDE-T for MIMO-OFDM system
over Channel-II, N = 64, NCP = 16.
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Figure 6.21: DSR versus SNR for feedforward PDE-T for MIMO-OFDM system
over Channel-II, N = 64, NCP = 16.
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Figure 6.22: MSE versus SNR for PDE-T CFO estimator for MIMO-OFDM system
over Channel-II, N = 64, NCP = 16.
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6.7 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, a new technique for blind symbol timing recovery and carrier fre-
quency oset estimation in MIMO-OFDM systems employing OSTC with constant-
modulus signalling is presented. The proposed symbol timing and frequency syn-
chronization schemes are based on exploiting the interference introduced at the DFT
output due to synchronization imperfection. The synchronization parameters were
selected such that the interference is minimized by minimizing the power dierence
among the subcarriers based on the assumption of approximate channel response
either over adjacent subcarrier in one STC block or over the same subcarrier in
consecutive STC blocks. Therefore, the synchronization process does not require
the knowledge of the channel response and the transmitted data.
Using Monte Carlo simulations, it was conrmed that the proposed PDE-F/T
synchronization scheme is ecient and robust in both at and multipath fading
channels even at low SNRs. The results demonstrated the robustness of PDE-T
scheme in severe frequency selective channels, while both congurations (PDE-F and
PDE-T) demonstrated comparable performance in time varying wideband channels.
A little performance improvement could be observed using PDE-F compared with
PDE-T in fast fading conditions. Hence, for an optimum performance an adaptive
conguration could be suggested. However, using xed conguration based on ei-
ther scheme should be sucient to deliver reliable estimate under various channel
conditions. In terms of computational complexity, the proposed synchronization
techniques (both STO and CFO estimators) are very ecient because the CFO es-
timates' were obtained using parameter estimation method while the symbol timing
estimator is realized with feedback conguration using ELG approach.
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Chapter 7
Architectural Exploration of Blind
CFO Estimation in OFDM
Systems for Prototyping on
Recongurable Platform
This chapter discusses the architectural aspects of prototyping the proposed CFO
estimator, in particular the PDE approach discussed in Chapter 4, on recongurable
hardware device. Exploring the design space, two architectures for mapping the
considered CFO estimation technique on eld programmable gate array (FPGA)
have been presented. The proposed architectures with dierent implementation
alternatives have been simulated and veried for FPGA implementation using the
Xilinx's DSP design ow.
7.1 Introduction
Advanced carrier synchronization techniques perform sophisticated signal process-
ing tasks. To meet the requirements of system performance, the hardware imple-
mentation of the synchronization unit in OFDM receivers has been investigated
in literature [111{124]. However, most of the reported hardware architectures are
based on the conventional delay-correlation method, where synchronization param-
eters are estimated by correlating dierent segments of training sequences or the
CP portions of the OFDM symbols [111, 114{116]. For example, hardware ecient
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implementations for the correlator have been proposed by replacing the conventional
correlator with a rst order low pass lter or sign-bit quantization of the correlator
output [112,120]. However, the sign-bit quantization introduces more deterioration
in the estimation performance. Assuming that the synchronization during the acqui-
sition mode does not need to be very accurate, the sign-bit architecture for the CPE
reported in [121] has been introduced in [113] to acquire the synchronization pa-
rameters of multi-standard systems. Instead of using a unied correlator for coarse
and ne synchronization, the decoupled architecture has been proposed in [118] to
produce more compact synchronization hardware. In contrast to the correlation
based architectures, one architecture for blind CFO estimation has been reported
in [119], where the maximum signal to interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) metric
is used to estimate the unknown CFO. As the estimation accuracy mainly depends
on the search resolution, the proposed architecture adopts an iterative search-based
scheme to avoid the exhausted search for the global minimum. However, such a
feedback structure requires a large number of symbols for convergence which limits
its application to continuous-mode transmission.
The rapid increase in the processing requirements of modern wireless devices has
exceeded the speed of current digital signal processors (DSPs), which are incapable
of fullling the system throughput requirements. In parallel, the computational ca-
pability of recongurable computing platforms, such as FPGAs, which are far more
cost ecient than application specic integrated circuits (ASIC), has increased sig-
nicantly in the last decade. The highly parallel architecture and embedded DSP
modules allow for the implementation of complex signal processing. In addition,
FPGA solutions have the advantage of both exibility and reprogrammability with
fast and easy design ow that enables dierent ways to trade-o the implementation
results [125, 126]. As an example, the mapping of a single carrier synchronization
algorithm on FPGA hardware architecture using Xilinx's design tool was discussed
in [123] where the intellectual property (IP) cores are exploited to assemble a con-
gurable block for carrier frequency synchronization. It has been shown that rapid
development can be achieved while still oering the designer the full range of opti-
mization possibilities and design space exploration for a specic architecture [124].
This chapter explores the architectural design aspects of mapping the PDE al-
gorithm for CFO estimation on a recongurable platform. Two architectures are
presented, the parallel stream architecture (PSA) exploits the FPGA parallelism
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while the multiplexed stream architecture (MSA) employs multiplexing for more
ecient hardware implementation [127]. The proposed architectures can be cong-
ured in a dual-mode of operation to implement the PDE either in the frequency
or time direction for optimum performance depending on channel conditions. The
high-level design ow using Xilinx system generator (XSG) is used to implement the
proposed architectures by mapping the algorithmic steps into XSG IP components.
The proposed architectures are evaluated in terms of estimation accuracy and the
hardware cost for dierent implementation alternatives.
7.2 XSG for Rapid Architecture Exploration
Although most FPGA designs are implemented using hardware description lan-
guages (HDL), the use of higher level model based tools such as XSG are becoming
increasingly popular whereby the abstractions can be mapped on device primitives
eciently. The XSG design tool provides a library of bit-true and cycle-accurate
behavioural models for FPGA IPs to design and rene the hardware implementation
of DSP systems. The XSG IP cores are helpful for design exploration and prototyp-
ing by which exible high level abstraction environment can be used to model key
portions of the design without much hardware implementation details. The model
based design methodology using XSG can provide a rough estimate for the hardware
cost as well as the implementation performance. Moreover, the XSG IP cores can be
simulated much faster than conventional HDL simulators and their capabilities can
be extended transparently and automatically to t kindly into a system level frame-
work. In addition to the IP cores library, the XSG allows the data ow and HDL
models to be composed into the design environment. Therefore, using the XSG as
the main design tool allows a simple and intuitive hardware design and verication
for DSP algorithms. It is apparent that the XSG is bridging the gap between sim-
ulation and implementation by rapid prototyping Matlab co-simulated algorithms
into FPGA-running blocks, providing a balance between hardware abstraction level
and real-time system implementation [56,125].
The design ow using XSG is shown in Fig. 7.1, which often starts by describing
the algorithm in mathematical terms and then oating point simulation with no
hardware details to examine the algorithm in the design environment. After clearly
identifying the functionality and dataow issues, the hardware implementation de-
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Figure 7.1: Design ow using XSG [3]
tails for the implementation platform can be inserted using XSG. The Xilinx core
generator can be invoked afterwards to generate vastly optimized netlists by map-
ping the congured design parameters into entities and architectures and dening
the ports, signals and attributes for hardware implementation. Then, the FPGA
device can be programmed by executing the downstream implementation tools to
generate the bit stream le in addition to command and timing constraint les for
HDL simulation and FPGA synthesis, all in graphical user-friendly environments.
In addition, test vectors can be extracted from Simulink model for use with ISE
simulators to generate an optional functional verication testbench [3]. Due to its
advantage of fast design time and architectural exploration capability, where dif-
ferent IP cores can be analysed for trade-o options, this chapter utilizes the XSG
design tool to investigate the architectural aspects for mapping the PDE for CFO
estimation on recongurable hardware device [125,128].
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This section presents two architectures to implement a dual-mode PDE CFO es-
timator on recongurable hardware platform. The proposed architectures can be
congured to implement either the PDE in the frequency direction or time direc-
tion. For the purpose of rapid prototyping, the Xilinx DSP design ow shown in
Fig. 7.1 has been used to behaviourally model the designed architectures and rapidly
explore dierent implementation alternatives to trade-o the design.
7.3.1 Parallel-Stream Architecture
The PDE scheme for CFO estimation requires the computing of cost function either
in the frequency or time direction. These cost functions need to be evaluated for
three trial CFOs so that the curve tting method given in (4.19) can be applied for
minimization. The highly parallel structure of the FPGA device allows simultaneous
computation for the cost function of each trial CFO. Thus, the direct mapping of the
PDE estimation method on a recongurable platform will result in three processing
streams with parallel FFT modules to evaluate the cost function for each trial oset.
The congurable parallel-stream architecture (PSA) for the PDE algorithm is shown
in Fig. 7.2. The proposed architecture has four main hardware modules in addition
to the control logic. The control logic unit accommodates the latency and allows
data streaming between the modules.
7.3.1.1 Trial CFO Compensation Module
The CFO compensation module receives the OFDM input samples and produce
three output streams each compensated with a trial CFO. In this work, two imple-
mentation alternatives for the CFO compensation module have been investigated.
The rst one is direct digital synthesizer (DDS) with a multiplier as described in
Chapter 3 while the other option is to replace the LUT based implementation of
DDS and the multiplier with the generalized coordinate rotational digital computer
(CORDIC) algorithm congured in rotation mode.
DDS : To compensate for the frequency error, the received samples need to be
multiplied by a complex sinusoid of an arbitrary frequency. The DDS is a circuit that
accepts a digital tuning word at its input and the output is a sinusoidal waveform
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Figure 7.2: Parallel-stream architecture of the PDE CFO estimator for OFDM sys-
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whose frequency corresponds to that tuning word [62]. In its simplest form, the
DDS is a combination of a phase generator circuit and a look-up table loaded with
pre-computed values for one period of sinusoidal functions as described in Chapter
3. The phase generator is basically an integrator computing a phase slope to be
mapped to a sinusoid using the look-up table [2]. For the architectures investigated
in this work, the Xilinx's DDS IP core is utilized to provide the ability to make
implementation trade-os in order to achieve the most ecient solution for a given
system. The DDS core has been congured with phase-dithered approach for noise
shaping as presented in Fig. 3.11(c).
CORDIC : The other possible alternative for implementing the CFO compensa-
tion module is the CORDIC technique [117]. The CORDIC can be used to rotate
the input vector by the input rotation angle, where a vector rotation is performed
using a series of iterative microrotations of tan 1(2 i) for each iteration . The most
benecial point about CORDIC is that its implementation in hardware requires only
a shift and add/subtract operation for each microrotation. However, the CORDIC
algorithm introduces a scale factor to the amplitude of the result which requires an
extra circuitry and processing time for compensation [58,117]. For the architectures
developed in this chapter, the Xilinx's CORDIC IP core has been utilized. The
CORDIC IP is congured in rotation mode of operation in circular coordinates with
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Figure 7.3: Control logic to start the FFT processing
parallel word pipelining architecture described in Fig. 3.7 in order to achieve the
throughput requirements and increase the system performance. In addition, a coarse
rotation stage is integrated to rotate the input sample from the full circle into the
rst quadrant since the CORDIC algorithm is only valid over the rst quadrant.
7.3.1.2 FFT Module
The Xilinx's FFT IP core has been used to transform the time domain samples into
frequency domain. The FFT IP core can be congured to implement one of the
architectures, radix-4 burst input/output, radix-2 burst input/output, radix-2 light
burst input/output and pipelined steaming input/output [2]. These architectures
have dierent throughput, latency and resource usage which allows for a compromise
of the overall architecture in terms of design specication and application require-
ments. In the developed architectures, the FFT block has been congured to run
radix-2 pipelined streamed input/output architecture shown in Fig. 3.13 as it takes
the least time for FFT transform among all other architectures. For the streaming
mode, the current inputs arrive at the FFT block at the moment the previous in-
puts go through processing as described in Chapter 3 [2]. Therefore, input stalling
is not needed and the architecture data path can be heavily pipelined in order to
increase the throughput. To recover the transmitted subcarrier, the CP should be
removed before performing the FFT operation, in other words, the FFT should pro-
cess only the samples belonging to the data part of the symbol. For the streamed
input/output FFT architecture, this has been accomplished by controlling the start
port of the FFT block so that the processing is performed on the data part of the
symbol. A simple way to realize such control logic is to use a counter accompanied
by a comparator as shown in Fig. 7.3, where the counter is set to count the number
of samples of the OFDM symbol and the output is compared with the CP length to
produce the start input of the FFT block.
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7.3.1.3 Power Dierence Module
The power dierence module is used to sequentially accumulate the power dier-
ences between the subcarriers. The power function is implemented using dedicated
multipliers and the pipelining is congured by using the internal pipeline stages
of the dedicated multipliers. The architecture for the power dierence module is
shown in Fig.7.4-a which can be congured to compute the power dierence either
between adjacent subcarriers (one sample delay, PDE-F) or the same subcarrier in
consecutive OFDM symbols (one symbol delay, PDE-T) of the FFT output stream.
An ecient way to implement the delay blocks is to use shift register look-up tables
(SRLs), which are part of the FPGA fabric [56]. However, for the PDE-T, the power
dierence is calculated between two consecutive OFDM symbols, which requires a
delay equal to the number of samples in the OFDM symbol. In order to save the
fabric, such long delays especially when it is coupled with large bit width would
be preferable to implement using block RAM (BRAM) and some associated address
counters as shown in Fig. 7.4-b where the dual-port feature of the BRAM is exploited
to generate the required delay. The computed power dierences are accumulated
in a register, which is cleared at the end of the FFT processing. Another capture
register has been used for the purpose of streaming since the accumulator reloads
its content with an incoming sample after computing the last power dierence value
for an output sample.
7.3.1.4 CFO Estimation Module
The CFO estimation module is shown in Fig. 7.5. It processes the evaluated cost
functions J( 1=4), J(0) and J(1=4) to produce a CFO estimate. The CORDIC
IP core has been utilized for arctangent function evaluation where the input vector
(a; b) is rotated until the b component approaches zero to generate an output an-
gle tan 1(b=a). Due to the limited convergence range, the CORDIC algorithm for
arctangent evaluation generally starts with coarse rotation [2]. Then, the resulting
vector is successively rotated by ne angles of  tan 1(1=2i) for the ith iteration
until the b component goes to zero. Finally, if the reection is applied, a correction
to the resulting angle is required by subtracting it from  as illustrated in (4.19).
Since the magnitude is not an output parameter, the CORDIC IP core is relaxed
from scale factor compensation when it is used for arctangent evaluation [117].
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7.3.2 Multiplexed-Stream Architecture (MSA)
This section presents an alternative architecture for mapping the PDE CFO esti-
mation algorithm on a recongurable platform. The block diagram of the proposed
multiplexed-stream architecture is shown in Fig. 7.6, where three parallel streams
are multiplexed into one stream. A single FFT and power dierence modules have
been used to evaluate the PDE cost function for the multiplexed streams. The pro-
posed MSA adopts the dual-port RAM feature where independent read and write
operations can occur simultaneously. As depicted in Fig. 7.6, BRAMs have been
used to store the output streams of the trial CFO compensation module. The dual-
port BRAMs have been congured so that port A is designated as the write port and
port B as the read port, thus, enabling the memory space for the BRAM to be ac-
cessed simultaneously at dierent speeds with multiple data widths. Hence, separate
address counters have been used for the read and write operations where the address
port for the read operation (port B) runs three times faster than the address port
for the write operation (port A), to enable multiplexing of the BRAMs output data
into a single stream for FFT processing. This would require that the clock frequency
for the FFT core in the multiplexed-stream design runs three times faster than its
counterpart in the parallel-architecture design. A single FFT/power dierence mod-
ule has been used to evaluate the PDE cost function for the multiplexed-streams. A
capture register is also used to stream the operation and the evaluated cost functions
are then demultiplexed and processed to estimate the CFO in a similar manner like
the PSA. Although the advantage of MSA is that a single FFT/power dierence
module has been used resulting in resource ecient implementation, it should be
noted that the multiplexing operation would greatly increase the global routing of
the design. Additionally, the FFT module would have to run at a much higher clock
frequency to meet the timing requirements.
The concepts of regularity and modularity are important aspects for ecient
implementation using VLSI technology that helps to simplify the design in dier-
ent level of abstraction. The regularity attribute means that the design can be
decomposed into simple and similar sub-modules while the modularity reects on
the aspect that functionality of each block can be tested separately and interfaced
with other blocks of the design without ambiguity to compose the whole system.
The FFT and CORDIC processors are the main building blocks in the proposed
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architectures presented in this chapter. The calculations involved in both FFT and
CORDIC algorithms oer high regularity, modularity and pipelineability where the
basic processor cell is comprised of FFT buttery and basic CORDIC iteration,
respectively. Therefore, the hardware orientation of the proposed architectures in-
herits its regularity from the FFT and CORDIC algorithm that can help to construct
ecient architectures for a variety size of input sequences and dierent CORDIC
resolutions by exploiting the algorithm parallelism and the pipelining concept to
increase the data throughput and reduce the memory requirements however, this
would requires more control and timing logic circuits.
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7.4 Simulation Results
This section presents the hardware evaluation results of the proposed architectures
for the considered PDE CFO estimation algorithm. For hardware design, it is im-
portant to adjust the design parameters so that the resulting architecture will have
minimum resource utilization with negligible degradation in the performance due to
nite hardware precision. For the proposed PDE-F/T architecture, the impact of
the word length, the DDS phase width and the number of CORDIC iterations on the
estimation accuracy and hardware utilization have been investigated. The design
has been implemented using XSG design ow, where the HDL code is generated
to behaviourally simulate and verify the functionality of the design. The design is
synthesized using Xilinx ISE design tools and then placed and routed on the FPGA
platform (xc6vsx315t) with the package (31156) to obtain the results of hardware
resource utilization.
7.4.1 Testbench OFDM System
To verify the proposed CFO estimation hardware architecture, an OFDM system of
64 subcarriers with 16 samples of CP has been simulated. The subcarriers utilize
quaternary phase shift keying (QPSK) modulation and the channel is assumed to be
additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with normalized CFO of 0:2. The received
OFDM signal is passed to the CFO estimation hardware module through a gate way-
in interface block. In each simulation run, the mean square error (MSE) is evaluated
over 104 received OFDM symbols and used to assess the estimation accuracy of the
proposed architectures.
7.4.2 Estimation Accuracy
This section discusses the eect of nite precision for the hardware modules on
the CFO estimation accuracy. This would help to tune the congurable design
parameters so that the architecture has a compact area with an insignicant eect
on the CFO estimation accuracy. In the preceding section, two implementation
alternatives for the trial CFO compensation module have been discussed. For the
DDS based implementation, the phase/output width sets the width of the internal
phase calculations that control the frequency resolution and output precision for the
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generated sinusoids. The DDS compiler IP has been congured with phase width
of 12 and 14 bit and the MSE performance of the proposed PDE-F/T hardware
module is depicted in Fig. 7.7 and compared with oating point precision. It
is obvious that when the proposed hardware architecture has been congured to
implement the PDE-F, the MSE performance for the DDS phase widths of 12 and
14 bit is approximately equivalent to the oating point precision. However, when
it has been congured to implement the PDE-T, a slight degradation in the MSE
performance can be noted at high SNR for DDS phase width of 12 bit. Therefore,
to assure nearly approximate performance to the oating point precision for both
PDE-F/T, the DDS compiler IP core has been congured with phase/output width
of 14-bit so that the performance degradation due to the nite hardware precision
can be diminished as depicted in Fig. 7.7.
The other alternative is the CORDIC based implementation for which the num-
ber of internal add/sub iterations control the accuracy of the CORDIC algorithm.
The internal precision of the add/sub iterations is set based on the required accuracy
of the output and the number of internal iterations where increasing the number of
iterations will consumes more hardware resources. The proposed hardware module
has been congured to implement the PDE-T and the MSE performance versus the
SNR is shown in Fig. 7.8 for dierent CORDIC iterations. It is apparent that the
number of CORDIC iterations has a signicant impact on the estimation accuracy
of the implemented CFO estimation architecture. For the CORDIC used in the
trial CFO compensation module, the MSE performance for the proposed hardware
module deteriorates if the number of iterations was less than 8 as shown in Fig.
7.8. Therefore, to alleviate the impact of nite precision and achieve approximately
equivalent performance to the oating point precision, at least 8 iterations should
be used. The MSE performance of the proposed PDE-T hardware architecture with
dierent iterations for the CORDIC used in the CFO estimation module is shown in
Fig. 7.9. This gure reveals that at least 10 iterations should be used in order to get
comparable performance to the oating point precision. Otherwise, the proposed
system will suer from an MSE oor at high SNR.
Finally, it is important to decide the tunable range of the word length for the
proposed architecture since it has a signicant impact on the estimation accuracy
and the area consumption. The MSE performance of the congurable PDE-F/T
hardware module for 8 and 12-bit word length is shown in Fig. 7.10. It is obvi-
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Table 7.1: Summary for the hardware module congurable parameters
Module Iteration Output/Phase Width (bit)
DDS - 14
FFT - 24
CORDIC/CFO Estimation 10 12
CORDIC/CFO Compensation 8 12
* phase factor bit width
ous that the word length contributes considerably to the accurate estimation of the
proposed system. For 8-bit word length, the MSE performance for both PDE-F/T
schemes deteriorate resulting in MSE ooring at high SNR. Furthermore, increasing
the word length to 12-bit will improve the MSE performance and ensure marginal
degradation in the estimation accuracy in comparison with the oating point pre-
cision for both schemes. However, increasing the word length will consume more
hardware resources as will be illustrated in the next section. Table 7.1 summa-
rizes the parameters setting of the congurable IP cores used in the proposed CFO
estimation architecture.
7.4.3 Resource Utilization
The hardware resource utilization for the proposed architecture with dierent im-
plementation alternatives and word length are illustrated in Tables 7.2 and 7.3.
The Xilinx resource estimator has been used to estimate the resource utilization
in terms of the number of slice LUT (look-up table) and other slice logics. The
resource utilization of DDS based PSA and MSA for 8 and 16-bit word lengths are
listed in Table 7.2. It is noticeable that the MSA can achieve a signicant reduc-
tion in the required fabric resources with comparable throughput compared to the
PSA. However, it is clear that the MSA requires more BRAM units to store the
outputs of the CFO compensation module whereas the PSA works with an input
streaming fashion where no BRAMs are required. Also, it is obvious that there is an
increased resources saving as the word length increases. For the architectures that
utilize the DDS for CFO compensation, the MSA can achieve 35% resource saving
in terms of slice LUTs for 8-bit word length while 42% saving can be obtained for
16-bit word length compared with the PSA as illustrated in Table 7.2. Moreover, it
can be observed that increasing the word length imposes both architectures to use
comparable number of BRAMs since the FFT cores also require some BRAMs to
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Table 7.2: Hardware resources usage for the parallel-stream and multiplexed-stream
architectures
Target Device: xc6vsx315t-31156
PSA MSA
8-bit 16-bit 8-bit 16-bit
No. of slice registers 5,849 8,764 3,146 4,283
No. of slice LUTs 4,641 6,512 3,008 3,757
No. of occupied slices 1,386 1,800 846 1,042
No. of DSP48E1s 52 63 23 27
No. of of RAMB18E1 7 10 10 11
Max. Freq. (MHz) 110 111 111 117
store the input data, the phase factors and reorder buer.
Table 7.3 shows the resource utilization for the proposed CORDIC based PSA
and MSA compared with DDS based PSA and MSA for 12-bit word length. It is
clear that the DDS based PSA and MSA consumes less fabric resources compared
with CORDIC based implementation for the CFO compensation module which uses
CORDIC IP cores congured with parallel word architecture to compensate for
the trial CFOs. However, the CORDIC based architectures have the advantage
of consuming fewer number of embedded multipliers since the CORDIC processor
implements the rotation using only iterative add/shift microperation. Moreover,
the CORDIC based architectures can achieve a higher frequency of operation when
compared with DDS based architectures as illustrated in Table 7.3. The hardware
resource utilization in terms of slice LUT for dierent word lengths and implementa-
tion alternatives is shown in Fig. 7.11. It can be observed that the overall resource
saving that CORDIC based MSA can achieve is less than the DDS based implemen-
tation because of the CORDIC operations that dominating the number of utilized
resources. For instance, as shown in Table 7.3, for 12-bit word length, the MSA
based CORDIC can achieve 25% reduction in resources compared with PSA based
CORDIC. However, 37% resource saving can be achieved by using MSA based DDS
compared with PSA based DDS for the same word length.
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Table 7.3: Hardware resources comparison between DDS and CORDIC based CFO
compensation module for the parallel-stream and multiplexed-stream architecture
Target Device: xc6vsx315t-31156
PSA MSA
DDS CORDIC DDS CORDIC
No. of slice registers 6,906 8,462 3,581 5,117
No. of slice LUTs 5,222 7564 3,266 5,629
No. of occupied slices 1,492 2,066 913 1,508
No. of DSP48E1s 57 50 25 18
No. of RAMB18E1 10 9 11 10
Max. Freq. (MHz) 111 132 112 137
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Figure 7.7: The MSE of the congurable PDE-F/T vs. SNR with dierent phase
width for the DDS compared with oating point precision.
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Figure 7.8: The MSE of the PDE-T scheme vs. SNR for dierent CORDIC iterations
for the CFO compensation module compared with oating point precision.
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Figure 7.9: The MSE of the PDE-T scheme vs. SNR for dierent CORDIC iterations
for the CFO estimation module compared with 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7.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter investigated the architectural aspects of implementing the PDE CFO
estimation technique for OFDM systems on a recongurable hardware platform. A
congurable parallel and multiplexed-stream architectures for the PDE-F/T CFO
estimator have been proposed and evaluated for FPGA prototyping using Xilinx
DSP design ow. This methodology has demonstrated a wide range of exibility to
explore the design space and to analyse dierent IPs to trade-o the implementation
results for the considered CFO estimation algorithm. The design parameters for the
proposed architectures have been congured so that the performance loss due to
the nite hardware precision is trivial. The prototyping results for the proposed
architectures conrmed that the MSA results in a more resource ecient implemen-
tation in comparison to the PSA. However, the MSA requires more BRAM units in
order to multiplex the CFO compensated samples into one stream for FFT process-
ing. In addition, it was shown that the parallel-word CORDIC implementation for
the CFO compensation module results in higher maximum frequency of operation
for the proposed parallel and multiplexed stream architectures compared with the
DDS implementation. On the other hand, it was conrmed the CORDIC based
implementation consumes more hardware resources of the FPGA fabric.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Further Work
In this thesis, we addressed the synchronization algorithms and architectures for
OFDM based wireless communication systems. We started by discussing the ef-
fect of synchronization errors, classication of synchronization methodologies and
reviewing some conventional synchronization designs for OFDM systems. Unfor-
tunately, much of the non data-aided synchronization techniques in the OFDM
literature are not totally blind in the sense that some information might be required
to assist the synchronization, such as SNRs or the channel statistical information.
In addition, the computational complexity of non data-aided algorithms are much
higher than those that are data-aided. Furthermore, the performance of most blind
schemes is severely deteriorates in frequency selective fading channels resulting into
an inconsistent estimate for the synchronization parameters.
The motivation behind this research was to develop blind synchronization archi-
tectures, i.e. without the need for training sequences or pilots and that can per-
form robustly in frequency selective fading channels with reasonable computational
complexity. The key objective was to design time and frequency synchronization for
OFDM systems that are totally blind, by decoupling the synchronization from other
estimation blocks such that the receiver design is simplied, and can produce consis-
tent estimation for the synchronization parameters over short observation window.
To achieve this objective, two methods have been presented to improve the design
of frequency synchronization for OFDM systems. The considered CFO estimators
exploit the power and phase dierence between the subcarriers in consecutive OFDM
symbols. The cost function of the PDE-T estimator is constructed in the time di-
rection, by accumulating the power dierence between the subcarrier of constant
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modulus signalling, taking advantage of the approximate channel response over two
consecutive symbols. The IGVAV estimator is inspired from the ecient VAV phase
estimator developed for single carrier systems. The iterative structure for the VAV
algorithm has been proposed to tackle the problem of ICI limited performance and
to expand the estimation range. In contrast to the other blind frequency synchro-
nization methods that require one to perform a linear search over the interval of trial
osets, the PDE-T and IGVAV CFO estimators provide the estimate in a closed-
form which signicantly reduces the computational complexity. A comprehensive
comparison for the performance of the PDE-T and IGVAV CFO estimators in the
presence of timing uncertainty has been carried out and compared with the other
methods. The simulation results have conrmed that a wide range of timing errors
can be tolerated using the PDE-T and IGVAV frequency synchronization techniques.
For the timing synchronization, a new timing estimator has been proposed by
exploiting the power dierence measurements between the subcarriers of constant
modulus constellation. The cost function of the proposed timing estimator is formu-
lated either in the frequency or time direction depending on the channel conditions.
The feedforward and feedback congurations for the proposed timing estimator have
been investigated. The utilization of the CPE as pre-synchronizer has shown a vital
role to reduce the complexity of the feedforward estimator and to allow the design
of a self-noise free timing synchronization loop. Consequently, the performance of
the ELG conguration has been enhanced signicantly in terms of accuracy and
acquisition time.
The proposed timing and frequency synchronization schemes are further ex-
tended to MIMO-OFDM systems employing space-time coding (STC). The cost
functions of the proposed CFO and STO estimators are constructed by measuring
the power dierence between the subcarriers either in the frequency direction in
one STC block or the time direction between two consecutive STC blocks. In ad-
dition, the adoption of the proposed synchronization technique for MIMO-OFDM
with spatially multiplexed streams by exploiting the preambles has been discussed.
The performance of the proposed timing and frequency synchronization schemes
is assessed in time invariant and time varying fading channels with dierent fre-
quency selectivity conditions. In addition, the coupling eect between the two syn-
chronization processes has been investigated. The performance is compared with
other well-established blind synchronization methods reported in the literature. The
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Monte Carlo simulation results obtained for various channel conditions have con-
rmed the robustness and superiority of the proposed synchronization algorithms
with respect to the other estimators in moderate and severe frequency selective fad-
ing channels. The formulation of the cost function for PDE-T in the time direction
has solved the problem of degraded performance of most blind synchronization tech-
niques in wideband channels. However, it was observed that the PDE-F outperforms
the PDE-T in time-varying narrowband channels. For the CFO synchronization us-
ing IGVAV, the iterative operation has demonstrated to be very ecient because
it improves the accuracy by eliminating the ICI, reduces the complexity by using
very few subcarriers in the rst two iterations and helps to extend the unambiguous
estimation range of the estimator.
The simulation results of the proposed timing estimator based on the power
dierence measurements have conrmed the superior performance of the power dif-
ference estimator without the need of channel statistical information. Compared
with other ELG timing recovery systems, the novel design for the proposed ELG
realization of the PDE timing metric has oered signicant improvement in reducing
the loop timing jitter and the acquisition time. Furthermore, the newly proposed
performance assessment metric, denoted as deviation from the safe region (DSR),
has shown to be more informative in comparing the performance of dierent tim-
ing synchronization algorithms, as the conventional MSE metric does not take into
account the presence of the SR.
The architectural exploration and dierent design alternatives have been inves-
tigated to map the CFO synchronization algorithm using PDE on recongurable
platforms. The proposed architectures can be congured in a dual-mode of opera-
tion to implement either the PDE-F or PDE-T depending on the channel conditions.
The proposed multiplexed-stream architecture has demonstrated signicant reduc-
tion in terms of the utilized hardware resources at the expense of little increase in
the memory requirements of the system compared with parallel-stream architecture.
In addition, the simulation results of the mapped architectures have illustrated that
CORDIC based implementation of CFO compensation module would result into
higher maximum frequency operation for the proposed architectures compared with
DDS implementation, however at the expense of more resource utilization.
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Further Work
This research project concentrated primarily on developing blind synchronization
algorithms and architectures for OFDM systems, however, there is still room for
improvement that can be considered in future work. In the proposed techniques, the
timing and frequency synchronization are treated separately. However, future work
should consider the joint estimation for the STOs and CFOs using a PDE approach
to optimize the synchronization performance. The emphasis should be placed on
techniques to reduce the complexity of the joint estimation problem. More ecient
searching algorithms could be investigated for this purpose with some advanced FFT
congurations.
Although the extension of proposed synchronization methods for MIMO-OFDM
systems was considered in this thesis, more attention could be given to MIMO-
OFDM systems with distributed antennas and spatial multiplexing where each an-
tennas pair experiences dierent CFOs and STOs. In addition, for such problems,
the correction of multi-CFOs should be treated. The minimization of the power
dierence or maximizing the SINR approaches could be considered to optimize the
compensation process such that the system performance is improved.
From the architectural point of view, the architecture of the IGVAV algorithm
could be studied where the iterative process adds more challenge to the design of
the synchronization unit. The IGVAV architecture can be integrated with a l-
ter to realize a hardware oriented carrier recovery loop. In addition, a hardware
architecture for the proposed PDE-ELG timing estimator for OFDM systems can
be examined. The architecture design could be incorporated with some advanced
recongurable hardware aspects such as dynamic partial and run-time recongura-
tion to construct variable structure timing recovery loop. The timing error detector
can be implemented in hardware while the softcore processor implements the loop
lock and updates the loop lter parameters. Furthermore, the timing and frequency
synchronization architecture unit could be evaluated in a testbed OFDM system.
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Appendix A
In this part we present the sinusoidal approximation for the cost function given in
(4.18). In the following, we consider the noise free case of (4.5) and assume that no
averaging is used, i.e. L = 1. By substituting (4.1) in (4.5) we obtain
sk(l) =
ej
2n
N
l(N+NCP )
N
N 1X
i=0
~si(l)
N 1X
n=0
ej
2n
N
(i+~ k); (A.1)
where ~
M
=   ^ and ~si(l) M= Hi(l)di(l). Expanding (4.16) gives,
J(~) =
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j4 +
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l + 1)j4   2
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2jsk(l + 1)j2: (A.2)
Substituting (A.1) in the rst terms of (A.2) gives,
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j4 = 1
N4
N 1X
i1;i2;c1;c2=0
~si1(l)~s

i2
(l)~sc1(l)~s

c2
(l)
N 1X
n1;n2;m1;m2=0
ej
2~
N
ej
2
N
(n1i1 n2i2+m1c1 m2c2)
N 1X
k=0
e j
2k
N
 (A.3)
where  = n1   n2 +m1  m2: Noting that,
N 1X
k=0
e j
2k
N
 =
8<: N;0;  = N; 0; Notherwise (A.4)
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Thus (A.3) can be simplied to
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j4 = 2
N3
Refe j2~
N 1X
i1;i2;c1;c2=0
~si1(l)~s

i2
(l)~sc1(l)~s

c2
(l)
N 1X
n1=0
N 1X
n2=n1+1
n2 n1 1X
m1=0
ej
2n1
N
(i1 c2)e j
2n2
N
(i2 c2)e j
2m1
N
(c1 c2)g+ C1(l) (A.5)
where C1(l) is a real constant independent of ~ and can be obtained by substituting
 = 0 in (A.3). Now dene:


M
= fi1; i2; c1; c2g, 
1 M= f
 ji1 = i2 or c1 = c2g, 
2 M= f
 ji1 6= i2 and c1 6= c2g
the indices i1; i2; c1; c2 2 f0; 1; :::::; N   1g, 
 = 
1[
2 and 
1\
2 = . Therefore,
(A.5) can be expressed as
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j4 = 2
N3
Re

e j2~B
1(l)
	
+
2
N3
Re

e j2~B
2(l)
	
+ C1(l) (A.6)
where
B	(l) =
N 1X
i1;i2;c1;c2=0
i1;i2;c1;c22	
~si1(l)~s

i2
(l)~sc1(l)~s

c2
(l)
N 1X
n1=0
N 1X
n2=n1+1
n2 n1 1X
m1=0
ej
2n1
N
(i1 c2)e j
2n2
N
(i2 c2)e j
2m1
N
(c1 c2) (A.7)
and 	 2 f
1;
2g : Similarly,
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l+1)j4 = 2
N3
Re

e j2~B
1(l + 1)
	
+
2
N3
Re

e j2~B
2(l + 1)
	
+C1(l+1):
(A.8)
The last term can be expressed as,
N 1X
k=0
jsk(l)j2jsk(l + 1)j2 = 2
N3
Re

e j2~D
1(l)
	
+
2
N3
Re

e j2~D
2(l)
	
+ C2(l);
(A.9)
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where
D	(l) =
N 1X
i1;i2;c1;c2=0
i1;i2;c1;c22	
~si1(l)~s

i2
(l)~sc1(l + 1)~s

c2
(l + 1)
N 1X
n1=0
N 1X
n2=n1+1
n2 n1 1X
m1=0
ej
2n1
N
(i1 c2+1)e j
2n2
N
(i2 c2+1)e j
2m1
N
(c1 c2): (A.10)
Substituting (A.6), (A.8) and (A.9) in (A.2) gives
J(~) =
2
N3
Re

e j2~(B
1(l) + B
1(l + 1)  2D
1(l))
	
+
2
N3
Re

e j2~(B
2(l) +B
2(l + 1)  2D
2(l))
	
+ C1(l) + C1(l + 1)  2C2(l):
(A.11)
Under the assumption in (4.15), B
1(l + 1) +B
1(l)  2D
1(l) [52]. Therefore, the
cost function described in (4.16) can be simplied to,
J()  A cos(2~) + C; (A.12)
where A and C are real constants,
A =  2 [B
2(l) +B
2(l + 1)  2D
2(l)] =N3; (A.13)
and
C=C1(l) + C1(l + 1)  2C2(l): (A.14)
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Appendix B
The CFO estimate ^ using PDE-T estimator can be obtained by evaluating the cost
function at three special trial points ( 1=4, 0, 1=4) as follows,
JPDE T (0)  A cos[2()] + C; (B.1)
JPDE T ( 1=4)  a cos[2(  1=4)] + C = A sin[2()] + C; (B.2)
and
JPDE T (1=4)  A cos[2(+ 1=4)] + C =  A sin[2()] + C: (B.3)
Thus, the constants A and C can be obtained,
C =
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4) + JPDE T ( 1=4)]; (B.4)
A =
JPDE T (0)  12 [JPDE T (1=4) + JPDE T ( 1=4)]
cos(2)
: (B.5)
Substituting (B.4) and (B.5) into (B.3),
tan(2) =
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4)  JPDE T ( 1=4)]
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4)  JPDE T ( 1=4)]  JPDE T (0) : (B.6)
Denoting,
a =
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4) + JPDE T ( 1=4)]  JPDE T (0); (B.7)
and
b =
1
2
[JPDE T (1=4)  JPDE T ( 1=4)]: (B.8)
The CFO estimate can be obtained as follows,
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^ =
8>>>>><>>>>>:
1
2
tan 1(b=a) a  0
1
2
tan 1(b=a) + 1
2
a < 0 and b  0
1
2
tan 1(b=a)  1
2
a < 0 and b  0
(B.9)
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